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Aspects of the Peak-Speedwell Cave System 1650-1900
Anthony W MARSDEN
Abstract: Certain use aspects of the Peak-Speedwell Cave System and subterranean vein minerals became
inextricably linked. Visitors were conducted around part of Peak Cavern and the active lead mines and
caverns directly associated with the Speedwell Mine. Houses were built inside Peak Cavern Vestibule and
a rope-making industry also developed there. The Peakshole Sough Company's mining operations
apparently encountered problems with the hydrodynamics of the sub-phreatic resurgence zone of the
Speedwell Stream Caverns. Their organised activities may be responsible for remnant mine workings in
and around Peak Cavern's Victoria Aven, also in consolidation with Longcliffe Mine and Hourdlo Stile
Mine, for an unlocated deep level cartgate probably beneath the Speedwell Mine complex. Prior to
inception of the Speedwell Mine canal levels, the natural Stream Caverns were almost certainly entered
by lead miners working vertically down from hilltop shafts on Long Cliff and HurdlodCowlow hillsides.
Far Peak Cavern may have been entered in similar circumstances or from a postulated connection with
Speedwell's Stream Caverns. The Speedwell Mine proprietors' only documented title to specific hilltop
mines relates to Foreside Rake mine, on Long Cliff, and Eyre's Grove, above the natural Stream Caverns
beneath Hurdlow. It seems The Speedwell mine canal levels were contrived to intersect the Stream Caverns,
enabling exploitation of the associated water and minerals. The Main Level encountered a huge vein cavity,
The Speedwell Cavern, apparently with a stream falling into its Bottorrless Pit. A guided boat-tour to view
these features became very popular during the 1800s, as did a visit into Peak Cavern's main passageway
to Victoria Aven. Mineral vein workings behind Speedwell Mine's Halfway House also broke into natural
caverns; these await full exploration and recording in common with other parts of the System where
digging or diving is in progress, or planned.

A

combined appreciation

of the layout and

historical

background of the Peak-Speedwell Cave System has already been
provided by Cordingley (1986), Nash and Beck (1989), and Ford
(1956, 1960, 1962, 1965, 1977) who in concentrating on describing
the Speedwell end of the Complex has illuminated the possible
chronology and extent of lead mining associated with the natural
cave system. In view of his findings, and later those of Farr (1981,
1982), Shaw (1983) and Penney (1985), a re-assessment of the caverelated mining history (Rieuwerts and Ford, 1985) was completed
when many more of the relevant records and archives became
accessible. Owing to ambiguity and incompleteness however, the
records do not precipitate definitive answers to many vital
questions; much depends on personal interpretation.

This speleohistorical paper of necessity reiterates some

elements of that reassessment, but offers a different perspective on
certain issues. It is concerned mainly with areas of the PeakSpeedwell Cave System known to the 18th and 19th century.lead
mlners, and other related features within the associated

hydrogeological network (Fig. 1).
Between 1650 and 1900, Peak Cavern's openly accessible
passageways terminated near Victoria Aven (Fig. 2). The
Speedwell Cavern and Mine complex ultimately consisted of the
linear, mined canal levels with the Bottomless Pit cavity
"bisecting" them. Beyond the Far Level, intersected natural
Figure I.
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Stream Caverns continued to the right (west), upstream to Main
Rising and Cliff Cavern, and left (east), downstream to Rift

Cavern and Puttrells Pool (Fig. 7). Yarious localised mineral vein
workings still exist throughout; the name 'oSpeedwell" came into
general use during the 1780s (Bray, 1783).
Although adding substantially to character and ramifications
of the Peak-speedwell Cave System, there is no indication that the
miners ever entered Speedwell's Lower Bunghole Streamway or
Peak Cavern's main complex of inner passageways beyond Mucky
Ducks. They did however discover a parallel, isolated section of

cave (Farr, 1981,1982), Far Peak Cavern (including Stemple
Highway) (Figs. 2 & 7) resulting in contemporary theories of a
direct connection with Speedwell's Stream Caverns. The efforts of
Cordingley, (1982,1989), Whybro (1985,1987) and others to locate
the miners' points of access into these caverns continue.
Currently only divers can enter Far Peak Cavern. Cavers' access

into Speedwell's Stream Caverns through the show cave is not
permitted and through Peak Cavern's connections it is restricted.
Consequently frrst-hand experience of these areas of the system is

not widespread
It is hoped that this speleohistorical paper will enhance
understanding and questioning of present theories concerning
man's involvement with some of the peculiarities of the PeakSpeedwell Cave System and
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network. Meanwhile, subterranean investigations are ongoing and
the Barmaster's (mining records) Book for the prime years 1779
to 1784 remains unlocated.

REVERED CAVERN WITH INTERLINKED USES
Peak Cavern, &t Castleton, in Derbyshire's Peak District, was
naturally formed by water long after crystallization of the mineral
veins in its host limestone rock. During the period under review
the numerous uses of these subterranean phenomena became
inextricably linked. As early as the Roman occupation various of
Castleton's natural and man-made features reputedly fascinated
the minds of the curious. Such features undoubtedly included
Peak Cavern, also the early Odin Mine, probably renamed in the
9th Century when Danes infiltrated the ancient lead mining fields.
By the mid 1600s Odin Mine had become a notable producer of
lead ore in the Crown's Castleton lead mining Liberty. Operating
under Barmoot Court Laws of 1288 and 1513, successful
exploitation of Castleton's Odin mineral vein no doubt inspired
the development of other veins in the hillsides surrounding Peak
Cavern (Fig. 1).
In the late 1600s the awesome feature of Peak Cavern, one of
the largest cave entrances in Britain, was providing shelter and
"recreation" for a number of people. The true origins of the
Cavern's name may be inferred from superstition and faded local
history; it is known variously as The Devil's Arse (in The Peak),
Peake or Peak's Hole, and today Peak Cavern.

2.

Castleton's drinking water and the supply for a mill race.
Barmoot Court references for the 1670s do not indicate any lead
mining activity directly associated with Peak Cavern, or its
entrance gorge. However within the Peak/Speedwell Cave

System's presently understood hydrological catchment area,
Longcliffe Grove (mine), Wyn Yates Grove, Wham Grove, New
Rake and other mines, were apparently being worked at the time
(SCL.Bag.702, in Rieuwerts and Ford, 1985).

A Time of Change
Apart from undertaking building work inside Peak

Cavern,

individuals in the late 1600s acted as guides to the occasional

traveller or, nobleman. Even then, the Vestibule, if not more of the
Cave, was almost certainly a noted natural curiosity at which
those who had the means could wonder. A customary annual
gathering at the Cave, of beggars, gypsies, wandering traders and
"robbers", had possibly ended before this era. It was a time of
change generally, with local lead mines advancing from laborious

Village in a Cave
The haunts of witchcraft, and religious fervour warning of
Satan and The Underworld, rtraintained strong tradition in a
village community like Castleton's. However, hardship and
superstition did not stop some individuals from probing recesses
and working inside Peak Cavern. Even tales like that of a goose
thrown down distant Eldon Hole, re-emerging some days later
from The Devil's Arse in The Peak with its Gathers singed by the
fires of Hell, did not deter some people from living inside the

spacious Vestibule. Prior to the 1700s this enormous entrance
chamber may have had a more level and undisturbed floor area.
A slope to the flood overflow gully has probably existed for some
considerable time however. Soot stains on the cave's relatively flat
roof are today's remnant of a time when buildings, probably for

permanent habitation and including workplaces, had been
constructed inside Peak Cavern entrance. Some remained until
relatively recent times, with the first period of building having
commenced well before the year 1700.
Probably unbeknown to most local residents and visitors of the
time, the entrance gorge with its multiple stream risings is the
main resurgence point for many surrounding mines and caves.
These include two major, semi-independent, resurgent stream
caves, partially discovered and investigated by lead miners in the

18th and

4

l9th centuries. Their risings provided some of

The Devil's Arse, near Castleton, showing a caricature of the houses in Peak
Cavern Vestibule (from "The Natural History of Lancashire, Cheshire and
the Peak in Derbyshire" by Charles Leigh (1700 )
.

Peak Cavern entrance and gorge with the ruined Peveril Castle; the Winnats Pass and the Speedwell cottage in the right background (c.1800)

traditional working methods, typically wedge and feathering or
firesetting to the imported technique of blasting with gunpowder.

After

1700, the momentum of social, scientific and economic
development culminated in the Industrial Revolution. Increase in
population of the country also began to accelerate, eventually
providing more potential cave visitors.
The vast entrance Vestibule and gorge topped by the evocative
ruins of Peveril Castle, ultimately were there for all to see and
make use of. Certainly during the 1700s and 1800s, the Castle and
Cavern environs were used to shelter and graze domestic animals,
the castle hill still is today.
Throughout much of the period, ownership of the Cavern along
with many of the local lead mining rights, involved an
arrangement between the [Crown] Duchy of Lancaster and the
Early rope-making scene in Peak Cavern in
1802 (from Britton & Brayley's "The
Beauties of England and Wales" ).

Dukes of Devonshire. Previously, it had at times been associated
with the estate of Peveril Castle.
Ropemaking

Around the late 1700s some of the houses inside The Vestibule
may have been dismantled, much of the stone possibly being used
in re-terracing the cave sediment and earth floor. The terraces
were part of refining what during the 1800s, became a thriving
rope making industry. The cave entrance microclimate ideally
suited natural fibre construction of different types of rope for the
industrialising nations. Although the terraces remain today and
ropemaking ceased relatively recently, many of the wooden roperacks and other equipment are now lost.

Peak Cavern entrance with rope-makers'

terraces and twine-stretching poles
(1829') (artist: W Westall, engraver E.

Finden; courtesy C. Howes).

Caverns of Blue John

During the mid

1700s another

local industry was developing:

that of the mining and ornamental use of Blue John Stone. This
unique, decoratively banded form of coloured fluorspar (Calcium
Fluoride) occurs in deposits which are found mainly in pipe veins,
cavities and vughs, immediately north and west of the Winnats
Pass, predominantly in Treak Cliff Hill (Fig. 3). Blue John has no
obvious association with the main PeakiSpeedwell Cave System,

though hydrologically there is a link (see Gunn, this publication).
In 1765, whilst people still inhabited Peak Cavern's Vestibule,
Watson (Barmasters Books) set up 16 pairs of stowes on the upper
hill of Treak Cliff for'owhat he could find". By 1770 all the present
Blue John Stone mines were in operation (Ford, 1955) and one of
these, possibly a mine in Waterhole Pipe, intersected caverns on
the Blue John Cavern (Fig. 1). How these caverns
a grand scale
of the Peak/Speedwell complex, remains a
relate to the formation

matter requiring further study. And how formation of the
intervening Winnats Pass (Ford, 1987), or the working of Odin

Mine (Rieuwerts & Ford, 1976) have affected speleogenesis and
the hydrologic al balance of caves within Treak Cliff and to the
south, is not yet fully understood.
Upon reflection, if caverns the proportions of Peak can pass
beneath a valley like Cave Dale, what nature of interconnecting
like the Winnats? Cordingley (1986)
suspects Suicide Cave, at the north side of the Winnats Gorge
foot, to be a fragment of the Halfway House and Bottomless Pit
Caverns intersected by miners working the Speedwell Canal Level.

cave may exist under a gorge

Dewatering Surrounding Lead Mines &
Prospecting Far Peak Cavern

From about 1700 and for some considerable time, the

Peak/Speedwell Cave System was virtually surrounded by
deepening, active lead mines. Many were within the Castleton
lead mining Liberty, but some had associations with the adjacent
Liberties of Hope, Bradwell and Peak Forest. Workings at any of
the following notable mines and mineral veins have, or potentially
have some connection with, or effect upon, the Peak/Speedwell
Cave System or its associated hydrological network:
Red Seats and Siggate Mines, AshtonslPindale/Dirtlow
Rake mines, Kronstadt and Nunlow mines, Hollandtwine

and Hazard Mines, Bradwell Moor/Old Moor

mines,

WhamiPortwayAMatts Grove Mines, Slitherstones/Linekar
miners, Coalpithole/Gautries/Cockshead mines, Maskhill/
Rickety Mines, the mines of Treak Cliff, including Odin

(Fie.

1).

At the far western end of the Castleton catchment,

miners

drained water into a 'olost" swallet around 180 metres depth in

Coalpithole Mine (Perryfoot; Grid Ref. SKl081). They also
turned water into another "Great Swallow" around 180 metres
depth in the south of the catchment, at Hollandtwine Mine (Grid

Ref. SK140812, Ftg. 1).
Miners are known to have prospected the remote, Far Peak
section of the resurgence caves, a little to the north of
Hollandtwine Mine (Farr, 1981). Although it has been shown that
Hollandtwine water does not pass through this isolated section of
cave, it is remotely possible that Hollandtwine miners, should they
have managed to explore their "Great Swallow", found a
subsidiary route into Far Peak Cavern. Unfortunately no such
connection is known or documented and modern exploration of
Hollandtwine has not yet reached 180 metres depth (Descent 22,
1972). (Discussion of miners' mysterious access into Far Peak
Cavern continues below).
Figure 3. Diagrammatic section fro*
Mam Tor (M) to Long Cliff (L) from

John Mawe's "Geology and Mineralogy
of Derbysltire" (1802). At the centre is
Treak Cliff ( B ) "a limestone mountain
where the blue fluor is found"; various

mineral deposits ( Blue John)

are

indicated by dark patches. The Winnats
Pass (W) separates Treak Cliff from
Long Cliff. 'An immense opening" (The
Bottomless Pit of Speedwell Cavern)
( V ) is shown connected to the Speedwell
Mine shaft and Oakden's Level ( S ).
Several inclined lead veins cross Long
Clrff; they include (Little Winster Vein
(X), Long Clrff Rakes (N), "a small
rake or cross-vein or scrin called Rock
Pipe" (R), Long Cliffe Pipe "a small
rake scrin but in a pipe direction" (C).

"Manner of crossing the First River in Peaks Hole", 1797 (artist: G. M.
Woodward, engraver: I. Cruikshank, published in G. M. Woodward's

"View in Peak Hole after passing the first River", 1797 (artist: G. M.

The most important mines concerning the detailed history of
the Peak/Speedwell Cave System, are those in the mineral veins
between the Winnats Pass and Dirtlow Rake. They lie primarily
within the hillsides of Long Cliff, Longcliffe Back, Hurdlow and
Cowlow (Figs. 1 & 2); others may exist in Lumberlee and
Morwood Part.

later. The actual circumstances will hopefully be clarified by the
1779-1784 Barmasters Book which unfortunately is unlocated.
Between 1709 and l7l3 whilst Longcliffe Grove and Trake New
Knab Mines were active (SCL Bagshawe Collectn. and Oakes
Deeds, in Rieuwerts & Ford, 1985), the Longcliffe Levy
commenced driving (Fig. 2). Mineral was extracted whilst this
haulage level was worked nearly 50 metres into the foot of Long
Cliff. Although not recorded as encountering natural cavities,
what may be the overgrown remains of the Levy entrance can still
be seen near the foot of Cowlow Nick, at about 260 metres O.D.
(Grid Ref. SK13181a). Wyn Yates Grove and Winiate Head Grove

"Eccentric Excursions" in 1797).

MINING & MINERAL VEINS IN HILLSIDES
OVERLYING THE CAVE SYSTEM
Workings Active Before Speedwell Mine
A "Far Peak/Speedwell" Connection? Present evidence suggests that before I77l various remote parts
of the Peak/Speedwell Cave System were first entered by miners,
via mineworkings descending vertically from hilltop surface

shafts. Before Speedwell Mine was ever contemplated, the
Speedwell Stream Caverns and possibly Far Peak Cavern had

been prospected, potentially from entirely separate

mines.

However a solely underground connection between the two, with
access must be carefully considered.
Ultimately, at least two separate routes into the Speedwell Stream
Caverns probably existed before the mined canal levels.
It seems likely that Speedwell's Bottomless Pit Cavern was f,trst
encountered by Oakden's Speedwell Mine canal levels and not by
earlier hilltop mineworkings overhead; these probably connected

initially one original mine

"Roger Rains House" in 1802 (from "The
Beauties of England & Wales" ).

Woodward; engraver: I. Cruikshank, published
"Eccentric Excursions" in 1797 ).

in G. M.

Woodward's

were also working around this time (170911710 and l7l4) and
although the exact location of these mines is unknown, some
interesting features do present themselves on the south flanks of
the Winnats Pass and could repay further investigation.
Longcliffe Vein and Caverns?
Upslope frorn Longcliffe Levy, the Longcliffe (Grove) Mine
(Fig. 2) had been active, but possibly lay semi-idle for about 30
years from I7I4. Then whilst working again in 1744, two fathoms
were "driven in swallo". Whether this was associated with high
level natural caverns accessed many years later via Speedwell
Mine's Halfway House workings, is rather speculative. Apart
from being recorded as operating in profit during t763, it is
thought that Longcliffe Mine remained unworked between L752

"Manner of passing the Second River in
G. M.
Woodward; engraver: I. Cruikshank).

Peake Hole'i 1797. ( artist:

and 116l, and again from

1766

until

1773,

well

after

commencement of operations at the nearby Speedwell Mine.
Faucet R.ake and Pilkington's Lost Cavern

From Long Cliff to Rowter several sep arate mines were active
on Faucet Rake. In 1752 and probably up until 1770, George
Eeeds Old Grove (Fig. 2) was operating in an area of the Ra[e
which has a short mineralised loop immediately adjoining the

main vein. At this locality in 1770 "a pipe freed for new on the
south side of Faucet Rake on Longcliffe Back", may well be that
re-entered by caver Richard Shaw, in 1983. He ascended from the
Speedwell System's Assault Course and where a shaft ought to
have connected with the surface, he found run-in debrii and
collapse (Shaw, 1983) (Ford, 1956) (Fig. 6). Shaw (1983) and

Rieuwerts and Ford (1985) consider this to be the entrance utilised
9y J. Pilkington when he descended to "a deep gulf in the
[Speedwell] level which has been driven from a pl-ace called the

Winniard's (Pilkington, l7S9).

Pilkington probably visited much of the Stream Caverns
complex. Sulivan (1780) who also ventured there, but unlike

Pilkington, before discovery of the Bottomless Pit and completion
of Oakden's canal levels, is suspected by Shaw (1983) of having
used the same route of entry as Pilkington. Rieuwerts and Ford
(1985) however, think it "a good possibility that Sulivan was taken
into the stream caverns by an alternative route, probably via the
great cavern in Farr's Stemple Highway of Far Peak Cavern"
(Farr, 1981). No such connections or hilltop points of entry are
presently known; the various possibilities are however discussed
below.

Further east on Faucet Rake, possibly diverging into Slate
S1!n, George Eeeds probably had a separate, newer-mining title

(Fig. 2) with the founder shaft "in Foreside Rake at Leap on the

west side

of the wall on

Longcliffe Back". The workings

conrmenced around 1760 and by 1767 may have reached Cowlow

Nick, to the east. Although in close overhead proximity to

Speedwell's Bottomless Pit Chamber, no connection is known.
Somewhere between Eeed's two titles on Faucet Rake and
similarly in overhead proximity to the Bottomless Pit Chamber, it
is thought that Nicholas Bradshaw's, Foreside Rake Mine (Fig. 2)
was active as early as 17 52. This mine, or part of it, may later fiave
"Great Tom of Lincoln, the Five Arches,
Peak Cavern': 1802 (from "The Beauties
of England

&

Wales" ).

become known as Oakden Engine Mine, whose significance lies
Level

with the later venture, the Speedwell Mine or Oakden

(Rieuwerts and Ford, 1985).
Further west on Faucet Rake, beyond Eeed's Old Grove, Mr
Clays Engine Mine is probably that now known as Rowter Hole.
Possible "Far Peak/Speedwell"
New and Horsepit Rakes
Link or Discovery Routes In addition to the pre-Speedwell operations on Faucet Rake
and Longcliffe Vein, considerable activity was in progress behind
Long Cliff, on Hurdlow's closely parallel New and Horsepit
Rakes.

Hourdlo Stile Mine (Fig. 8) (Ford 1965), probably began
in l7tl, 70 years before Speedwell Mine's Far Level

working

intersected the natural Stream Caverns beneath Hurdlow and
Cowlow. Although recorded as producing ore during the 1750s,
production was apparently curtailed before 1760. Changes in
ownership of mining title ensued on adjacent sections of the two
Rakes in 1764 and 1765, for reasons unknown. It seems that no
further ore production occurred until 1783, soon after the Stream
Caverns had been reached by Oakden's Speedwell Levels. It
should be noted here that frequency or quantity of recorded ore
production is not an entirely accurate indication of the extent or
complexity of mining operations. It is reported (DRO.BSA,
LJMlDlzg &29a) that 9 meers (264 metres) of ground "nicked" on
Horsepit Rake in 1765 connected at their eastern end with
Hourdlo Stile Mine. The Mine was operating within 9 meers of
ground which may have been this same reported section of
Horsepit Rake or, could equally have been the parallel section of
New Rake. As previously indicated mining records which are
incomplete or, lack detail and consistency can create a misleading
lmpresslon.
What does seem fairly certain is that the western end of these

adjacent and probably interconnected (titles) workings, had close
overhead proximity to blocked roof shafts above the Boulder
Piles, in Speedwell's natural Stream Caverns (Fig. 8). However no
route up into these mine workings is presently known at this point
in the streamway. Nor, as yet, is any connection known between
overhead workings and Far Peak Cavern's Stemple Highway (Fig.
2), which is adjacent and a little to the southeast of Speedwell's
Roof Shafts and Boulder Piles. Also virtually overhead at the
Boulder Piles/Roof Shafts, are the workings of Eyres Grove (Fig.
8) on New Rake. Immediately westwards from the 9 meer long
title/s associated with Hourdlo Stile Mine, it seems Eyre's linear
title along the rake was only one meer (29.3 metres) in extent. This
apparently small mine was producing ore between 1766 and 1769,
and intriguingly was purchased by Ralph Oakden, John Gilbert
and Partners, the Speedwell Mine proprietors, about the time
their subterranean canal levels were commenced.
Figure 4. Ralph Oakden and Partners' plan
of their veins (and Speedwell Mine ) dated
1779 (DRO BSA LP 59). Thick dark lines

( coloured on the original ) appear to
indicate worked or active parts of the
mineral veins and the extent of the canal
tunnel extending south of "A large Open" in
1779. Projected ranges of the veins are
shown by broken lines; one set of these also

indicates the projection south of the canal

tunnel. Faucet Rake was
to have

important enough

apparently
continuous

double lines. A turnpike in the top left
corner rs the road through the Winnats.
Several unexplained features include: the
scale of meers (32 yards each) dffirs from
correctly indicated lengths of the canal;
several of the veins have not been located,
particularly those intersecting at the Large
Open; the north point is odd and probably
indicates magnetic north about 1779; the
southwesterly deflection of the Far Canal to
the stream caverns is not shown; the closely
similar depths of the three pieces of pipe
veins in the south seem peculiar.

It is interesting to conjecture that with scope for horizontal
development along the rake being so limited by Eyres Grove's
single meer entitlement, a more rapid deepening of the workings
could have occurred relative

to

some

of the adjacent mines.

Consequently access to the Boulder Piles atea in Speedwell's
Stream Caverns and possibly Far Peak Cavern, could have been

created via this mine, thus prompting its acquisition by the
Speedwell Mine proprietors.
A natural or, a mined connection between the Speedwell
Boulder Piles/Roof Shafts and Far Peak Cavern, possibly via
Stemple Highway or a northwest/southeast trending pipe vein,
may well have existed at some time. This would have allowed
miners access to Salmon's Cavern and A1 Passage (Fig. 2), where
evidence of their presence is still quite apparent (Farr, 1981, 1982).
Equally possible may have been a separate route directly into Far
Peak Cavern. This, via a surface shaft on the line of a
northwest/southeast rake vein in the triangular field south of the
NedHorsepit Rake enclosure, is in the Hurdlow
summit/Lumberlee area, which directly overlies much of the Far
Peak section of the cave system. This vein would seem to coincide

with or run parallel to orientation of the

Stemple

Highway/Salmon's Cavern joint system. (Other veins running
across Cave Dale into Morwood Part, may conceal shafts with
similar [unknown] relevance to the Cave or Hollandtwine "Great
Swallow").
Alas, no miners' way in through the roof of Far Peak Cavern
has yet been found, nor has any connection with Speedwell's
Boulder Piles (Cordingley, 1982, 1989). A third mining title on
New Rake had workings close to the Boulder Piles/Roof Shafts.
James Hall's Upper Engine Mine (Fig. 8) stretched wgstwards
from Eyre's Grove and was probably a total of 10 meers (293
metres) in extent. It started working sometime before 17 52, and
after I7 56 an eastward extention (of 1 meer) increased the
possibilities of it uniting with the natural caverns below. Again
however, no connection has been located. In its later years,
probably under Micah Hall, this mine occasionally employed men
from Oakden's Speedwell Mine.

OPERATIONS CONCURRENT WITH DRIVING
OF THE SPEEDWELL (OAKDEN) LEVELS
Peakshole Sough and Peak Cavern

Immediately prior to commencement of the Speedwell mining
operations, a venture possessing some similar characteristics was
attempted in the entrance gorge of Peak Cavern. Although not

intending to use boats underground, rivals of the Speedwell
proprietors started driving a sough with the intention of
dewatering and working roughly east/west trending mineral veins
running supposedly beneath Cowlow (Rieuwerts and Ford, 1985).

This venture which commenced around 1770, apparently ran into
problems with the hydrodynamics of the sub-phie atic resurgence
zone of the Speedwell Stre am Caverns. Somewhere behind what
is now called Slop Moll (Fig. 2),beneath the western wall of Peak

Cavern Gorge, the Peakshole Sough trial encountered an
amount of water and had to be abandoned.
Activities were quickly reorganised to exploit veins in their
main atea of mining title, under the more northerly flanks of
Cowlow. Here several fields known locally as The Dales, lie
excessive

immediately south to southwest of Castleton's Goosehill Hall.
The revised mining plan produced a sough-cum-cartgate, entered
from the western retaining wall of the Slop Moll outfall channel.
This was rediscovered by D. Penney (1985), R. Carc and D.
Cambridge in 1982. Working initially in the northern vein of their
title, the miners made south and southwest crosscuts to exploit
other veins which are possibly the poorly mineraiised
continuations of those in Long Cliff.
Ore from a southeast trending pipe vein encountered in 1774
possibly generated hopes of making the sough financially viable.
However as their westward drive in the sough progresied, the
impoverished vein indicated possible financial -disaster. In an
attempt to avoid such economic demise the company may have
resorted to_ quite extreme measures. The Peakshole Sough
Reckonitte Pogk (DRO.BSA ll54lcll.,8) refers to working one
fathom in "Peaks Hole Great Hole" and another fatho* "riithitt
the Hole". Unless some presently unknown part of Peak Cavern
was encountered beneath The Dales (fields) area, in a section of
the main (rediscovered). Peakshole Sough stiil awaiting reexcavation, then a very interesting situation presents itself. It
would seem that around 1777 the CJmpany *ay have had another
1ltempt ?t loc{tg the eastern reaches of the expectedly richer in
New Rake (or Faucet Rake). Wishing to avoid a-recurrence of the
llop Moll water problems encountered in their initial (1770) trial,
they probably attempted mining within Peak Cavern itsef. Thi;
may have been around what was then, and until recently
remained, the end of the show cave a little beyond The Fivi

Arches

Visitors were then almost certainly being taken to see peak's
main stream
The River Styx
Sump (Fig. -2). and what is now called victoria Aven. The
travelling
-geographical writer, Sir Richard Sulivan , may have
ventured here in summer 1777 in addition to his tour of the

developing Sp-eedwell Mine. Rieuwerts and Ford's

(1995)

transcrlption of sulivan's (1780) writings states:
"This however is not supposed the end of the (Peak) cavern;
. . . sxp_eriments are accordingly making, by blowin g away
the rocks, seventegn y.ards in length of which are ilready
finished . . . should this be the case, the expectation of the
miners will be fulfilled, who suppose the pe^ak Hole to have
a communication with the tremendous cavern I have
akeady mentioned (the stream passages in Speedwell
Mine), they . . . declare that the sarie river ,rrrn thro'
them both."
Substantial evidence remains that lead miners did attempt to
^Five

extend Peak Cavern. For several metres just beyond The

Arches, the roof of Buxton Water Sump has been removed by

blasting. This work was apparcntly dbne by miners on th;
assumption that the stream discharging through Peak Cavern, was

the same as that found flowing in the newly discovered natural

watercourse beneath Hurdlow, the Speedwell Stream Caverns.

Although the discoverers of these Stream Caverns possibly knew
9.nlv the section between Main Rising and Rift Cavbrn Ftgr. 2 &
8), news of their highly mineralizEd nature probabiy ipread
rapidly within the mining community. Thus the ievived intention
of miners of the Peakshole Sough title may definitely have been
to work lead at depth by dewatering and gaining access to a
presumed eastern continuation of the min eralized Stream Caverns
(i... east of Rift Cavern). Access into deep-seated pipe veins
immediately above the roof of any continuation of the Stream
cave was almost certainly their main objective.
They mgy have considered blasting away the water trap at Peak
^
Cavern's Buxton Water Sump, to be only one of two possible
means of entry into the elusive caverns and mineralized zone of

f{ewi}lorsepit Rake. The other was the working of any veins
found inside Peak Cavern, around the eastwardly projected range
-anA

of .alre ?dy known mineral rakes of Hurdlow
Long Cliff.
Following even small stringers or scrins could ultimately have
-euen
given them access to the main NedHorsepit Rakes, or
a
continuation of the Faucet Rake (within their title proper). This
however is not known to have been the case. Upon recent
gxploration, the workings around victoria Aven aho Mucky
Ducks approaches have so far proved of minimal extent. For some

unknown reason, the miners failed to pursue their activities in
either the victoria Aven or, the Buxton water Sump areas.
Perhaps they eventually realised that the Peak Cavern stream,
except in lime.s of high flood, is derived entirely independently
from that flowing in the Speedwell Stream Caverns. Thelncreased

improbability

of any

communication

with their desired

minerahzed zone no doubt made any further work at Buxton
Water Sump seem unworthwhile.
Consequently, it appears that these 18th century lead miners
never entered the inner sanctum of Peak Cavern's main stream
passage or, Upper Gallery trunk routes to the further water
barriers at Treasury, Ink and Far Sumps. Nor would it seem, did
$.y
!tuY. any knowledge of the existence of Speedwell's Lower
Bunghole Streamway, east of Rift Cavern. Essen tially, there is no
recognisable trace of miners having entered the main irea of Peak
cavern beyond the Mu.ky Dyrckg (see Figs. 7 & g and full survey)
or, downstream of Puttrell's Pool in Speedwell's Stream Caverns.
point of entry beyond
_ Tqe mystgry oJ the miners' actual hilltop-Highway
s-r*p, into Far Peak cavern/Stemple
and (br. izar;
fut
Spe_edwell Stream caverns, still remains. However, overall
understanding, is somewhat enhanced by records, although
qmbleuous and incomplete, and descriptioni from the time when
the Speedwell Mine canal levels were being driven.
Speedwell Mine or Oakden Level

considerable knowledge yas amassed through years of
working from the hilltop, vertically down into the irin eral veins
of Long cliff and Hurdlow, aho from the discovery and
At

the intersection of the drained Main
Canal with the walled up Longcliff Vein.

exploration of the (Speedwell) Stream Caverns, via these
workings. Possibly with the Duke of Bridgewater's backing,
Ralph Oakden of Staffordshire formed an intriguing business
partnership with the Duke's agent, John Gilbert, and others

understood. However,

presently unknown. They agreed the application of this specialist
knowledge in a plan to exploit these same mineral and cavernous
phenomena, by means of relatively unconventional lead mining
techniques which should predictably have made them a handsome
profit. Before his death in 1771, the canal engineer James Brindley
may have assisted John Gilbert in refining development plans for
the project, although there is no direct evidence of this.
The proposal was to drive a horizontal "cross-cut" level, in a
southerly direction, to intersect the roughly east-west trending
mineral veins of Long Cliff and Hurdlow, and most notably to
partially flood the level and transport ore or waste rock to the
on a subterranean
surface by means of barge (boat) haulage
canal system (Figs. 3 & 4). Known initially -as Oakden Level and
later the Speedwell Mine, it is uncertain whether any intention
ever existed to link it with a surface canal to a local smelter. The

Canal, if indeed they existed at this time. Alternatively, walling up
measures may not have been undertaken until a much later date

enabling objective appears to have been to maintain the
subterranean canal water level, by damming the flow of the
natural Stream Caverns beyond (Fig. 6), also to exploit the rich
mineralized zone of New and Horsepit Rakes, associated with the
Stream Caverns.
The Main Canal Level
Access and Encounters
The Speedwell operation probably began in 1771, just after
Peakshole Sough's initial, ill-fated trial in Peak Cavern Gorge
(discussed above). Having apparently failed to secure freeholder's
permission for the canal portal tp enter horizontally from the
southeast flank of Treak Clifl a vertical shaft 22 metres deep was
sunk by Oakden and Partners at the foot of the Winnats Pass.
This provided access at a specific point for the commencement of
the horizontal drive of the canal level, at a v€ry precise altitude
and orientation. Sometime before 1777, the construction of a
decline access, now the public stairway, also gave entry to the
main canal level. Beneath the foot of the decline, the miners
encountered natural development of a relatively insigniftcant size.
However, this has been observed to act as an overflow for excess

water from the main canal under normal circumstances.
Terminating at a small, undived sump, it also acts as a feeder to

the Main Canal during certain flood conditions (see Hydrology
J. Gunn, this publication). Whether this water proved
useful to the miners for early canal supply, is not known.

Paper

The Wind from Oakden Level
Having presumably extracted the first workable ore from Little
Winster Vein, the miners progressed creating the Halfway
House/Longcliffe Vein area by about 1775. A rival mining concern
had-resumed operations in this same vein (at Longcliffe Mine)
during 1773 anq ilgpqrars that difficulties arose when the two
mines converged. Whether the headings connected directly, where
Oakden's Level crossed Longcliffe Vein, or were joined by the

intersection

of natural

caverns overhead,
Figure

is not preseni,ly

in 1775 the proprietors of Longcliffe Mine
record "endeavouring to stop the wind from Oakden Level".
Undesirable ventilation problems may have occasioned the
walling up of Speedwell's Longcliffe Vein tunnels, in the Main

of silt from
floodwater). Whatever the true nature of the predicament, it is
documented that in 1776 and 1777, Longcliffe Mine was "driving"
or, "raising the Upper Gate over Oakden Level" (Barmasters
Book). Whether raising the Longcliffe Mine above Speedwell's
Main Canal tunnel was for mainly legal reasons or, to help
alleviate the strong draft and any risk of flooding from the canal,
and for completely different reasons (i.e. inflow

we may neveJ know.

What does seem possible at this time is the discovery by one or
other of the mining concerns, of natural caverns above/behind the
Halfway House. Although, it is just as likely they were entered at
a later date, specifrcally some time after 1178 when Shackhole
Scrin, Longcliffe Side and Longcliffe Veins were all being worked.

Main Canal

Temporary Water Supply?
is possible that around 1775, the Speedwell (Oakden) miners
tapped water from either the (Halfway House) natural caverns

It

encountered or the Longcliffe Vein itself. They would almost
certainly have utilised this small, intermittent flow as a source of
supply for their developing canal. Although Oakden's ultimate
intention was to supply the canal and maintain its water level by
harnessing the flow of the Stream Caverns beyond, the main level
wal partially flooded and bgtgg bg"lgge il_ 9!9. long. Ltfoft that
major source was secured. Both W. Bray (1777) and R. Sulivan
(1780) recorded the use of boats in the main level prior to
intersection of the Bottomless Pit or Stream Caverns.
Intersection of Oakden Engine/Toreside Rake Mine and
the Boffomless Pit/Speedwell Cavern
By the mid 1700s Oakden and Partners recorded interest and
ore production in mines on Faucet (Foreside) Rake. In 1773

Oakden Engine, possibly the workings originally known as
Bradshaw's Foreside Rake Mine, recorded ore production and in

1774, reference was made to "Mr Oakden's Mine on Foreside
Rake with sough thereunto". Together with anomalies in the way
ore production was recorded in the Barmaster's Book (Rieuwerts
and Ford, 1985), these references almost invite the conclusion that
ore from Oakden Engine/Foreside Rake Mine, was somehow
shipped out to surface via Oakden's canal and Winnats-foot
hauling shaft. However, it is almost certain Oakden's (Speedwell)
Main Canal level did not reach the Faucet (Foreside) Rake at the
Bottomless Pit until late 1778, therefore the means by which any
such ore transportation could be achieved is intriguing.
Oakden Engine/Foreside Rake Mine is thought to have been
roughly above the point of intersection of Oakden's Main Canal

level and the chamber now known as the Bottomless Pit or,
Speedwell Cavern. However, no shaft has been found entering
through the roof of this massive, natural vein cavity (Figs. 5 & 6).
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Visitors viewing the Bottomless Pit cavern from the miners' platform. The
overflowing water represents mildflood conditions though it is shown coming
from the wrong sidg as it really comes from the Far Canal on the left. fhe
miners' stemple ladder rises towards candles placed in the mouth of Pit Top
Passage (see figure 5) (engraving from E-A. Martel's "Irlande et Cavernes
Anglaises'i

1897

).

Therefore any connection with the ["sough thereunto"] canal at
lhis point, !s plobably lost in the collaps e at the end of Pit Top
Passage, behind the stempled

climb, 18 metres above canal levei.

Rafting in the Bottomless Pit Lake (photo: N. Ball).
Figure

6.

Furthermore, since Oakden Engine/Foreside Rake Mine
apparently ceased production before the Main Canal level

Plan & Section:
(Fig. 6)
SPEEDWELL (OAKDEN) CANAL
LEVEIJ and STREAM CAVERNS
(BUNGHOLE SERIES EXCLUDED)

reached the Bottomless Pit, in late 1778 (or possibly early 1779),

it can only be concluded that ore from the mine was iurfacehauled via shafts on Faucet Rake itself. (Clarification of these
complex circumstances may ultimately depend on details in the
1779-1784 Barmasters Book which had not been located).
_ _Bleaghing of the Bottomless Pit/Speedwell Cavern by Oakden's
Main Canal Level may have occurred entirely by chance, and
before any possible connection vertically between the Cavern and
Oakden Engine/Foreside Rake Mine. J. Farey (1811) later recorded
the existence of "Devils Hall in Foreside Mine in 4th lime
connected by a tunnel with Speedwell Mine".
Bottomless Pit

Devils HalI and the Miners' Platform
Th9_|'La1ge
-opgr" detailed on Oakden's only surviving mine
p-lan(Fie. 4), dated 1779, is probably J. Farey's (ig11) Devili Hall,
also known va_riously as The Bottomless Pit Cavern or Speedweli
Cavern (Fig. 5).
The miners constructed a stone platform across the sloping
western wall of this cavern, at the same altitude as the canal; it ii
supported by a 6.5 metre high retaining wall between the Cavern's
north and south walls. They may have used the platform as an ore
dressing flo9r though there is no evidence rernainirg; today it
forms the observation platform used by visitors viewing the vein
cavity. _At some time the platform probably had an aqueduct

channel across it, connecting the Main and Far Canals (see
below). There may have been a sluice from the canals into the
Bottomless Pit, as there is today.
The platform divides the Cavern into two sections. The upper
part, over 45 metres high directly above the platform,- is
considered the true Speedwell Cavern. 16 metres down the lower
section in what is known as the Bottomless Pit, a lake some 12
metres long by 9 metres wide has a vaulted roof arching high over
its surface. Not entirely visible from the miners' (visitors' viewing)
platform, this awesome place could conceivably be Farey's true,
Devils Hall
an ante-chamber above a lake.
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The Torrent from Faucet Rake?
Rieuwerts and Ford (1985) consider it "an oddity of Oakden's
o'Large Openl']
1779 plan [Fig. a] . . . that the Great Open . . . [or
. . . of the Bottomless Pit Cavern is shown on the wrong side of
the Level". There may however be good reason for this. Their
(1985) transcription of R. Bakewell's (1833) account relating the

Level's actual breakthrough into the Cavern, derived from
in the work,

discussion with a miner who had been involved
reveals some clues:

"they were geatly alarmed after a blast, to hear the
of a torrent . . . A miner who was
working there at the time informed the author that he
thought there was no chance escaping their immediate
tremendous roaring

destruction; however . . . they perceived the rushing sound
to grow less alarming; they . . . then took courage to return,
when they discovered that the last blast had made an
opening into a spacious cavern and that a torrent ofwater
was falling from a considerable height into a vast chasm on
one side of it".
The "vast chasm" is now partially infilled by several thousand
The
tonnes of mine-waste rock and an underground lake
- (Fig.
Bottomless Pit, in The Devil's Hall of The Speedwell Cavern
5). Most of the waste rock was derived from driving the Far Level,
the continuation of Oakden's subterranean canal beyond the

Bottomless PiVSpeedwell Cavern, to the Stream Caverns
intenection. Prior to this further excavation and dumping

operation, the Bottomless Pit may not necessarily have contained
a lake. The lead miners'audible prospect ofa stream reverberating
down a large, dark hole of considerable and unknown depth,
beneath walls rising equally spaciously into overhead darkness,
must indeed have been awesome. However, Rieuwerts and Ford
(1985) ascertained that "the [miner's] torrent of water falling from
a considerable height never existed", and that "the water there
[described] is derived via a culvert and sluice from the Level",
creating an artificial waterfall when required. They maintain that
Bakewell was confused and that he may have mistakenly
amalgamated "breakthrough into the Pit", with "the intersection
of the stream caverns at the Bung Hole".
Recent observations indicate it more than likely that the stream
which presently interests us (the miner's "torrent of water" and
not the artificial waterfall) may in fact originate in Faucet Rake.
The actual point of issue from the vein is hidden within the
construction of the miners' (visitors observation) platform (Fig. 5)
and tests are currently being undertaken to ascertain precisely its
nature. The stream is not known to dry up; its flow characteristics
appear similar to those of Cliff Cavern water. Although not
entirely constantr'the volume flow is relatively uniform except in
the most extrenie weather conditions. No unexpected or wildly
dramatic effects upon the stream have been observed during
recent times when the Main Canal has been drained empty or the
Far Canal dried up, with the entire drought-diminished main flow
of the (upstream) Stream Caverns sinking in Pit Props Passage.
Lake?
The Bottomless Pit
- a Subterranean
The relatively steady stream inflow may partially explain the
fairly constant level of the Bottomless Pit Lake, whose deepest
measured point is now approximately 8 metres (O. C. Lloyd, in
Cordingley, 1986). Its original depth prior to infilling with mine
debris, which may or may not have formed the Lake by causing
the stream to back up, is perhaps academic. Even if the Lake
predates any mining activity, presumably its unlocated, immediate
outleVs or route to resurgence is somewhat constricted. It may
have underwater U-tube configurations similar to Main Rising
(Figs. 6 & 8) and be of similar overall depth. However, open
pasiage probably does exist since the Lake's surface is still some
13 metres above

its Russet Well resurgence.

Only in times of flood does the level of the Lake change
significantly. Little of the change is caused by the Faucet Rake
stieam, which does increase, but not to the necessary proportions.
It is overflow from the canal levels, with their various feeders,
which dramatically supplements the Faucet Rake stream in the
Bottomless Pit, causing the Lake to rise. Excess canal water overflowing the miners' (visitors viewing) platform, cascades down

into the Lake whose outlet/s cannot cope with the floodwater'

Over several hours its level can increase by more than 19 metres,
overwhelming the miners'platform by at least 3 metres and filling
the canal tunnels to the roof. (In July 1974 the author observed
a substantial foam floodmark on the wall of the Speedwell Cavern
[chamber] about 3 metres above the miners' (viewing) platform.
Receding floodwater from the Far Level and overtopped,
inundated Bottomless Pit, was still knee deep on the platform at

the time. The flood mark was consistent with water levels [above
canal roof levell monitored against the entrance stairway 24 hours
previously).
In concurrence

with Bakewell's (1833) miner's account,

the

normal flow of the Bottomless Pit (Faucet Rake) stream does
seem quite loud at first hearing, but the senses generally become
accustomed to it in a matter of minutes. A cascade of floodwater
is of course somewhat more deafening and can be heard at the
Mine entrance. Prior to completion of the Far Canal Level, such

dramatic flood inflow (overflow) to the Pit could not have
occurred.

The Far Canal and Bung Hole Dam
The discovery of the Bottomless Pit/Speedwell Cavern probably
did not much delay excavation of the Far Canal (Figs. 6 & 8).
After continuing intially on the same magnetic bearing as the
Main Canal Level, the Far Level was reorientated by
approximately 42 to the southwest, part way along its artifi cial
length. The timing and reasons for this realignment of the Level

of some debate. However this ultimately
facilitated harnessing of the Stream Caverns' main flow of water.
The opening blast of the Far Level, in the south wall of the
Speedwell chamber, probably occurred early in 1779 and
reorientation of the passage sometime in 1780. It was unnecessary
for the miners to transport rubble from this further passage back
to the surface, as noted by W. Bray (1783, 2nd. Edn., in Rieuwerts
and Ford, 1985):
"The canal. . . is only used to convey the rubbish as it is
drg, to a place where it may be got rid of; at first this was
remain the subject

done by conveying it to the mouth of the shaft, and drawing
have since found cavities in the
rocks underground large enough to take off any quantity".
The rubble from the Far Level was tipped down the Bottomless

it up in buckets, but they

Pit. Following intersection of the Stream Caverns, probably in
1781, blast-rubble may have been left as it fell, on the floor of the
streamway, during raising of the natural roof-level from about the
Bung Hole towards the Whirlpool. The Far Level breached the
Stream Caverns roughly midway between the upstream and
downstream sumps. Balancing the water flow to create the

subterranean canal with minimal flow and fluctuation of water

level, required the construction of a compensation dam. The Bung
Hole Dam is nearly 6 metres high and still contains a wooden plug

At the foot of the Bung Hole dam and woterfall. The dam wall is 6 metres

high up to Far Canal level, with the underneath of the wooden Bung visible
in dry conditions in an arch at the wall foot. The boardwalk down stream
from here needed to withstand this stream and occasional complete
inundation by flood water (photo: J. Wooldridge).
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Bung'-'
an
- in arched recess at its base. The seating of
Pltg could no doubt have been adjusted by a chain pulley or
turnkey, to allow sluicing of excess water.

T!.y moved around the various mines working where they could
gain the most advantageous circumstances. It is not known

-this

It

whether all the deep level ore they mined was lowered to Oakden's
barges and transported out via the Speedwell Mine canals; some
Pay have been surface hauled up vertical shafts on Hurdlow or,

is likely that the Far Canal united with the Main Can al at an

aqueduct

in the miners' platform across the

Bottomless

Pit/Speedw_ell Cavern. This channel probably enabled their barges
to pass unhindered from one canal level into the other, however

longcliffe Back_ (i.e. at Hourdlo Stile Mine ot Halls Upper
Engine Mine, after 1783). Of the hilltop shafts accessible today
none now reaches the depth of the Streamway. This however
leaves the problem of the origins of the two obitructed holes in
the roof of the Streamway, above the Boulder Piles. Entirely manmade shafts or, partly mined natural avens? Probably the latter.
And there is the matter of the route taken in 1778 by R. Sulivan
q790) giv_ing _hi* entry to the Stream Caverns iong before
Oakden's Level intersected them. As with Pilkington's (1789) visit,
miners' workitgs othe_r than Oakden's Canal Level accesi gave
entry into the Stream Caverns. One of these original access routes
was undoubtedly used by the miners to survey out and over the

little evidence remains of any such arrangement. Furiherrnore,
unloading waste rock from such an aqueduct would have been
much easier than handling it across the platform.
Any floodwater that enters the Bottomless Pit from Oakden's
subterranea.n canal system comes predominantly from the Far
Canal Level and its major source, The Stream Civerns. However
during normal weather conditions no overflow occurs at the
miners' platform. Water surplus to canal requirements nowadays
discharge-s cgntinryrlly (except during drougfit) over the lip of the
Bulg. Hole_Dam. During the years of mining, adjustmenti to the
position of the Dam's wooden bung possibly- eliminated this
waterfall and its incessant thunderous nbise, aliowing the excess
water to discharge from the arched base of the Dam wall instead.
Several smaller dams at low, natural swallets along the eastern
wall of the Far Canal Level, also take some overfloi water. This
unites with the main flow at several inlets down the lower Stream
Caverns
Bung Hole Streamway
flowing to the terminal
- Tttt
ryryp ?nd ultimately resurging at Russet Well anO Slop Moll, in

hill top when determiiring Speedwell Mine's founder shaft
position, and canal level altitude and orientation.
MINE WORKINGS IN THE STREAM CAVERNS
The Boardwalk and Loading Docks
__

SPEEDWELL MINE

-

As previously detailed miners were very active in New

Horsepit_ Rakes, the mineralized zone closely associated

Peak Cavern Gorge.

Stream Caverns, long before inspection of Oakden and Partner's
Speedwell Mine Levels. Certain of the mines appear to have had

A LIMITED OVERVIEW

particular significance, although today not All their veins or
workingl 9an be identified. Apart from workings in Pilkington's
Series, hj8h up in the Assault Course, signs of major vein riining

^ Although New Rake and Horsepit Rake are not shown on
oakden and Partners' 1779 plan of their Mine and veins (Fig. 4),
it is. generally assumed thaC one of the main objectiu.r bf in.ii
project was to serve the various deep workings in these Rakes,
with a more efficient means of ore transportation than had
hitherto been employed.
Owners of the various mines would no doubt have incurred
substantial royaltl charggg on any ore they had transported out
to surface via. Speedwell Minets subterianean caial system.
llowever, loryelng ore for haulage on Oakden's barges utrA exit
through his 22 metre shaft at the Winnats-foot roidhead was
possibly more convenient and cost effective than winding it up
some 180 metres of vertical shafts, to their original hill-to[ mini
entrances. Oakden and Partners probably haulEd ore frorn "their
own"'workings ig the veins or rakes connected by the Speedwell
Mine. However, the extent of "their own" workingr utt.i titles is
not whglly clear from the remaining records and fruy have been

activity_in ol just irbove the Stream Caverns, are o-nly to be found
-Boulder
at the Near Bung Hole Series, Pit Props Pass &ga, the
piles
uqd Whirlpool Passage. A short branch canal directly into the

mineralized zone of the Pit props stopes, appearj to have
facilitated loading of q1e directly into barges at ihe approximate
point of extraction. The other workingJ however, were more
remote from the canal and a convenient barge loading point. The
miners had therefore to overcome the torrent oftitr stream
passages by some intermediate means of transporting the ore
between their site of excavation and re-handling at thE nearest,
but distant barge-loading dock. The problem seeJtrs to have been
resolved
-by dragging ore, probably 1n sleds or corves, along a
wooden boardwalk suspended several inches above the foa*ltg
stream. It is suspected that lats overlain with close-fitting planks]
were fastened ontg supporting stemples wedged betieen the
stream passage walls, creating a continuous boardwalk for some
considerable distance. All that remains today are prominent

quite limited. It is likely that much of their business was
conducted through intermediaries and involved special
arrangements with various of the more co-operative ^mine
proprietorg and miners. Some of the mine operaiors may have

notches in the cave walls, where the stemples were fitted securely
to withstand floods.
Indications suggest three main barge-loading docks in the
Stream Caverns (Fig. 8). From a dock it the dr.b waters of The

been considered arch rivals of oakden and pirtners.

After intersection of the Stream Caverns, during Speedwell's
main pe.riods of production (1784-1794 and 1802-l[fg) some 45
copers (men) are recorded working for Oakden and Partners.

Whirlpoo_I.

a narrow boardwalk extended to the workings part
Passage. In the Main Stream pasiage a

way up whirlpool

Figure
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"a mine south of Hourdlo Barn"? Bunghole Series Stopes.

Mineral veins and cave/mine passage modified from works by Beck,
Rieuwerts & Ford, Shaw and authors own notes.

and

with the

pit propsStopes

7.

at their site in Peak Cavern Gorge. It is in these mineralized zones,
probably in the form of pipe veins a little above the level of the
Stream Passage, that reasonable potential still exists for finding
accessible cave. Any link which may exist, natural or man-made,
between Far Peak and the Speedwell streamway, could typically

substantial boardwalk ran from The Whirlpool "do ek", upstrearn
to the "Roof Shafts" at The Boulder Piles. A further substantial

boardwalk ran from the foot of the Bung Hole Dam wall,
downstream to the Bunghole Stopes. Intriguingly, the diary of
Charles Hatchett (1796; Ford pers. comm. 1991) is apparcntly
describing "what people said [about] a way made by planks
[where] by climbing about 300 yards there was an opening to the

be in such a zone.
The Bunghole Series Stopes

day".

That miners loaded barges at the top of the Bung Hole Dam,
with ore transported along the Bunghole Series boardwalk and up
the Dam wall, seems fairly certain. And for ore being lowered
from overhead workings at the Boulder Piles and dragged down

the Main Stream

Passage boardwalk

for loading at

Natural passage probably exists in partly run-in stopes above
the Near Bung Hole Streamway (Fig. 8), where stalagmite lumps
have been found amongst the vein debris (Rieuwerts and Ford,
1985). If not related to Nether Pipe, these workings may be
associated with activities "on south side the rake below Hourdlo
Barn", or, "a mine south of Hourdlo Barn". Hilltop operations
here probably commenced before 1782 but, all ore production
including that at Stream Cavern depth first recorded by Oakden

The

Whirlpool, there seems little doubt. The third main loading dock
was that in the Pit Props Stopes.
Speedwell Mine Entitlements to Operate?

in

Speedwell Cavern's 1856 lease (Chats. Bar. Collectn.) quotes
Articles of Agreement dated 25th March, t77I, wherein there is no
mention of any subterranean canal levels. Only "Faucet Rake

and Hourdlo Stile Mine
Of all the ore workings still accessible from the Stream Caverns,
the most extensive are the Pit Props Stopes. Again, mining activity
here ceased in 1794. Roughly overhead are workings entered by
hilltop shafts now thought to be those of Hourdlo Stile Mine,
which probably commenced in ITLL No ore production was
recorded from 1760, the mine almost certainly lying idle until a
short time after Oakden's Speedwell canal levels intersected the
Stream Caverns. An overhead entry into the Stream Caverns from
Hourdlo Stile Mine has often been postulated, probably based on
the age and presumed considerable extent of the workings.
However from the uppermost reaches of the Pit Props Stopes no
evidence has yet been found of any vertical connection with the
surface, or the mine (Figs. 6 & 8).
From a mineralised chamber at the end of the Pit Props branch
canal, small dimension interconnecting crawls and tubelike shafts,
including an ore-chute-like feature, rise over 15 metres to attain a
roomy, partly stoped cavern. Its contents include delicately poised
boulders and considerable infill of vein-mineral-bearing sediment;
this still forms much of the sloping cavern's roof, walls and floor,
and bears many tool marks.

Mine" is detailed specifically in connection with the Oakden
1773.

The first

recorded ore measurement for Mr. Oakden was in October 1773,
at Foreside Rake Engine. Oakden and Partners only sole title to

a mine and only apparent interest in New Rake, was that

purchased in December 1771, at the hilltop mine of Eyres Grove,
on Hurdlow. This does however seem quite significant; ore

production had previously been recorded here from 1766 until
1769.

Eyres Grove and the Roof Shafts
The Main Stream Passage boardwalk appears to have
terminated roughly below Eyres Grove, where shafts in the cave
roof (above the Boulder Piles) are today completely obstructed by
ominously wedged boulders and stemples (Fig. 8). The adjacent
workings of Hall's Upper Engine Mine, which operated until at
least 1796, received occasional assistance from Oakden's miners. It
is quite feasible the two mines were connected and remotely
possible they worked in conjunction with one-another, although
there is no direct evidence of this. Utilising the roof shafts (of
Eyres Grove) to lower their ore to the boardwalk, combined with
that from any connected workings in Far Peak/Stemple Highway,
may well have been part of Oakden's "grand plan". However his
initial reasons for purchase of this otherwise insignificant Mine
[Eyres Grove] may have been to secure legal control of the Stream
Cavern's water supply for his intended canal levels; also to exploit
the potential of open, easy access into minerahzed zones
associated with the Stream Caverns. With the exception of canals

PEAKSHOLE SOUGH, LONGCLIFFE MINE
AND HOURDLO STILE MINE CONSOLIDATION
Oakden and Partners' somewhat clandestine vein workings
at Stream Caverns depth, almost certainly trespassed
into ground owned or being legitimately worked overhead by rival
operators (Fig. 6). Uncertainty over the nature of Speedwell Mine
activities and the possibility of Oakden nicking idle hilltop mines
on Long Cliff or New and Horsepit Rakes, may have prompted
various other companies into revitalised competitive activity.
Possible technical difficulties (bad ground, effects of Oakden's
accessed

and barges these objectives appear very similar to those
apparently sought by the rival Peakshole Sough Company in 1770
Figure

had ceased by 1794.

Pit Props Stopes

Partnership. The Barmaster's first recorded mention of "Oakden

and Partners at Level" is dated lTth March

1788,

8.
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Level) encountered by the Longcliffe Mine operators and drastic
hnancial returns experienced by the Peakshole Sough Company,
provided further stimuli for an amalgamation of troubled
operators. The Peakshole Sough endeavours had continued
throughout driving of the Speedwell L,evels, as had those at
Longcliffe Mine, from 1773 onwards. However, major changes
occurred as the Stream Caverns were opened up by Oakden's
canal access.
Hourdlo Stile Mine re-opened mid 1783 in consolidation with
the Peakshole Sough and Longcliffe Mine proprietors. They
operated from hilltop shafts to a maximum depth of about 60
metres. This reworking exercise may have been designed to

forestall Oakden and Partners' progress, assuming their
simultaneous poaching of the same stretch of vein from within the
Stream Caverns, over 100 metres below (Fig. 8). Whether access
to any existing, intervening or connecting levels was lost at this
time by infrlling from above, remains debatable.

Any deep-level intrusion into another parties' legitimately

active section of vein, irrespective of vertical separation or means
of entry (i.e. Oakden's canal), would have been against Barmoot

convention.

So would legal consolidation of

physically

unconnected mines; should we assume therefore some intention to
join the workings of Peakshole Sough, Longcliffe Mine and
Hourdlo Stile Mine? The business-world of Castleton lead mining

was and remains quite intriguing!

cartgate-cum-trial level, of Peakshole Sough. The forefield
terminated nearly halfway between the Slop Moll portal and
I, ongcliffe Grove. However, there was new emphasis on
development in the Longcliffe Mine/Cowlow area (Fig. 1. ny
1784 work had commenced on sinking a 35 metre shaft, and
cutting a further, deep level, cartgate. Uncertainty remains as to
the precise location ofthese excavations and whether they were in
fact an extension of the existing Longcliffe workings. In
assimilating scant information on the consolidated Companies'
circumstances and recounting that around 1776 the Upper Gate
of Longcliffe Mine was raised over Oakden Level, it is lbgical to
assnme the neq deep level cartgate lies below the elevation of
Spgedwell's canals. Estimated to have a minimum length of only
(Rieuwerts and Ford, 1985), if driven westward along
107 mgtres

until

1809,

it may have passed directly below

Oakden's Main Canal. Current investigatlons by the author
suggest the presence of'something' below canal level, behind
Speedwell's Halfway House. Rieuwerts and Ford (1985) also
conclude that some of the recorded work may have been an
"exploratory drive", which appears to have been in the direction

of Cowlow.
Whether the deep level cartgate ultimately collapsed, or

pgrhaps never did reach the richer parts ofthe Longcliffe Vein and
Pipe complex, remains a mystery. It does seem however that
sometime after 1809, at least one partner in the Consolidated

Company was considering a deal with the Speedwell Mine
proprietors. He wanted to use the canal level for access to:

"That vein called the Long Cliff [that] was cut across by
Oakden and Co. Boatway which Boatway is now let to on-e
Hadfield to show to the Curious and is the only way in
which the Long Cliffe vein can be wrought" (Docirmerit in
private possession; Rieuwerts and Ford, 1985).
Penney (1985) records the Consolidated Company driving a
cafigate west from the foot of an unlocated 35 metre-shaft, u;til
-iryTg frnished in 1821. His investigation of a strategically
positioned, choked shaft is presently in abeyance (peisonal
communication).
The Old Entrance to the Speedwell Mne?
It seems,unlikely that the lost, Tellyers (Taylors) Venture Mine,
if.- it ever did exist, was associated with the deef level cartgate
operation since it was recorded as, "the old entrance to the mine

afterwards called

the

Speedwell" (Brooksbank,

1920).

Enigmatically, the supposed location of this mine approximates
pilkington
190 or 500 yards west of Peaks Hole, described bt
0Zq9) a1 his surface point of descent into the Speedivell Syslem.
The first recorded use of the name Speedwefl l.,Staffoidshire
Speedwell") was by Sulivan (1780).
t_lr!

TIIE PEAIVSPEEDWELL CAYE SYSTEM
Known from
t6

MedievatffilT#Sevil's

in 1844, again in the Longcliffe Vein, the Mine finally
production permanently in 1847.
Visitors continued to be shown around the Mine throushout all
attempts at reworking; particularly in the Victorian era, -numbers
visiting increased considerably, as at Peak Cavern.
During the last years of the 1800s the pioneering French
speleologist, Edouard Alfred Martel, visited the System. No
doubt he stimulated a continuing urge for the iirtrepid to
rediscover places originally encountered or created by the old lead
lqrngrs. Typical of this urge had been the venturings'of a Dr John
Taylor into cavities above Speedwell's Halfway House over 30
ygars before Martel's visit. Also typical were those of the Kyndwr
Club, just after Martel, at the turn of the century.
mining

The Deep Level Cartgate
In addition to the re-opening of Hourdlo Stile Mine in 1783,
consolidation also brought cessation of operations in the main

the vein and worked

or Peaks Hole, Peak Cavern has been shown to visitors since at
least the 1600s. Its notoriety grew dramatically during the 1800s
with Yictoria Aven probably being named after Queen Victoria's
Coronation, or her reputed visit to the Cavern in 1842. Around
this same time the Cavern's last human resident vacated The
Vestibule; however ropemaking continued late into the next
century. Oakden's subterranean canal level was shown to the
enquiring during excavation. The Bottomless Pit of the Speedwell
Cavern may have remained unknown until intersection by this
canal level; repeated recounting of tales dramatising the Mine and
Stream Caverns soon made it quite a curiosity. By about 1800 the
name Speedwell Mine was in fairly general use and a recognised
tour of the Mine to experience The Bottonrless Pit, if not beyond,
established. An oflicial guide was apparently in residence at the
Mine entrance by 1802 (Rieuwerts and Ford, 1985).
Around this same era extraction of lead ore from the Mine was
being confined mainly to workings in the Longcliffe Vein and
associated pipes. Ore extraction, which had not been recorded
since 1794, recommended in 1802, still with Oakden's involvement,
although no ore was measured in his name after June 1804. He
may have withdrawn from the enterprise soon after this time,
possibly in financial ruin since the Mine had in no way covered
its costs. Interested parties continued working the mine until 180$
then again from 1810 to 1813. After a small scale resuscitation of

Arse (in the peak),

ceased

The Halfway House Caverns
_ _In l86Q nearly 100 years after the comrnencement ofSpeedwell
{$e _agd 13 years after cessation of mining, Dr. John Taylor
visited the last areas to be worked in the title with a guide, Jbhn
Tym. Taylor (1864) described a series of caverns, part mined - part
natural, trending southwest from the Halfway House. They
contained brilliant mineral crystallisations and th-e remains of oli
mining equipment. They were reached by climbing 30 metres up
one of the overhead shafts in the vein at the back of the Halfwav
House.

..the
.UF.Ih.. he passed through areas responsible for creating
wind from Oakden Level", experienced by Longcliffe -Mine
workers in 1775 or associated with Foreside RakJ Mine, will

hopefully become more clear as a result of further investisations
currently in progress. Today one of the strongest airflows-in the
entire cave system and certainly equivalent to the draft in
Peak/Speedwell's Wind Tunnel connection may be experienced at
the shafts behind Halfway House.

CONCLUSIONS
The entrance gorge and Vestibule of Peak Cavern have for
a place of shelteq manufacture and curiositv.

centuries been

Between 1650 and 1900 people have lived and worked here; houses

constructed inside the entrance chamber succumbed to a
reqlirement for extra space when ropemaking flourished.
Within the distant reaches of the Feak/Speedwell hydrological
catchment, minerals have long been worked for ornamentatiorr
and industrial use. These resurgence caves drained the many

mines naturally, and their risings have provided fresh water for the

village community.

Prior to 1700 occasional travellers were visiting peak Cavern for
a+nual gatherings and to wonder at its curiosities and magnitude.
Throughout the period the cave was only accessible aJ far as
Mucky Ducks and Buxton Water Sump. In the latter half of the
l700s,1ead miners probed here and were also the first people to
enter the remote Far Peak Cavern and Speedwell Stream-Caverns.

They did so via mined vertical shafts from the surroundins
hilltops. Although Eyre's Grove (Mine) is roughly above the RooT
Shafts at the Boulder Piles in Speedwell's Stream Caverns, it is
still uncertain whether the Mine provided a route into the natural
cav.e for the miners, or for R. Sulivan (1780) one of the early
visitors who commented on the nature of the Caverns and minei.

)

Other workings on the sartre or immediately adjacent mineral

Explorations in Peak cavern, Derbyshire, (J.K. Caving International
Mag. No. 13, pp.35-39.
FaIgX J. 1811. A General view of the agriculture and minerals of Derbyshire. Vol. 1,

Stream Caverns.
George Eeeds Old Grove (Mine) on Faucet Rake, almost
certainly provided a route into the Stream Caverns. J. piikinston
(1789) probably used this access in his descent into the Svsiem:
although the entrance shaft is now run in, much of the rorite hai
been _investigated (Ford, 1956) (Shaw, 1983) from below.
Knowledge of the minerals and water associated witn tne Stream
Caverns enabled Ralph Oakden, John Gilbert and partners
unknown, to plan and execute the driving of a southwardly .tross
cut" level to exploit the natural cave's reiources. The tw6t wtricn
p-.-gu.t$.q easier deep-seated access to Long Cliff and Hurdlow

Ford, T.

veins. _could equally have penetrated the nitural Caverns, or
provided a possible link between Far peak Cavern and Speedwell

hillsides' mineral veins, was intentionally-flooded to create a
for barge haulage of materials. The Level
encountered a huge cavity in Faucet Rake, with a stream

subterranean canal

apparently _emerging from the vein and falling into the lower
secllon of the cavity. The workings, shown to occasional visitors
whilst still active, gained notoGty with the spread of stories
a_bout this cavity, known variously as the Bottomless pit, Devils
Hall or, Speedwell Cavern. As a1 peak Cavern the number of
visitors increased considerably throughout the Victorian era.
Even before the close of minirig in l8h, man-made and natural
passageways in and adjacent to the peak-Speedwell Cave System
became lost, forgotten or inacoessible.

peakshole Sough, Longcliffe
, -A deep lgvel c_art_gate driven by
Mine and Hourdlo Stile Mine consolidated Compairies has-never
been relocated and may still exist somewhere below the level of
Speedwell's canals. Similarly, numerous high level passages

probably exist ifo_nly_they can be identified and access rbgainEd.
In the latter half of the 1800s, some of the foigotten
underground recesses attracted the interest of scGntihc

adventulrrs,and early speleologists like J. Taylor and E. A.

Martel. Study of the 1779-1784 Barmaster's Boot, which remains
lost, and eventual re-exploration of, amongst oiher places, the
c_avglns above Halfway House, will hopefully illuminate moie of
the history and speleological potential of ttre PeaUspeedwell Cave
System and associated lead mine workings.
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Explorations of Peak and Speedwell Caverns
Talks presented at the Symposium, 1989

THE EARLIEST EXPLORATIONS
Brian WOODALL
The history ofexploration prior to 1650 is vague and amusing.

It is best to approach the subject from

a folklore aspect so as to

work out where legends end and first-hand accounts begin.
The entry in Domesday Book is a good example "Castellum in
to mean "the Castle in Peak Forest", the
Royal Forest of the Peak. Later interpretations have it as "the
Castle on Peak's Arse", but somehow over the next few centuries
it became 'othe Devil's Arse". (A possibly apocryphal tale has it
that the Arse part is due to the loud gurgling noises heard during
floods being similar to flatulence. Editor).
The derivation of the word Peak is indeed vague; for the Danes
coming in from the east these were the first hills they encountered
and they possibly named them from a weapon - a "pic" or pike.
As early as A.D. 924thete is a reference to Peacloud. Before then,
peches ers", often taken

Peak

or Pic may have been a deity, an ancient god,

whose

association was transferred to the Devil after the Reformation. A
Green Man on horseback appears at the Castleton Garland Day
ceremony on May 29th each year and he may embody "Peak" as
early fertility rites have been merged with the escape of King
Charles from the oak tree (as noted by Tunmer, 1958).
Russet Well is one of the major springs of Derbyshire and in a
nearby garden a carved stone head of the Celtic Goddess

"Bqigantia" was found.

About the year A.D. l2ll the fame of Peaks Hole was spread
by Gervase of Tilbury who in a book to amuse his Emperor Otto
frA<bscribed both the Castle and Peaks Hole. He recounted that
stormy winds sometimes blew from the cavern. He also related
how a swineherd, whilst looking for a straying sow, went into the
Hole, then unexplored, and, after going some way in gloom, came
to a fertile plain in full light, where he saw fields of ripe corn and
reaper$ gathering it in. In this way Gervase added a magic
enchantment to hazy facts, demonstrating the presence of a source
of fertility in Derbyshire.
By the l6th century scientific deduction was applied, at least by
Lambarde in his "Topographical Dictionary of England", where
he tried to explain the wind blowing from the cavern on more
reasonable arguments.
With both legend and early science the cave came to have an
overwhelming effect on the few travellers who came to Derbyshire

in the l6th century onwards. It is difficult to imagine the
conditions which might be met by early tourists. A modern
traveller in the Himalayas would have a better idea of what he
might meet than a l6th irentury traveller visiting the Peak District.
They would ride across the moors following pack horse tracks,
putting up overnight in religious houses, with but a few fanciful
accounts to,prepare themselves for what they might find - a cave
with an awe-inspiring but gloomy entrance with poor people
working and living inside. Open ftres, no drains and perpetual
semi-darkness, the place would be smoky, smelly and unhealthy
to say the least! Nowadays the visitor is often well-prepared by TV
and guide books, but even so, some turn back on getting the
shudders as they go up the Gorge - one of the few places where
one can get claustrophobia whilst still beneath the sky!
Other early visitors mention Peak Cavern in passing - in 1630
Justinian Pagett "saw the ruin'd castle and the great hoale called
Divill's Arse". In the l2th century Henry of Huntingdon described
the cave as one of the Marvels of England, starting a trend of
listing Peak Cavern in a sort of pop chart; the Seven Wonders of
the Peak included Chatsworth, Mam Tor, Eldon Hole, Buxton
Springs, Tideswell's ebbing spring and Poole's Hole.
A sheltered cave of this size must have been used by Man from
early times. Regettably no archaeological dig has even been
conducted, and much must have been destroyed by the building
of the rope walks. Its use as a residence in the Dark Ages is likely,
and by 1621 a ballad by Ben Jonson wrote a ballad about a
mediaeval Beggar's Banquet held annually in the cavern:
ooCock

Laurel would have the devil his guest,

and bid him home to the Peak, his dinner.
Where the fiend never had such a feast,
Prepared at the charge of a sinner.
With a hey down, down a down, down. . ."

Cock Laurel was the robber king of the tinkers. Because the
cave was feared by law-abiding people it became associated with
knaves and vagabonds. In Roger Grieve's diary (1770) is the entry
'opence to the beggars in the Great Cave". When rope-making
started is not known, nor is it known when the first cottages were
built there. Certainly both were there by the ITth century.
It seems likely that prehistoric man would use such an obvious
shelter in ancient times, and doubtless poor and homeless people
have sheltered there for millennia. At least some of their relics
should still be buried beneath the rope walks, awaiting the
painstaking methods of archaeological excavation.
REFERENCE
Tunmer, E. J. E. 1958. Peaks Hole. Trans. Hunter Archaeological Society. Vol.8. no.l.

Brian Woodall,
Lower Terrace Road.
Tideswell,
Derbyshire.

EXPLORATION OF THE
PEAK-SPEEDWELL SYSTEM I.9OO-1948
John S. BECK
In reading through material on this topic, it struck me that the
Castleton Caves have got a lot smaller during the last hundred
years! For example, in l88Z Synge and Anstie recorded in Mr
Eyre's visitors' book at Speedwell, that on their 6t/z hour visit they
explored 8 miles beyond the Bottomless Pit, and finally reached
a great chasm which they called Cliff Cavern!
A newspaper report following the first explorations by the
Derbyshire Pennine Club stated that one of the party said that the
distance to Cliff Cavern was 3 miles; another member said it
rnight be as little as 2 miles; it is in fact less than One mile!
In 1903 Puttrell and one of the guides explored the workings in
Longcliff Vein off the Halfway House in Speedwell (see Winder's
"LInconventional Guide" 1938). A series of grottos and mine
workings were reached 100 feet above canal level. A second
Puttrell party explored there in 1912. Apart from abortive
attempts from the 1940s onwards to climb the collapsing shaft by
T.D.Ford and others nobody had been in these caverns since
Puttrell, who coillmented that there was "a most attractive
problem for future explorers to solve". Tony Marsden and friends
report a full exploration and survey in 1990-l herein.

About the same period Puttrell, Robert

McCrum,

G.F.R.Freeman (and doubtless a few dozen conscripted helpers)
explored Peak Cavern for the first time. Puttrell climbed down the
hole from Cave Dale into the roof of the Great Cave to great
adulation. A characteristic photo of the explorer appeared in
Wide World Magazine, September 1902. They also scaled the aven
in the Vestibule to reach the Stalactite Chamber, using wooden
ladders at precarious angles. They illuminated Victoria Aven,
firing rockets up it, until one went off amongst the party who
scattered rapidly!
On the same trip they set off with a boat to pass the "siphon"
marked on Martel's plan just beyond Victoria Aven. They seem
to have spent a fak amount of time rescuing people who fell out
of the boat into 2 feet of water, also in taking their trousers off
to wade in to remove obstacles so that the boat would fit. Finally,
they abandoned the boat, took their trousers off again and waded
through what we now call the Wallows, and found it was only 60
feet long anyway. When they arrived at the Mucky Ducks they
found a wooden sled and a built wall of deads suggesting that the
miners had attempted to excavate the choke unsuccessfully. Off to
the side they found Speedwell Pot. Puttrell recorded that "his

a descent into the
unknown", so they lowered him down Speedwell Pot for 30 feet
to the water surface. Then there was a sudden alarm as the water
rose and went muddy. The ensuing panic was astonishing! It
conjures up an incredible picture of people rushing around to
brave lieutenant Freeman volunteered
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gather their belongings all because someone had stepped in a
puddle and slopped it down Speedwell Pot. John Royse was
present and put it in perspective in his 'Ancient Castleton Caves"
booklet of 1943.

In

1902 Puttrell saw Slmge's report

of the discovery of Cliff

Cavern. He wanted to see it all for himself: "I naturally doubted
the accuracy of their statement for I knew, even as a young
speleologist, that England possessed no such underground

PEAK CAVERN EXPLORATIONS 1949.196I
Peter B. SMITH

In early 1949 there were three groups working in Peak Cavern:
the Cave Diving Group (CDG) assisted by the Caving Section of

Two years later in September 1904 Brodrick & Taylor were
surveying the Speedwell Cavern and Puttrell & Co joined them.
They used a collapsible boat and toted half a ton of gear though
it is not clear what they did with it. Even so, to reach CliffCavern
in ordlnary clothes in fairly high water was quite an achievement
at that time. A number of photographs were taken with the aid
of large quantities of best "smokeless" flash powder. The events
of the long overnight trip, together with Brodrick & Taylor's
rather inaccurate survey, were published in the Report of the

Sheffield University Mountaineering Club (SUMC), and the
British Speleological Association North Midlands Group (BSA).
The CDG had dived in Swine Hole off the Vestibule and later
made the link to the Resurgence; they also turned their attention
to Buxton Water Sump and found the Torricellian Chamber
where flood pulses siphoned water out naturally and gave a depth
of Minus 5 feet! Whilst the divers were busy in the latter SUMC
started work on the "Black Swan" usually better known as
Mucky Ducks, whence emerged flood waters from.Speedwell
Cavern at intervals (later found to be overflow from Treasury
Sump). BSA attacked the rock fall immediately downstream of
Mucky Ducks trying to remove large boulders from what became
known as Perseverance Pot. At this time the water in Muckv
Ducks rarely dropped enough to give more than a Yz inch ali-

there were enormous gaps. Explorers like Puttrell were spurred on

in collapse from above. Eventually siphoning by hose-pipes was
accomplished successfully by BSA. Meanwhile SUMC tried to
pass the Ducks using heavy canvas diving suits (designed for
human torpedos during the War) without breathing apparatus
and John Sarjant got through on a solo trip showing the way was

wonders".

Southport Societ! for Natural Science for 1905.
Brodrick's publication covered the whole state of knowledge of
the underground drainage of the Castleton area. But, with Peak
Cavern known only as far as the Mucky Ducks, with Speedwell
known only upstream to the Main Rising, and Giants Hole only
300 feet long ('owith no prospect ofexploration in this direction"),

to push every nook and cranny thought possible.

In

1908-9 the Derbyshire Pennine Club explored the Stemple

in the roof of Peak Cavern's Vestibule (now known as
Krypton Series); they used 43 feet of wooden ladders lashed
Shaft

together and guyed into position.
In October 1911 J. W Puttrell, F. A. Winder and others took
advantage of a dry spell to push down what they called the Big
Swallet in Speedwell, now known as the Bung Hole Series. They
passed the duck and reached what we call Puttrell's Pool. Here,
instead of saying that it was cold and the water was deep and
everyone had had enough, Puttrell raised excuses about strong
undercurrents which "nearly carried the explorer away" and then
retreated. However, for the time it was a commendable push into

unknown territory.
In October l92l Puttrell and other Derbyshire Pennine Club
members climbed the Bottomless Pit Cavern. W. Sissons cut
timbers to replace missing stemples and they climbed by the old
miners'methods. Puttrell went first with no protection and lifelined the party; he descended last, again unprotected. The first
modern survey of Speedwell was by Monty Grainger in 1934, but
unfortunately it was never published and remained hidden in BSA
Records until very recently.
From time to time sensational stories appeared in the Sheffreld
newspapers, mostly emanating from Frank H. Brindley. These
include "Survey by a Duck" in the Sheffield Star of lst Feb. 1941
a modified version of the goose thrown down Eldon Hole to
emerge from Peak Cavern.
Frank H. Brindley put over further stories of cavers as heroes
in the Quarry Manager's Journal for 1945 where he said: o'We
British are a curious crowd. For sheer unadulterated miserv let me
recommend to you an experience we have just enjoyed in ilooded
lTth century workings of a lead mine. They were found in the
flood waters beyond the famous Bottomless Pit of the Speedwell
Mine, Castleton". There followed an exaggerated account of an

exploration through to Cliff Cavern.

ln 1947 the Cave Diving Group appeared and Graham
Balcombe and Don Coase produced some fine surveys of Buxton
Water Sump and Swine Hole. Then BSA began digging at the
Mucky Ducks choke, followed by siphoning out the ponded-up
water by large hoses on weekends alternating with cavers from
Sheffield University; the latter used diving suits without breathing
apparatus to get through the Mucky Ducks, then with only lzinch
air space. On the first breakthrough divers via Buxton Water
Sump met their "helpers" who had entered via the Mucky Ducks
at opposite ends of the Surprise View Pitch with no means of
getting up or down! The two projects led to the exploration of the
far reaches of Peak Cavem which somehow the lead miners had
managed to miss; but that's the next story. . .
Jobn S. Beck.
Glebe Cottagg
The Hillock,
Eyam,
Sheffield.
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space. Attempts to lower this by removal of boulders only resulted

open. (He was killed in a motor-cycle crash soon afterwards).
In late January 1949 both teams were successful; the divers Don
Coase and Bill Mack passed Buxton Water Sump and walked
upstream as far as Squaw's Junction (later so named by three
divers Bob Davies, Bill Davis & Don Coase because the three
small waterfalls then present reminded the divers of their wives (=
Squaws) frequent needs to stop on long drives to pass water!). A
week later the divers went further upstream whilst the SUMC
team of Trevor Ford, Norman Brindle, Chalky White, Eva X, and
othert passed Mucky Ducks and got to Surprise View where they
saw the divers below but had no means of passing the pitch!
(Trevor has vivid memories of this first trip, made in a diving suit

with vision restricted to a narrow slot, and without

any

boots!).The following week BSA siphoned out the Mucky Ducks
and explored to Surprise View but were dismayed at finding
Trevor's and others'footprints - the two teams had been working
on alternate weekends without knowing the others were involved,
such was secrecy then! On the weekend of March 26-27th 1949
forces werejoined and the divers passed the first short section of
Far Sump and explored a short way in to the second section. They
also passed Lake Sump (then a 6 m long total sump with no bypass) and entered Ink Sump. The divers exited via Mucky Dhcks
so making the first complete circuit.
In December 1949 the divers were active at Swine Hole and
Halfway House Sumps but to this day the passage between
remains unknown: it is the main constraint causing flooding in the
Five Arches section of the show caveo but if the constriction were
removed flood water would get out of the cave much faster with
possible unwelcome effects in Castleton village! March onwards
1949 saw many trips through Mucky Ducks for exploration,
surveying and scientific work, but as each trip might take 2Yz
hours for the siphons to do their job, it was tedious, and there was.
always the possibility that the siphons would break and the Ducks
fill up before the return trip. Neoprene wet suits didn't exist then

and all trips were made wearing woollies and overalls with

consequent danger of exposure to cold and wet.
With a view to bypass the Mucky Ducks the 1947 passage offl
the "wallows" was pushed and climbed some 40 feet through a
tight, tortuous passage needing much excavation. In early 195!
they broke through into a large rift cavern about 150 feet high,

Perseverance Pot, 30 feet above the floor. The continuation
passage on the other side was 40 feet above the floor above an
overhang and it was impractical to take scaling ladders through
the 1947 passage. In October voice contact was made with a party
below at Mucky Ducks demonstrating that it was the same choke
and some 30 feet thick. Just after a CDG meet in late 1952 the
choke collapsed denying access beyond Mucky Ducks for a year.
Diggrng recommenced and the rock and mud was transported by
railway back to near Speedwell Pot; eventually in December 1953
access was regained, with a partly open shaft up Perseverance Pot.
Work then started in earnest on Wind Tunnel, chasing the

draught! The passage was small and packed with rock and mud
and all the excavated material had to be dragged back to Galena
Chamber. In November 1953 a flood down Wind Tunnel cleared
much of the debris but it was not until September 1955 that a

continued here and in Wind Tunnel durin g 1957 and 1958, and rn
March 1958 a stream was seen to emerge from Far Sump for the
first time. By 1958 BSA were fed up of siphoning Mucky Ducks
on each visit and decided to clear the choke once and for all. By
April 1958 a channel was cleared and an air-space of at least 6
inches was attained. Floods washed out some of the silt in Mucky
Ducks and made access much easier for surveying parties etc.
January 1959 saw progress through the choke in Pickering's
Passage to a void with a constricted aven above but no apparent
way on. On January 18th 1959 a large pafty entered to "push" at
Wind Tunnel and Pickering's Passage but water was rising rapidly
in Speedwell Pot and the visit to Wind Tunnel was abandoned.
When a large volume of water erupted from Speedwell Pot,
Toogood was sent to Pickering's Passage to warn of impending
flood which was observed until evening. In February Speedwell
Pot was filled again but still not concreted. Jackson again
reported a strong draught in the Treasury (the sump had not then
been passed and the coarse sand tended to run back into it after

Main Stream Passage, Peak Cavern (photo: J. Wooldridge).

cross-joint was reached where one could stand up or pass a
companion. The way ahead was better but still a flat-out crawl
and far from home, so it was not for another 25 years that the link
through to Speedwell Cavernls Rift Cavern was made (later with
a short-cut being dug out to the Trenches from the Treasury).

In January L954 more rubble came down Perseverance Pot
it rather unstable again. In December 1955 Randle and

leaving

Pearce reporte d a draught whilst digging at what became known

as Treasury Sump. Les Salmon also reported a draught in

February 1956; these imaginary draughts spurred them on but it
was some years before the 90 feet long sump was opened for divers
only. Speedwell Pot was capped in 1956 to reduce flooding and
silting in the tourist part of Peak Cavern. The Trenches beyond
Wind Tunnel were reached and Salmon wrote that they might be
a continuation of the Upper Gallery to Treasury Passage (later

proved correct by digging through a sediment fill). Few visited the
Trenches then owing to the dreadful nature of Wind Tunnel!
Though partly open, Pickering's Passage off Upper Gallery was

not explored until November

1956.

A month later a maze of

intersecting crawls filled with chaotic frll of large blocks, some
cemented together by stalagmite, had been penetrated. Work
Inner end of Buxton Water Sump, Peak
Cavern ( BSA photo

)

.

each flood).
After more work in Pickering's Passage the BSA broke through
on 22nd March 1959 to a large chamber followed by an inclined
aven leading to a narrow cross passage at the top an d a small
eyehole near the roof. On 8th March a large party got through the
eyehole, though Ken Pearce had to enlarge it to get through! They
explored to a beautifully decorated inclined chamber, later known
as Moss Chamber. They descended a vertical tube on the right to
the depth of one ladder. The next visit saw two ladders lowered
down the tube and Neil Moss volunteered to descend. He became
stuck and his carbide light and his exertions soon exhausted the
breathable air; despite all attempts to rescue him, his remains are
still there. Much has been written on this incident, and the best
sunrmaries are Les Salmon's report (BSA Records Vol. l, 1962)
and George Cooper's article in Descent No. 62 (1985). Recent
visits have convinced me as a cave rescue controller that, even
with hindsight, if the same incident happened today we still could
not get the casualty out alive.
The cavern was closed to all access beyond Mucky Ducks after

the Neil Moss accident, though Les Salmon managed a brief
check-up in March 1961. So ended the hrst period of exploration
of Peak Cavern. After the initial breakthrough access was
restricted by the owners, the Duchy of Lancaster and their
Custodian, to BSA-organized parties, and the only recognized
leader was Les Salmon. He had to lead every trip whether he liked
it or not. The severe strain this imposed on him may have been
a factor which led to the pneumonia from which he died in 1962
after leading a trip with a bad cold. He didn't want to go but the
visiting party could not be contacted to cancel the booking. Les
was one of the finest chaps I've met: he saw and recorded every
aspect of the cave at all times (see BSA Records Vol. 1, compiled
shortly before his death). His contribution to exploration and
science in Peak Cavern was second to non e - a true speleologist.
P. B. Smith,
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Lees Hall Road,
Sheffield 58 9JH

EXPLORING SPEEDWELL IN THE

1940s

Tlevor FORD

It was in the Speedwell Mine and Cavern that I began my
caving career - almost 50 years ago! Friendship with the owners
led to my meeting Dick Howes who commenced a resurvey in
about 1942 assisted by Bob "Bugs" Woolhouse, a biologist from
Sheffreld University. I went along, at flrrst largely to hold the other
end of the survey tape, but later doing a little exploration in my
own right. My memory of exactly when certain things happened
is uncertain, but a few incidents are worth recalling
Dick Howes' Speedwell suryey was the first real attempt at
covering the whole system as the only previous surveys were
MontyGrainger's unpublished and incomplete survey of 1934 and
Brodrick's in 1904 which did no more than the main line from the
Bottomless Pit to CliffCavern, with the Whirlpool Passage added
in sketched outline. Dick Howes' suryey was by an arrny-type
prismatic compass, tripod mounted in the canals and Main
Stream Passage with measurements by a cloth tape; sighting was
on candles. Side passages were surveyed by hand-held compass.
The Main Canal (tourist route) turned out to be just short of 500
yards in contrast to the long-standing guide's frgure of "nearly
half-a-mile", so that the mineral vein in the Speedwell Cavern was
clearly Faucet Rake and not New Rake as previously surmised.
The main part of the survey was done in 1944; it took us firstly
along the Far Canal to the Whirlpool. Our caving equipment was
primitive - old sweaters and flannels with a boiler suit if we were
lucky. Lighting was candles or helmet-mounted cycle or carbide
lamps. Swimming the Whirlpool wasn't considered wise in view of
the exposure to the cold which followed so a boat was used. This

was

a

boxJike vessel left by the previous owner, Arthur

Ollerenshaw, and designed without observance of any of the
principles of boat-building. It was a coffinJike box about 6 feet
by 2 feet, made watertight by liberal application of tar and kept
afloat by petrol cans tied on the outside. It could seat two but if
they leaned sideways the box soon shipped water and slowly sank.

Propulsion was by being towed by a caver wading in front.
Crossing the Whirlpool involved a ferry system or a rope to haul
the boat back. Getting in and out often involved acrobatics to
save oneselffrom capsizing. I obtained extra protection from the
water by wearing a pair of frsherman's canvas trouser-type
waders, but care was needed in the deeper pools or these filled up
and one was weighed down with several gallons of water, removed
only by standing on your head! After the.War an ex-RAF rubber
dinghy was brought into service, and was much more manageable.
A high level branch passage was noted near the entry to Cliff
Passage but it was not until some years after the War that I
installed an iron ladder and we gained regular access to the
Bathing Pool.
The Main Stream, Cliff and Whirlpool Passages were soon
explored and surveyed. We looked behind the Pit Props but
baulked at the deep water and thick mud. The cascade down the

Bung Hole dam put us offfor some time. Eventually a rope ladder
was dropped down the dam wall aad we reached the Rift Cavern
via the very low duck in the stream passage. Casting around I
found the by-pass though it was necessary to dig my way out

through a sand-bank at the downstream end. Puttrell's Pool was
reached and like Puttrell we turned back thinking that it was a
sump. But again like Puttrell we heard the sound of water ahead,
and on a later solo visit I waded in and found the low arch under
the left wall which led to the Lower Bung Hole streamway. No
evidence was found.that the miners had penetrated this pool so it
may have been a sump in the l8th century - certainly there is a
bank of shingle immediately downstream which could have been
higher then. Exploration soon revealed Sand Passage - later to be
known as the Speedwell end of Treasury Sump. I also made a solo
traverse of the Long By-Pass at this time. After the War I acquired
an iron ladder and installed it in the Bung Hole cascade making
it much easier to pass the dam. Over the 40 or so years since then
the falling water-has hammered the feet of the iadder into the
limestone floor as can be seen in drought conditions.
On another solo trip up the Far Canal in 1944 I took a garden
spade and dug out the first 10 feet or so ofa body-tight crawl. It
had been silted up since mining days and it was 100 feet of flat-out
crawling before one could stand up. A little further in was the
aven chamber with miners' timbers in the sides and a platform
some 40 feet above, clearly the bottom of the lost Pilkington's
Cavern. It was not climbed for another 40 vears. Bevond the
cavern a low passage led to a streamway which ivas easily passable
downstream as the miners had knocked off the sharp corners to
22

Simpson and Nellie Kirkham in the "boat" in Speedwell's Far Canal
(photo: R. S. Howes).

Eli

make easier progress. It sumped near the Far Canal but prior to
that being flooded they could have walked through to the main
streamway. Upstream wedged boulders in the mini-canyon made
the going difficult and we christened it the Assault Course; the
low crawl at the end has still not been pushed to a conclusion.
Another escapade was my attempt to climb into Puttrell's
Caverns up the Halfway House Passage. Taking a 100 ft manila
rope I managed to back and foot up nearly 100 feet of shaft in the
Longcliff Vein, with walled deads forming two walls. A landing
was made in a short blind passage at the top and I hauled up a
piece of timber to form a belay and tied the rope on. On the return
visit a fortnight later I was halfway up when the walled deads
started to come out around me. A quick heave upwards and some
10 tons came out and crashed down the shaft below. Discretion
was the better part of valour and I departed in a hurry and never
went back!
In those days we were members of BSA and our activities were
reported to its Hon. Secretary (self-appointed according to some)

Eli Simpson. He came to Castleton in 1944 to "nick" (take
possession of) Oxlow Cavern for BSA under the old lead mining
laws. Whilst there Dick Howes took Eli and Nellie Kirkham (later
sworn enemies) through to Cliff Cavern on 31st July 1944 using
the tarred box boat. They also took the cavern guide's large
carbide lamp with its high burner, and a tin of spare carbide. This
nearly led to a disaster - the boat shipped water and slowly sank;
the lid had come off the carbide tin, so that clouds of acetylene
bubbled up whilst the high flame was still above water! Only
quick action by Dick Howes extinguishing the flame saved all
from a massive explosion.
During the late 1940s some diving was attempted in Speedwell.
The Main Rising proved too deep for the oxygen-rebreathing sets
then in use, though Oliver Wells reached the bottom of the first
bit at 72 feet using an early mixture-breather. The Bottomless Pit
lake proved to be very muddy and no way on could be found. The
Whirlpool Rising was too constricted for the breathing bag part
of the set, but its ebbing and flowing characteristics were observed
several times. On one occasion a student party was in the low
sections just downstream of the Rising when it flowed and sent a
2 ft wave sloshing down the passage. In the ensuing panic one
student cut his head trying to stand up in a low section! The
pulsing character of Speedwell's streams in still under
investigation by John Gunn.
Trevor Ford
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1962 the British Speleological Association again negotiated
access with the Duchy of Lancaster and with the then
Custodian Eric Savage. Since ihen the BSA and later the BCRA

limited

have managed access during the winter months thro"g!

appointed individuals in what must be one of the most successful
and long running agreements anywhere' As soo! as access was
agreed, new projects started in various parts of the cave and the
results are noted below.
Anniversary Hall and Aven
The first success at the end of Pickering's Passage came on l2th
January 1964 when John Clarke, P. B. Smith, Harold Lord and
three others climbed the slope at the end of Moss Chamber to
carry on with a promising dig started a couple of weeks earlier.
After an hour oi so of both steel and chemical hammering they
were able to squeeze through about 3m ofboulders and flowstone
until they could see into, but not get intq a passage 1.5m high and
60cm wide. A fortnight later some of them returned and after
more chiselling they emerged on to a stalagmite slope leading after30m to a righi turn and a balcony about 3m above the floor of
a chamber l5m long, lOm wide and 8m high with an aven in the

roof. The far

side-

of the Treasury Sump

(photo: J. R. Wooldridge).

of the chamber was an unstable slope of

boulders rising at 45'. As this was a year after Les Salmon's death,
the chamber was called Annivenary Hall. On subsequent trips the
boulder slope was climbed and a way tbrough to AnniversaryAven and a-silted passage were discovered. Following reports of
the unstable nature of the boulder slope some attempts to stabilize
them were made in the early 1970s. The total length of passage
found was little more than 60m.
Cohesion Passage

The next suc€ess up Pickering's Passage came in late 1970 when

the draughting passage on the west halfway between Upper
Gallery ana Mois Chamber drew the attention of John Clarke

and Pete Smith. After three digging sessions they got into a cross
rift which closed in both directions. At the north end of the ritt,
however, a small tube sloped down into a continuation of the
bedding, but after about 6h it was choked with silt' In January
and February l97l some l00m of up-dip passage with numerous
blockages was traversed until it emerged into the base of a large
ascending passage at right angles. To the west was a-large sump,
whilst to-the easiit was possibfe to negotiate an ascendingboulder
slope to about 30m above sump level yherg the base of a large
chimber was reached - Toadstool Chamber. Part way up the slope
a passage was discovered heading northwest for about 30m to a

fl6wstoie choke. A lot ofeffort was put in during the early 1970s
diggrng the continuation of the bedding plane to the west above
thE-suirp, in bailing the sump (with some but:rot -enough -success)
and in t?ying to foice a continuation out of Toadstool Chamber.
The total length ofpassage dug or discovered amounted to about
210m.

Main Stream Inlet
In 1962 the Main Stream Inlet above Squaws Junction was
was. rather less of it, and much,
much irore mud! Over the years various digs were undertaken

nothing like what it is today. There

with varied success, as follows:
a) In September 1962 work began 4iggtltg the-choked Pa,s-sa-ge
immediaiely north of Main Stream Inlet. On 6th Janlary 1963 the

diggers bro-ke through into the Squaws Junction to Wigwam Aven
Passase after little more than 9m.
b) An'other die about the same time was completed in November
tleZ yietding ilink between Wigwam Aven and Galena Chamber'
It made posiible a round tour trip from Surprise View to Galena
Chambei and Wigwam Aven and thence to Squaws Junction and
so back to Surprise View.
c) In October fgAZ a aiewas commenced at the end of the silted
pur*ug. west of Main Siream Inlet just leygnd^a window high in
ttt" *itt of Main Stream Passage towards Far Sump' About 10m
of digging led to another window out into Main Stream Passlgg'
Tlhe frIstTew metres of what later became known as Window Dig
were excavated at this tirne (subsequent blocking of the bedding
olane inlet led to water squirting out at various other points where
pip.r *"r" fitted to jet ihe flow at mud banks thereby steadily

clearing them out).

Sand Passage-the Speedwell end

d) In S6ptember 1962 Messrs Toogood, Gillott and Smith climbed

Wigwam Aven and entered a tortuous passage about 2Im up- but
met a constriction after some 30m. The aven was not tackled
again until 1970 when George Cooper, Henry Mares and others
siarted on the constriction. Two years of intermittent engineering
got past this and another 55m of slightly .more comfortable
farsige led to a vertical squeeze into Disappointment Rift, a rift
lOm long by lm wide in a washed-out mineral vein with no
apparcnt hope of further extension.
.) On 2nd September 1962 Les Salmon examined a mud-frlled
bedding pattage about 4m up the west wall of Wigwam Aven.
Later i-t was drrg in appalling conditions until each group of
diggers lost heart. By 1919 wel over 30m had been excavated with
no conclusion reached.

Lake Passage
In 1962 the practical end of Lake Passage (except for -d.ivers)
was Lake Sump. A dig was started to bypass the suryP and it was
completed in december 1964, but a year before this digging in the
stredrn bed outlet lowered the water sufficiently for non-divers to
get through and carry on as far as Ink Sump. Betweeq October
ISOS and l.{ovember 1966 the bedding plane at the top of the aven
above Ink Sump was dug for some 15m until further work was
considered impractical.

Crystal Inlet
The first attempt to climb the inactive aven inlet was made in
1962 with the aid^of scaling ladders. The Main Passage wall was
scaled for about 15m where the base of an aven was entered; this
was climbed for som e l2m before the attempt was abandoned. In
1969 Henry Mares and Bob Dearman reclimbed the aven using
bolts and ieached the top at 33m, or 48m above the floor of the
Main Passage. At the top was an ascending rift which led upwards
for about 31m into a Ledding plane with a sparkling floor of
pointed calcite crystals at 87m above the floor of Main Passage.
'stratigraphically ihis was one of the highest points reached in
-Cun.rtt,
not far beneath the Cavedale Lava. The bedding
Peak
continued to the north for about 75m before it became too tight.
Maypole Inlet
Sometime in the early 1970s a passage was noticed l4m up_ the
north wall of Main Paisage just before the climb up to Boulder
Rift. In March lg73 some acrobatic work with maypoles and bolts
by Messrs Cooke, Kitchen and Wooldridge g9l them into a tube

leading north to a silt choke after some 30m. Subsgguently
diggin! has extended this to around 100m long and it is still going.

Bits and Bobs
In the 1960s and 1970s various other digs and climbs were tried
but few got anywhere. In 1972 Victoria Aven was climbed for
about 25h. Fawlty Tower, off the Treasury, was discovered in 1976
after a short dig and although the passage at the toP ry3s entered
it wasn't considered worth pushing ut it would only link to the
Wind Tunnel. Much later events proved them wrong here and this
23

is now part of the link through to the Bung Hole series of

PART OF PEAK AND SPEEDWELL
redfawn

after Cordingley

Speedwell.

1gg2

Diving

Comparatively little diving was carried out in the 1960s and
owing to access problems for divers. However, between 1963
and 1965 Ken Pearce pushed Ink Sump for about 100m. In 1970
in a brief flurry of activity Tom Brown pushed it to I67m; he also
dived Far Sump to 73m. Buxton Water Inlet Sump to 20m and
Treasury Sump through to Speedwell's Lower Bung Hole Series.
Subsequent investigations showed that part of Peak Cavern's
Upper Gallery and Treasury lay directly on top of Speedwell's
Lower Bung Hole streamway (Fig. 1).
1970s

Overspill Passage

CONCLUSION

Sump

(21m, -2)

The period 1962-1979 started with relatively few cavers, rarely
more than a dozen on any trip and only a few trips ayeaL It ended
with trips every winter weekend and often 40 or more people in
the cave at a time. However, the serious work of diggirg, climbing
and diving was carried out by a small cadre of dedicated regulars.
No huge breakthroughs were made, but some 130m of passage
was d.tg out and by the end of the '70s the known length of Peak
Cavern had been extended by more than 700 metres.
Bill Whitehouse
2 Monksdale Close
, Main
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EXPLORATIONS IN PEAK AND
SPEEDWELL CAVERNS IN9.I989

Figure I.

Graham PROUDLOVE

Maypoling to Maypole Inlet (photo: J. R. Wooldridge).

After negotiations between cavers and the Duchy of Lancaster
access was again granted for cave diving in Peak Cavern.
Although some of the sumps had been explored in the '40s and
'50s by divers with oxygen-rebreathing sets, the underwater cave
was wide open and waiting. A new generation of Derbyshire
divers was also ready. Thus during the 1980s the main thrust of
exploration was by diving, but above-water activity was not
Far Sump Extension. AI passage just downstream of junction with crawl to
Stemple Highway (photo: Clive Westlake).

Junction of

AI

Passage

with crawl to Stemple Highway (photo: Clive

Westlake ).

Major Sump (photo: Clive Westlake).
(=JNC6) Looking up Balcombe's Way Aven (photo: Jon Cordinglry).

Far Sump
The terminal sump of Peak Cavern had long presented a target
for advance. Early CDG efforts had passed the first short section
and entered the second.
1979-80 The sump was pushed to 100 m by Jerry Murland and
Tim Nixon. Difficult going and poor visibility made for slow
progress.
1981 Accurate surveying was started by John Cordingley.
The sump was passed after three dives by Martyn Farr and the
length was claimed to be 385 metres; open passages were explored

and the former presence of lead miners discovered (later the sump
was surveyed as a little shorter and variable according to the state
of water levels generally. Editor).
1982 Further exploration by Martyn Farr revealed the vast
Salmon's Cavern.

No diving owing to Far Sump having a bad reputation!
Far Sump passed by Paul Whybro and Bob Grimes. They reexplored the passages seen by Farr and dived Major Sump at the
end, but without progress.
1986 First accurate survey by John Cordingley, who discovered
the Rasp passages near Minor Sump. A dye test proved that Peak
Cavern's Main Stream Inlet came from Far Sump. Coral Aven was
bolted by Cordingley, but no passage found above.
1987 Rick Stanton and Paul Whybro climbed Calcite Aven to a
ledge. Stemple Aven, off Salmon's Cavern was climbed by
Cordingley but it was found to have no passage at the top.
1988-9 Major Sump re-dived but no progress. Calcite Aven was
climbed and a complex of other avens and high level bedding
passages was found.
The passages beyond Far Sump have been the most significant
find of the '80s. Many hours of effort have been put in by John
Cordingley and associates. Although their efforts, combined with
modern climbing technology have revealed much, we still do not
know how the miners got in (Fig. 1). In early l99L a dig in a sump
at the end of Stemple Highway has revealed some 70m more
passage to another choked sump close to Speedwell's Boulder
Piles (note from John Cordingley).
1983-4

1985

ignored and significant advances were made by climbers and
diggers. The present account cannot detail each advance and
concentrates on major achievements. Eight of these were made

during the '80s and they have taken the total length of the
conjoined cave system to over 10 miles (l6krn).
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Whybro dived but got no further.
John Cordingley and Paul Whybro penetrated l10m and rose
to -24m and -10m in ascending rifts.
lg87 Nitrogen/oxygen mixture breathing used for the first time in
1985 Paul

Ink Sump
Water from the Dirtlow Rake area enters Peak Cavern via this
sump and Lake Passage. The catchment includes Hollandtwine
and Hazard Mines, but these are inaccessible today. Ink Sump
became an important focus of attention when diving resumed in
1979.

dive by James Cobett was passed.
lg79 Limit of early-choke
discovered l72m in by Tim Nixon and
1980 Underwater
Steve Tucker.
1981 The choke was dug and passed to an air bell by Brian Hague
and Steve Tucker.
lg82 A large chamber, Doom's Retreat, was discovered.
lg82 onwaids Digging in Doom's Retreat continued but no great
progress made

^ Tle proximity of Doom's Retreat to Dirtlow Rake has led to
it becoming polluted as a result of the open-pit spar-mining
operations ttrere; both fine silt and a dose of diesel have entered
the Cavern there!

The Main Rising of Speedwell Cavern
This rising is the main source of water in,Speedwell Caverns
streamway system. Early dives on oxygen found it too deep,
though Oiiver Wells reached a depth of 72 feet (22ry) in the early
daysbf mixture apparutus. Access problems and frequent poor
visibility have meant that diving here has been rather_sporadic.
1981 Biian Hague dived straight down to a depth of 3lm.
1983 Brian Hague reached -33m and a penetration of 66m.
1984 Steve Tucker made further progress and rose to -20m.

1986

this deep sump.

1989 Russell earter and John Cordingley penetrated l85m and
discovered a deep vertical shaft which was descended to -26m.
Together with- Whirlpool Rising this sump brings in . all the

it will continue to
attract attention. It has ebbing and flowing activities, but with a
different frequency and height from Whirlpoot Risiqg._Tlte East
Canals in Gibnts Hole and the swallow in Coalpithole Mines are
at roughly the same altitude so the sump may- be -long and
complex. . The up-and-down profile does not mlke tlings -any
easrer owmg to decompression requirements. It will need the best
divers, equipment and technique, coupled wilh a long period of
settled weather, to make progress here (Fig. 2).

watei from the Rushup Edge swallets and

Bathing Pool

Climbing an iron ladder in the Main Stream Passage _a short
way downstream from Cliff Passage leads after a hundred metres
or io to the round chamber known as the Bathing Pool. Some 5
metres in diameter this is entirely flooded and at least three
attempts have been made to dive it. All have reached a silt choke
at a depth of 18m so the source of the small overflowing gJrgam
is unknbwn. After a bolt traverse the aven above has been climbed
by John Cordingley for 12m to a stalagmite choke. Secret Sump
is in an alcove off Bathing Pool Passage and has been dived to

MAIN RlSlNG, SPEEDWELL CAVERN extended elevatlon October 1989
after J.N.Gordlngley & R.L.Garler
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Whirlpool Rising, Speedwell CAvern, in

"normal" conditions ( photo:

Tony

Marsden).

-I2m without reaching a conclusion. In spite of its proximity to
Bathing Pool the two are not connected as water levels differ.

Figure

3.

Whirlpool Rising
This is the other major feeder of water into Speedwell. Most of
the Rushup Edge swallets also feed this, with its frequent ebbing
and flowing pulses; flow-switching may mean that no water
emerges here at times. Over the period 1981-3 Clive Westlake
pushed this sump to an apparent conclusion. The water rises past
boulders in a9m deep underwater pot. The passage beyond rises

to three small air-filled mineral vein rifts H.M.S. Belfast, H.M.S.
Edinburgh and Mary Rose. The first two can be reached overland
by a tight crawl, but Mary Rose is isolated. Water rises from a 9m
deep pot fed from immature tubes. A dig in a silt-filled passage
above the Rising is in progress here (1991). Howeveg at present it
does not look as though the underwater passage will be followed
much further (Fig. 3).

wator rleee from -9m

Pot

.9m

WHIRLPOOL RISING
SPEEDWELL CAVERN

Wind Tunnel

After more than 30 years intermittent work a dry connection
Rift Chamber in
December 1984. Mark Wright, Phil Smyth and Keith Bottoms
passed a squeeze to enter 100m of new passage linking to
Colostomy Crawl off the top of Egnaro Aven. Colostomy Crawl
had been explored from the Speedwell end by John Cordingley
and Brian Hague in 1980. It had taken many tiring trips for this
was made between Peak Cavern and Speedwell's

redrawn from overland surveY

by K.W. DrakelY, & M.PhiPPs 1981
& SumP SurveY bY C.Westlake 1981-3
cDG N/L 87, 1983

connection to be established and the cavers' persistence should
not go unnoticed. In 1990 a dig from the Treasury reached the
Trenches section of Wind Tunnel, so by-passing the tedious crawl.
(It has been gated to control access through to Speedwell, as a
rescue by this route would be very difficult,

if not impossible.

HMS EDINBURGH

Editor).

Cliff

Cavern

This major aven at the western limit of Speedwell Cavern has
always attracted attention as a fitting climax to a trip through the
far reaches. Its height and persistent water cascading down
discouraged attempts at climbing. Early in the '80s John
Cordingley, Chris Rhodes, Richard Bartrop and Ron Bury freeclimbed one side for some distance and inserted some bolts. Later,
the advent of the cordless drill greatly accelerated progress.
1987 Frank Brown and Pete O'Neil got close to the top after
several trips. Access via Wind Tunnel made each visit very
arduous. The top was reached at about 60m height in December
1987 and Cliffhanger Passage on the western side was entered by
Brown, O'Neil, Cordingley and Mark Wright.
1988 Cliffhanger's terminal sump was dived by John Cordingley
for 40m but it did not go further. A traverse across the top of Cliff
Cavern by the same team plus Russell Carter and Andy Goddard
reached a high rift on the east called Joint Effort which led on into
Puzzling Evidence.
1989 The terminal sump of Joint EffortlPuzzling Evidence was
passed after 20m to some small avens but no further way on was
found.
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Figure

Joint Effort and Western Highway in Far Peak Extension are

close together, on the same joint-plus-bedding intersection, both
with sand chokes and it is possible that a link will be found in due

course(Figs.4&5).
Victoria Aven
This high aven at the end of the former show cave tour has been
looked at by generations of cavers. Balloons and rockets have
been used in attempts to measure its height. Powerful spotlights
indicated a vast open space. In the '50s the BSA gained some
height using scaling ladders from ledge to ledge. On 25th Sept
l982lan (Buster) Wright and Jim Hurlston free-climbed 13m and
used an aluminium ladder to gain a ledge still higher. A week later
a diagonal bolt route reached another ledge at 30m next to a large
passage. Here a calcite-cemented boulder slope was climbed to a
parallel aven. In December 1982 this was climbed using bolts,
until a window showed five possible routes onwards, at a height
of 60m above the floor. Four of these were shafts going upwards
whilst the fifth was a large passage across the void. In 1983 the
well-decorated Elephant's Head Chamber was reached here. In
January 1984 a start was made at pushing a crawl at the end of
Elephant's Head Chamber. Late that year further bolting upwards
took Buster Wright to a height of 80m on a stalagmite-cemented
bridge over the very "aity" space. On New Year's Eve 45m of
magnificentlty decorated passage was entered at the top of the
pitch, and eventually a point l00m above the show cave was
reached. Here toadstone fragments apparently from the Cave
Dale lava and a bone were found. At various times dislodged
boulders threatened the "tourist" cavers passing below en route
to the Mucky Ducks. In February 1985 the crawl at the end of
Elephant's Head Passage was dug out (using a length of pipe to
lever boulders out of the way!). The crawl led to a series of rifts
Figure

4.

and avens including George Cooper's Aven, and then downwards.
steep slope led to a 25m pitch, followed by others of 10m and
4m into Echo Chamber, almost back to show cave level again! A
loop route back into Elephant's Head Chamber was found across
the head of the 25m pitch. Another aven led upwards to a megachoke of stalagmite-cemented toadstone boulders (Fig. 6). The
top of thi's system above Victoria Aven cannot be far below the

A

surface as the lava, some 20m thick at most, outcrops directly
overhead near the ciiff known as Roger in Cave Dale.

The above is based on a fuller account

Speleological Group's Journal No.

ll

in the Technical

(1985).

Pitkington's Cavern
The classic 1789 account of the system entered "about 30 years
ago" according to James Pilkington's book of 1789 (volume l,
pages 72-73) has attracted attention for many years but the vague
indication of the entrance shaft being "400 or 500 yards west of
Peak Cavern" meant that it could not be located. Trevor Ford's
dig off the Far Canal of Speedwell rn l944led into an aven which
appeared to be the bottom end of the lost Pilkington's Cavern,
with a miners' timber platform visible high in the roof above.
In l98l Richard Shaw and friends climbed the system by free

climbing

or by

up six pitches. The flrrst pitch
of 1944) of 12m led to a narrow winding

using bolts

(Pilkington's Cavern

vadose canyon passage for l60m which had been enlary99 9V _th.
miners removing corners to get their timbers through. This led to

the foot of Round Pitch (10m) with a short phreatic tube to a
climb of 5m in the Galena Pitch rift. A series of short climbs took
them to the foot of Chain Pitch, a climb of some l3m (noted by
Pilkington as having a descent by means of a chain, with traces
still visible). Above this they entered the large and moderately
well-decorated Waterfall Cavern. Two further pitches, Stemple

5.
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Cllft Cavern

redrawn from a Bkotch aurYoy
by J.Cordlngley 1989

Stalactite fringe at the top
(photo: Clive Westlake).

of Victoria Aven

Figure

and Deads Pitches, each 8m climbs, led to the large Mud Hall,
developed on a bedding plane with a pipe vein. An artifrcal trench
in the floor led to Watricle Chamber with much evidence of
broken stalagmites, as noted by Pilkington. Various passages led
off for short distances, with a partly collapsed sediment fill from
a phreatic cavity in one and a run-in mine shaft nearby. These
were in Faucet Rake or its branches and associated pipe veins.
The highest point reached was 416 feet (127m) above Canal level
and about 50m below the surface. Assuming that the run-in shaft
was Pilkington's point of entry, we now know that it lies about
200m west of the Bottomless Pit Cavern, and there is both a
moderately large shaft mound and an open cut with vertical rope
scars on Faucet Rake and its short southerly branch at this point.
The dimensions of the whole system were remarkably close to
Pilkington's account of 1789 (Fig. 7).

(The above account of Pilkington's Cavern has

Lava boulder choke
1 OOm above show cave
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summarized from Richard Shaw's article in Trans.B.C.R.A. vol.
10, pp: l-6, 1983. Editor).
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Advances

Krypton Series
This hole in the roof of the Vestibule above Swine Hole led to
a series of rifts almost to the surface in Cave Dale.
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Aven in the Great Cave

This aven high in the west side of the Great Cave's roof was

water

Sump

climbed to the underneath of the concrete blockage in Puttrell's
former entrance in Cave Dale. An adjacent series of avens and
vein fissures was climbed in the Orchestra to close beneath the
stream sink in Cave Dale which supplies the shower in Roger

ll

choke

Licence

Rain's House.
Halfway House
This stream swallow off Peak Cavern's show cave was examined

on numerous occasions. No progress was made towards Swine
Hole and the Resurgence owing to the very constricted passage
and poor visibility. A small inlet was noted.

Buxton Water Sump Aven
Noted by the early divers as FHI (=Forward Halt 1 or Funk
Hole I as you wish, Ed.) steady progress has made been in
climbing this, so far without a conclusion.
Tom Brown's Inlet Sump
Immediately upstream of Buxton Water Sump on the south side
this has been dived via an air-bell to a very low bedding passage.
Some dangerous progress has been made but the passage is very
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Perseverance Pot

The difficult muddy crawl of the 1947 Passage was enlarged and
the aven at the end climbed but no decent passages were found.

Anniversary Aven
This highly unstable aven was climbed but no major passages
found. It may repay further work, but only with great care.
Overspill Passage
Close to the downstream sump of Speedwell various bedding
passages were examined. They seem to be distributary tubes foi
flood water. Nothing significant was found. The downstream
sump has been dived for a short way towards Russet Well, but the

inward current causes problems.
Window

Inlet

:,

This short branch off the Lower Bung Hole passage of
Speedwell has been dived through two short sumps to reach a

tributary streamway which has been followed to close to the Far
Canal; a constriction prevents a complete traverse.
Assault Course
Pushed further

at intervals along a low crawl with several
boulder constrictions making very hard going. Must be near
Faucet Rake at furthest point reached.
Block Hall
This large chamber near the Bung Hole has been bolted to the
passage was found.

top but no onward

Pit Props Passage
Several large stopes and natural caverns

in a rather loose

condition have been reached by climbing a miners' chute at the
end of this branch off the Far Canal. A survey is awaited.
Several other sites have been pushed but without conclusive
results. Maypole Dig c_ontinues and the nearby Window Dig has
intersected the water flowing to the Main Stream Inlet.
Acknowledgments are due for permission to reproduce redrawn
versions of some of John Cordingley's CDG and TSG diagrams.
Graham Proudlove
31 Dovedale Avenue
Prestwich
Manchester M25 8BT

THE HALFWAY HOUSE SERIES OF
CAVERNS, SPEEDWELL CAVERN
A. W. MARSDEN
Situated midway along Speedwell's tourist canal, the Halfway
House is a branch level large enough to allow boats to pass.

Beyond the mud dam and infill at the back of the branch, the level
enters Longcliffe Vein and extends WNW some 50m to a blind
foreheld. Three rises in the roof lead to workings and caverns high
above, as described by John Taylor (1864) and last visited by J. W.
Puttrell in 1912 (in Winder, 1933). Although suggesting a system
of some extent, neither Taylor nor Puttrell gave a survey ot factual
account and the lay-out was unknown; Puttrellos hint that there
-tgltt 9t t connection with the Bottomless Pit is intriguing.
The lack of any real knowledge of this part of Speedwell led
Nigel Ball and the writer to attempt a definiiive exploration in the
winter of 1990-1991, using artificial climbing and Snf bchniques.

Historical Perspective
The Halfway House Caverns were known to the miners in the
ll70s. The branch level is thought to have been blasted out in
lJ73-5, and the caverns reached about then. They were modified
during several phases of mining until work ceased in 1847. The
missing Barmasters Book of 1779-1784 probably contains clues
about the early phases. The original route of entiy is not known;
what is clear, however, is that ttre ttrird Rise tates most of the
strong airflow in this part of the Peak-speedwell system,
presumably rgspon_ding to atmospheric changes. The draught has
been observed to fluctuate considerably, almbst reversingieveral
times within a few hours. To date it has not been possible to
establish whether opening and closing the show cave door, floodpulsing in the main stream, or some other phenonemon is
responsible for the changes in draught. In 1775 thl proprietors of
the nearby Longcliffe Mine were recorded in the Barmasters Book
as "endeavouring to stop the wind from Oakden Level". ln 1776-7
(of Longcliffe
!h9v were 'driving" or "raising the upper gate
Mine) over Oakden Level". From about 1778 -one or other of the
mining concerns appears to have been exploiting several mineral
veins in this caverlous part of Long Cliff, often in close proximity
to rivals. Detailed records are sadly lacking. Later, for ove r 25
years from 1784 the Longcliffe proprietors had consolidated their
operations with those of Peakshole Sough and Hourdlo Stile
Mine and were cutting a deep level caftgate (Rieuwerts & Ford,
lglS; Penney 1985). This remains unidentified but was presumably
driven westwards along Longcliffe Vein under Oakdefs Level, i.€.
passing beneath Speedwell's tourist canal at the walled-up Rich
Vein.
It is probable that Longcliffe Mine and its Deep Level cartgate
were associated with the Halfway House, but that the access was
lost, possibly by collapse or flooding, in the early lgth century. A
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document of this era (Rieuwerts & Ford, 1985) states that:
"Oakden & Co boatway . . . is the only way in which the Long
Cliffe Vein can be wrought". On the surface the Longcliffe Mine
shaft was explored in the 1940s and failed to link with the Halfway
House Caverns. It is now run-in so the only access to workings

Nigel Ball on the rope pitch in Justification Chamber.

in Longcliffe Vein and the natural caverns is via Speedwell's
Halfway House. In re-iterating Taylor (1864), Puttrell (1938)

emphasized the difficulties of exploring this system when he wrote
"I do not think many persons will venture here again, the ladders
are sadly out of repair and the undertaking is evidently attended
with gteat danger".

The Halfway House Level
On 30th September 1990 an excavation was started in the floor
of the level just before it narrows as the rubble floor appeared to
be collapsing: this may be where Puttrell fell through a false floor.

Another excavation

in the floor of the level near the blind

forefield revealed what may be a winze which appears to descend
below a rock ledge. Both excavations are being carried on to
determine the possible presence of workings below canal level.
Both occasionally contain water which may be connected to the
intermittent inflow from the walled-up Rich Vein into the canal.
The Rises
Immediately before the Halfway House level narrows the First
Rise is overhead. ln 1944 T. D. Ford climbed the Second Rise just
beyond and crossed back into the First several metres up. This was

for 30 metres using back-and-foot techniques but
collapsing deads terminated activities. The Second Rise in the
narrows, was climbed on 29th December 1989 by Nigel Ball
employing bolting and SRT techniques. The head of the Rise was
found to be slabbed over some 30m up and the deads were in a
poor condition. The miners appe ar to have stoped out much of
the vein which varies up to 30cm wide between the Rises, stacking
deads on bridges and stemples which have now rotted away. Drill
marks vary from vertical to horizontaL Below all three rises there
climbed

if many more come down
they could block access.
On 29th December 1989 the writer free-climbed l5m up the
Third Rise to find a sub-level several metres long. This contained
a false floor with a fragrle edge overhanging the first pitch. 1.3
metres above this, a ceiling of deads on rotten stemples formed an
are accumulations of fallen deads and
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intermediate false floor overwhich an inclined chute appeared to
be the safest way on. However, progress without artificial aids
would have been extremely diffrcult and unwise.
The following September Nigel Ball commenced SRT rigging of
the Third Rise, with the author lifeJining from sheltered positions
below. A combination of chimneying and bolting yielded a safe

stance in the sub-level reached previously. The ascent was
continued on 27th December 1990 when another, not quite
vertical, pitch appeared ahead. With the vein hading northeast,
the second pitch veers WNW as it rises in the vein. Worked out
vughs in the cheeks provide room for manoeuwe. The second
pitch gradually reduces from 4 x 2 metres to a slot 50crn wide
between crumbling walls of deads 30m above canal level,
requiring delicate movements.

Above the slot a short stepped heading blocked by fallen deads
has a neat square shaft in the roof forming a third pitch up to a
level 34m above the canal. Stemples here appeat to be of two
different periods or of different woods.
The

3

metre Overhead Level

At the head of the three pitches of the Third

Rise, mined

in both directions along Longcliffe Vein. To
the ESE the level's deceptively stable false floor is covered by

passageways extend

heaps of deads from the suspended stempled ceiling less than l.5m
above. About 15m from the access rise the level ends in a strongly

draughting choke. To the WNW the floor has dropped away in
several places. Traversing between the walls at a crouch to avoid

the ceiling is followed by crawls or scrambles to where yet another
rise promises very narrow access to workings at an even higher
level (as yet not investigated). A little over 20m from the Third
Rise natural cavern development begins and an ascending traverse
takes one over the mouth of a stempled shaft to The Balcony with
an impressive outlook into the large Justification Chamber. The
Balcony is the highest point yet reached at 36m above canal level.

On the date of our frrst visit, nth December 1990, a moderate
flood was passing through Speedwell and a heavy shower fell on
to The Balcony. On later visits it was almost dry.
Justification Chamber
The cavern is widest at 7m across a little above the level ofThe
Balcony; notches in the walls show that the miners had massive

of timber spanning this void, probably supporting a
platform. Along the vein the chamber reaches l5m in length; on
the opposite wall and a little higher what appears to be a natural
passage curves out of sight. The roof is 12 to l5m above The
Balcony. Holes in thg upper walls and roof have been modified by
the miners, two possibly being ore-chutes, and gangue mineral
debris covers The Balcony. A debrislittered slope and overhang
obstruct the view into the bottom of the chamber.
An SRT descent of a mainly free-hanging pitch of l2m into the
bottom was made on 6th January 1991. The lower walls are
moderately decorated with flowstone; the shaft behind the
Balcony was found to enter the chamber below the overhang
providing another source ofloose deads. At the foot ofthe pitch
an extensive steep slope of miners' debris passes through a low
arch into a roomy sloping chamber.
baulks

Royse HalI and the Southeast Level

The sloping chamber has been named Royse Hall after the
names, initials and dates scratched or chiselled into the wall, and

noted by Puttrell. The dates 1845, 1850 and 1857 occur adjacent
to J. Royse's name; others are JT 1870 (John Tym?) and CT (his
brother Charles?). The weakly scratched JWP @uttrell) visible in
an early photo is now indistinguishable.
A retaining wall on the southwest side holds back the debris
slope where the horizontal Southeast Level goes back for about

4Om beneath The Balcony.

Up to two

metres high

it

has

interesting mineralization and traces of a former wooden railway
and tub. The Level is blind, though it nearly reaches the middle
of the Third Rise.
The Main Passage Westnorthwest
A natural cave passage trends roughly WNW along the vein
from the foot of Royse Hall. Its partly dried mud floor also has
traces of a wooden railway and corroded remains of dog-nails.
Miners have modified the 3m high by lm wide passage but parts
of a meandering phreatic roof tube survive, together with small
clusters of thin white helictites. The rail tracks appear to end at
a walled 3m deep hole in the floor, which reveals that the cavern
floor is not bedrock but constructed on miners' fill.
34

The submerged lower chamber with a large boulder balanced on a stemple,
at a low water level on 2-2-91.

seen

About

15m along the

main passage a chimney up to the right

enters stopes and ahead a short stoop leads to another chamber.
Here two mineral veins are present in the southeast wall either side
of a large, tilted, triangular block of limestone. Below is a steeply
descending slope of boulders beneath the southwest wall, where
there may have been access to other chambers. A liberal coating

of tacky brown mud indicates flooding. In the passage beyond, a
moderate stream sometimes issues from beneath the lett wall and
sinks into the foot of the rock slope. On one visit the stream had
ceased to flow and the water level in a flooded shaft at the end
of the main cave had dropped several metres revealing a possible
continuation. A blank wall at the head of the shaft presently
terminates the main cave passage but the vein above has been
worked out in a stope of unknown extent. The roof is not visible
and the airflow disappears upwards. Further investigation is
required.

Lower Level Caverns and Sumps
Descent of the 3m deep walled pit in the main pass&Ea, followed
by a short descending crawl, revealed a large sloping muddy
chamber beneath the main cave and apparently on the same

A boulder slope, continuing that seen in
Justification Chamber and Royse Hall, disappeared into the
murky green waters of a 7 x 4 metres sump pool. This finding
mineral vein.

ended the explorations of 6th January 199L.
A return on 2nd & 3rd February revealed more as the sump had
receded exposing the full impressive dimensions of the chamber to
be 15m long and 5m wide and high. Narrowing at the end it was
even more muddy, and a stoop to the left entered an ante-chamber
and a WNW continuation choked by boulders. At the bottom of
the previously sumped chamber a 45 slope required a rope
descent to the new sump pool 7m below the earlier water level. A
spotlight suggested that a submerged void lay below. The hole was
spanned by a baulk of timber with several large boulders
precariously poised on it. A BCRA Grade 3 a-b survey showed
that this sump level was close to the elevation of Speedwell's Main
Canal.

CONCLUSIONS
From the base of the Third Rise in the Halfway House Level
over 200 metres of passage have been surveyed so far; many open
leads await further investigation. The vertical range is 36m to The
Balcony, excluding any guesses at the heights

of Justification

Chamber or of unentered stopes or shafts in the roof which may
go to 50m above canal level. The deep sump pool has a floor well

below canal level.

,

Between the explorations of 6th January and 2nd February
l99l the sump had dropped 7m but in the flooded shaft at the

WNW end had only dropped 3m. Neither has been plumbed yet.
The relationship to the intermittent flow at the walled-up Rich
Vein is not known. Outflow into still lower mine workings or
caves is possible and awaits a visit in a dry period.
The mining operational methods employed are not entirely
clear. Multi-level stoping with ore chutes is evident but the route
by which ore was taken out is not obvious and may not have been
via the present route in.
The caverns are definitely those visited by Taylor in 1860 and
Puttrell in 1903 and l9l2 but they do not yet extend "ha1f-a-mile"
and presently appear not to have any connection with the
Bottomless Pit. No connection with Shack Hole scrin, which
branches off Longcliffe Vein has yet been found.
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System network ofcave passages stretching across the Yorkshire
Dales. He quotes various examples of connected caves where ten
times the distance between entrances can be followed as cave
passages underground. In the 18 years since he wrote this article,
many of his predictions have come true. The Three Counties
Systems (a large part of Brook's giant Trans-Craven System)
presently has an explored length of close to l00km. Can this
"Brook factor" be applied to caves in Derbyshire? A similar
complex history of development exists with 'omodern" drainage
routes superimposed on ancient dry systems unrelated to present
day topography. The entrances to Peak and Speedwell Caverns

are located about lkm apart but the total length of passages

known is 12.3km. There seems no reason to assume that the as yet
unexplored continuations to the southwest and west are any less
complex. Thus the emount of unexplored passage in North
Derbyshire is likely to be in the order of at least several tens of
kilometres.
Taking the suggestion a stage further, will ancient passages be
discovered forming links between distinct hydrological units of
modern drainage? If so, there is the possibility of a "Castle-well"
System connecting the Castleton and Bradwell catchment areas.
Several points of interest around the modern watershed between
the two catcbments deserve a mention. Firstly,'a sizeable stream
can be heard in boulders on Dirtlow Rake beyond Ink Sump in
Peak Cavern, when Ink Sump is static. This water is thought not
to enter Peak Cavern at all (unless via Buxton Water Inlet Sump).
Ifthis is the case, then the stream (which is probably associated
with Hollandtwine Mine drainage) may well be destined to reappear in Bagshaw Cavern. A mine shaft to the southwest near
Dirtlow Rake has recently been traced to Bagshaw Cavern (J.

Gunn, personal communication). Furthermore, a shallow dry

POTENTIAL FOR FUTURE EXPLORATION
J. N. CORDINGLEY
This lecture will be concerned mainly with potential for the
exploration of new cave passages. However, it would be wrong to
fail to point out that there remains huge potential for scientific
research and in the field of archaeology. The writer will only
speak in general terms in the interests of not giving too many
secrets away concerning the best leads.

Perhaps

a good starting point is to

consider the known

hydrolo gical situation. Even a casual glance at an up to date sink
to rising map such as John Gunn's in CAVES & CAVING no.29,
1985, reveals that the Peak Cavern system occupies only a small
corner of its known catchment are a to the south, southwest and
west. Considerable evidence exists that many of the as yet
unexplored passages between the sinks and resurgences are likely
to follow the lines of major mineral veins westwardly. Northern
Derbyshire is justly famous for its large ancient phreatic vein
cavities and it seems reasonable to assume that significant lengths
of these present day conduits will be submerged, probably to
considerable depths, and therefore only accessible to cave divers
using advanced techniques and equipment. However, the caves of

the Castleton catchment have undoubtedly had a long

and

complex history of development. Many kilometres of older, higher
level passages await discovery and will keep the diggers active for
a very long time to come.
The exact boundary of the Castleton hydrological unit has yet
to be proven by dye-tracing techniques. Simple estimates suggest

an area of between 17km2 and 25km2. However, relict watersheds

from previous periods of development may well have

covered

different and probably larger areas. It seems unlikely that some of
the very large passages in Peak Cavern owe all of their
development merely to existing allogenic and autogenic sources.
Furthennore there is the reasonable possibility that some of the
Peak Cavern system water resurged elsewhere in the past. Future
discoveries may take the caver further to the east than Peak

Cavern Gorge,

in the direction of

Pindale. Clearly then, the

known passages in the present and relict Castleton catchment area
represent only a small proportion of that still waiting to be
explored.

The obvious question as to how much unexplored passage
remains is a difficult one to respond to. Those who insist on a
numerical answer may include at least some objectivity to their
calculations by referring to Dave Brook's article in Descent No.18,
pages 16-18 (1971). He argued for the existence of a Trans-Craven

valley originating from the area of Dirtlow Rake containing the
natural passages of Hollandtwine Mine (with evidence of ancient
sinkholes) eventually develops into Hartle Dale. Added to this is
the tentative suggestion (T. D. Ford, personal communication)
that Lake Passage in Peak Cavern may once.have carried water
in a southeasterly direction to an unspecified resurgence outside
the present Castleton catchment area.
It is also possible to suggest links between our hypothetical
Castle-well System and other systems. For example, Dowse (or

Duce) Hole draining to Bradwell is only a very short distance
from Swevic House Swallet, which belongs hydrologically to the
Stoney Middleton system. Elsewhere a distinct system of dry
valleys leads southwards from the Rushup Valley via Perry Dalg
Dam Dale, Hay Dale, and Monksdale to Millers Dale in the Wye
Valley. It is fikely that this originated when the ground was frozen
(T. D. Ford, 1987; Cave Science, vol.13, no.3, p.144) yet in
subsequent warlner periods at least some water must have sunk
here (perhaps to join the Peak Cavern drainage?). Furthermore
there is a large area around Peak Forest where no dye tests have
been successfully carried out. These are needed to determine the
southern boundary of the Castleton catchment. Wherever the
watershed presently lies there is the possibility of a link with the
Wormhill Springs system which collects water from as far away as
the Dove Holes Swallets. Inevitably much of the above falls into
the category of interesting conjecture rather than proven fact.
Much work is needed in future to validate or discredit some of the
above ideas. Yet in the writer's opinion there is at least a
reasonable chance of the existence of a huge and complex cave
system occupying the northern part of the White Peak, which
would incorporate the Peak Cavern system.
The physical exploration of what remains to be discovered in
the Peak Cavern system will not be easy as there are several factors
which are limiting the rate at which new finds are made. Firsfly,
some of the main sites have been out of bounds to cavers as a
result of unsatisfactory access restrictions over the years. Even
when access can be gained (more usually in winter rather than
summer) the poor weather often prevents work from being carried
out. There ars also relatively few cavers in Derbyshire with a
serious interest in exploration. Most are happy to devote their
caving careers mainly to tourist trips, thereby missing out on the
real fascinations of underground Derbyshire. Many of those who
are active explorers do not live near the area which brings
diffrculties in synchronizing what leisure time they have with the
best water conditions underground. Those who are keen may have

dilfrculty in obtaining information about the activities of previous
explorers. For example, certain periods of exploration are
notoriously poorly documented and, as pointed out above, much
more scientific work is badly needed as an aid to passage
discovery. Regular visitors should also consider the possible
health risks associated with frequent exposures to raised levels of
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atmospheric radon. The writer now logs the number of hours
spent in the cave each year personally, and avoids any unnecessary
tiips. Finally the impact of quarrying and mineral extraction
needs to be monitored more carefully. Apart from the obvious
large scale removal of speleogenic limestones (such as Hope
Cement works quarry eating into the hillside to separate the
Castleton and Bradwell caves) the resulting pollution has caused
real problems. Cave divers have reported feelings of nausea after
passing Ink Sump due to pollution by diesel originating from
workings on Dirtlow Rake. The visibility in Speedwell's Main
Rising has been continuously poor for three years until recently,
probably due to activities at Eldon Hill quarry. This has directly
prevented exploration here by cave divers who have made several
attempts.

Conversely, Derbyshire cavers have many advantages.
Although access arrangements to certain sites are still
unsatisfactory, the situation is currently better than ever before. A
vast amount of information is available locally, including the
BCRA library in Matlock, and the Eldon Pothole Club and
Technical Speleological Group libraries in Buxton. The

Derbyshire Caving Association exists partly to act as a forum for
active Derbyshire cavers and keeps an extensive cave registry
(sadly a much under-used resource). The local caving groups have
a wealth of experience second to none amongst their membership.

It

is probably fair to say that hardly any underground obstacle
could stop them as they have at their disposal some of the latest
technology and techniques, e.g. for digging and rock removal,
climbing of avens, and diving with mixed gases etc. Finally,
anyone who has read the above and glanced at the survey must
agree that there exists a huge number of different projects within
the Peak Cavern systeffi, many with excellent potential.
Even well-trodden ground contains relatively easy discoveries
to be made. Only seven days before this talk (November 1989) a
new aven was climbed less than a minute's walk from the entrance

of Peak Cavern to reveal 60m of extremely well-decorated large
passage. In fact, with the 1989 Peak Cavern season only a few
weeks old alre ady 300m of new ground has been gained. Most

discoveries in the last decade were in fact wide open and fell
mainly to divers and aven climbers. Relatively little was revealed
by digging, despite dedicated efforts, although huge potential
exists for this approach. It is hoped that those who take up the
challenge of exploring further in this magnificent cave will
continue to bear in mind the conservation implications of their
projects, whether scientific or simply aesthetic.
At the end of the duy, despite careful application of reliable
advice from geologists, hydrologists and the like, new discoveries
will continue to bring unexpected surprises. One of the great
fascinations of caving is that nothing is certain before it is actually
explored. It seems fitting to end by quoting P. B. Smith's
appropriate contribution to a recent highly academic discussion:
"Caves is where you find 'em"!
John Cordingley
o'Woodsmoor"

Oldfield Avenue
Darwen
Lancs. BB3 IQY

PROBLEMS OF INTERPRETATION OF
THE SPEEDWELUS MINING HISTORY
Trevor D. FORD

The natural stream caverns of the Speedwell system were
discovered by lead miners in the I770s but the position of both the
Speedwell Mine's canal tunnels and the mine workings still leaves
some questions unanswered. Basically the questions are: Why is
it where it is? Did they deliberately aim for the stream caverns?
Did they know whether the Bottomless Pit Cavern was there or
not? Why is there a marked bend in the Far Canal? Where are the

pipe veins marked at the depth of

fathoms on the Oakden
questions have been
discussed by Jim Rieuwerts and the writer in 1985, and by Tony
Marsden herein but it is worth reviewing them yet again briefly.

plan

of

1779? Possible answers

87Ye

to these

The Speedwell Mine was started by sinking a shaft 72 feet (22m)
deep by the side of the Winnats Pass road and driving a tunnel
more or less south to intersect the veins already known to trend
roughly east-west across the limestone plateau south of the
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Winnats Pass. The idea may originally have been to drive through
to Dirtlow Rake though there is litfle evidence for this other than
the dotted line indication on the Oakden plan. Utilization of the
stream caverns caused modifications to this scheme if it ever
existed and the target became Faucet Rake and New Rake. The
project was based on the success of the canal tunnels in the Duke
of Bridgwater's coal mines northwest of Manchester. Although
the Duke's engineer, James Brindley, may have been involved in
early planning stages he died before work started and his friend
John Gilbert was responsible for the Speedwell project (Bray,
1777).Thomas Bennett was the agent living in the building which
is now the Speedwell's shop, reputed to have once been a tavern
though no documentary evidence ofthis has been found. So, why
start with a 72 ft shaf{l Bray's tour book (1777) supplies part of
the answer - difficulty with permission to pass under freeholder's

land north of the Winnats lane.

If

the miners had had that

permission they could have started tunnelling from close to the
Mam Tor road, possibly with a dock on the surface, and
considerably reduced problems with haulage of rock waste out by

boat. The shaft was more or less contemporary with the
excavation of the sloping ramp which now forms the visitors'
steps. The steps are roofed by a remarkable piece of dry-stone
arching. The ramp was probably designed as a means of lowering

boats

to the canal as the shaft was too naffow and had

an

awkward right-angle bend into the canal. The sinking of the shaft
implies of course that they knew what altitude their canal must be
to meet the stream caves at the right position. This could only
have been known ifit had been carefully planned beforehand with
the aid of a survey from the stream caverns out through one of
the back-door entrances such as Pilkington's Cavern and down
the hillside, a remarkable piece of surveying for its time (see also
Shaw, 1983a & b). Even so, there may have been a minor
miscalculation as if the whole canal tunnel had been some 4
metres lower the necessity for the 6 m high dam at the Bung Hole
would have been obviated. One cannot help wondering if the
drawn up survey has survived, but it has not been found in any
archival sources. James Pilkinglon's description wasn't published
until 1789 but he said that it was about 30 years ago, i.e. about
1759,that the actual exploration was done. Sulivan's description,
though written in 1778, may again record a descent $ome years
earlier; it was not published until 1780. He noted the presence of
both 107 steps (now 105) and a boat trip to the Bottomless Pit with
about 200 yards to go until they met the stream cavern, a blear
indication that they knew what their target was. According to
Sulivan the descent of a frssure on "the other side of the

mountain" totalled 420 feet at least partly on oak stemples,
followed by a long crawl and entry to a torrent in a "monstrous

cavern", probably the Speedwell's stream cavern. He estimated the
total length as above 3 miles and the total depth as 980 feet. These
flrgures are rather imaginative and his account may or Inay not
refer to the same place as Pilkington's factual descriptiod or there
may have been another route in as yet undiscovered,: Another
mention of this "back-door" or of another route in from the hilltop is that recorded by Charles Hatchett in his diary in 1796 (see
Raistrick, 1967). By going beyond "a way made by planks . . . by
climbing up about 300 yards there was an opening to the day".
This suggests a possible route up to daylight above the Boulder
Piles, but Hatchett was recording hearsay evidence and not what
he saw himself.

The canal tunnels are about 6 feet 6 inches (2m) wide and high
and were excavated at an average rate of 4 feet 6 inches (1.35m)
per week. The present day tourist canal intersects the Bottomless
Pit Cavern "dead centre" and continues south and then southwest
to meet the stream caves. The only branch of any significance is

the Halfway House.
The Halfway House workings into Longcliff Vein present two
unsolved problems. Firstly, why are they walled up at canal level?;
they are reputed to go "r/znrle to the west andrhmrle to the east"
but nobody has explored them fully since the last mining efforts
around 1844-47. There seems to have been some diffrculty with
mining rights and it may be that the canal tunnel project had no
rights in the vein itself. What relationship these workings might
have with the Longcliff Levy of 1709-1713 and the cartgate
thereunder in 1783 is also unknown (see Rieuwerts & Ford, 1985,
pages 130 and 136). A secondary problem is that water flows out
from beneath the walling on the west side in wet weather, but it
becomes a sink in dry weather. The course of these flows is

unknown. The short level westwards from the Halfway House
ends in a blank wall, but there are holes in the floor suggesting
workings below canal level, perhaps with hand pumps, and
various rises in the roof. These rises present the second problem

'

I

lerl over Rowter Farm looking

east.

Feucet Rake on the left: New Rake on the
,ight vvith the irregular bit of wall bounding
:iie part above Speedwell's Stream Caves;

Sremple Highway ls largely under the
:,iangular field towards the top right
phato: Peter Riley ) .

(Taylor

a series of caverns were visited by Taylor around 1860
-1864)
and again by Puttrell around I92l (published 1938), but

neither left a detailed description. The writer climbed a 100 feet
30m) high rise in about 1943 but the walls of deads started to
collapse around him, and it is only in the last few months that
Tony Marsden, Nigel Ball, John Gunn and friends have found
their way into the Halfway House Caverns. They constitute a
series of phre atic chambers and stoped out veins in Longcliff Vein,
ertending more than 100 feet (30m+) above canal level in a general
u'esterly direction towards the Winnats Pass and they terminate in
a sump varying by up to 7 metres in level. What lies behind the
rvalled-up entrance to Longcliff Vein east of the canal remains
unknown, as does the relationship to the Longcliff Levy and
t

Cartgate.

There is little doubt in my mind that the miners knew the
Bottomless Pit Cavern (known in mining days as the Devil's Hall)
\\"as there before their canal tunnel breached it, though Jim
Rieuwerts and Tony Marsden are less sure. If they did not know
it was there to form a potential waste disposal site, why didn't they
aim their canal directly for the stream cavern intersection near the
Bung Hole? There is a run-in shaft at the end of the Pit Top
Passage extending west from the top of the Miners' Stemple climb
and the miners could well have come down this from surface
rvorkings in Faucet (= Foreside) Rake before the tunnel reached
the Bottomless Pit. Oakden had an engine (possibly a horse-gin
though there is no sign of it on the surface today) on Foreside
Rake about this position in 1774. The miners' planning would
have foreseen the possibilities of disposal of waste rock from the
Far Canal into the Bottomless Pit as part of the whole project.
Again, it was a nice piece of surveying to meet the cavern as a few
y'ards either side would have missed it. The platform was almost
certainly designed as an aqueduct to take boats from one canal to
the other and to ease unloading of waste into the Pit. Their failure
to exploit the Rake at platform level may have been due to lack
of ownership of mining rights at this point. The Bottomless Pit
provides a good place for the miners to dispose of excess water in
flood periods and it reappears at Russet Well some 40 feet (13m)
lower in altitude. The implication here is that there must be some
open stream passage at least partly along the line of Faucet Rake
between Bottomless Pit and Russet Well, but it has not been seen
in modern times and no mining records give any clues that it was
seen in the lSth century. One cannot help wondering if this
missing bit of stream cave was encountered in driving either the
Longcliff Levy of 1709-1713 or the Longcliff Mine's cartgate in
1783 (Rieuwerts & Ford, 1985, pages 130 and 136). Peakshole
Sough was heading in the right direction but did not make contact
(Penney, 1985).
The Speedwell level was started late

in I77l or early in 1772.
Longcliff Vein (the Halfway House) was reached in 1773. Bray
(1777) noted that 400 yards had been driven, i.e. they had not
quite reached the Bottomless Pit, and they had 500 yards to go,
which would have taken them almost to Dirtlow Rake in a

straight line. Two years later Ralph Oakden and partners plan of

1779 shows that the forefield was about 150 ft (c 45m) south of the
Bottomless Pit with dotted lines suggesting that it was intended
to continue southwards towards Dirtlow Rake. The Old Miners'
Toast (Bottle on the Wall) is dated October 20th l78l so it seems
reasonable to deduce that the Far Canal had breached the stream
caverns by that date. But why does that canal tunnel have two
marked bends in it? If the Speedwell plan is superimposed on
surface detail the first bend keeps the course of the Canal just west
of and parallel to a wall which seems to have been an important
property boundary. Most of the freeings on New Rake and the
closely parallel Horsepit Rake (see Rieuwerts & Ford, 1985, page
133) as recorded in the Barmaster's Books extend westwards from
this boundary. (Regrettably the Barmaster's Book for the critical
period 1779-1784) is missing). Until it reached New Rake, the
canal tunnel was not following a vein and by civil instead of lead
mining law the operators had to get leave from landowners to pass
under their land, and it may be that they had no rights to go east
of this wall as might have been their original intention. The
second bend, close to the Bung Hole, was to bring the Level in line
with the stream caverns at such a height that the two tunnels
merged shortly before the Whirlpool. A short length of tunnel has

drill marks in both directions

suggesting that they got into the
stream caves about where the Bung llole is now and climbed back

near the Whirlpool to drive backwards to meet the oncoming
miners. The bottom end of the Assault Course streamway,
Pilkington's route in, must have joined the stream cavern near the
Pit Props but it is now totally submerged and invisible.
In the vicinity of the Far Canal, the Oakden 1779 plan shows
three Pipe Veins (which by definition of a pipe vein arc parallel to
the strata) all remarkably at more or less the same depth, either
87 fathoms or 87t/z fathoms (522 or 525 feet deep) which is a little
less than the depth to the canal tunnel. Three short lengths of
these veins which had been worked are shown on the 1779 plan,
but none has been identified in the old workings presently
accessible. The most southerly, or "LJpper Pipe" is close to the
line of the pipe veins seen in Whirlpool Passage, though somewhat
to the southeast of them. Around 100 tons of lead ore is recorded
from this pipe but the workings in the Whirlpool Passage are far
too small to account for 100 tons of ore. A separate problem is
the sand in the holes in the roof near the Whirlpool Rising. The
question is "could the sand have been washed upwards from the
Whirlpool stream? Or, has the sand been washed downwards from
unknown passages above? A bit of digging may be required here.
The "Nether Level of Nether Pipe" on the 1779 plan lies fairly
close to the old workings in the Bung Hole Series, and at least two

openings rising upwards (with fallen stalagmite blocks in the
blockages) suggest mine workings and caverns up above - as yet
unentered by modern explorers. Notches in the passage wall
indicate the former presence of a plankway from these old
workings back to the Bung Hole wall, where ore was apparently
raised to be loaded into boats in the Far Canal. The miners had
a by-pass to a low section of streamway through their workings
now partly collapsed. There was also a small washing floor above
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the culverted stream in the upstream end of the Rift Cavern. A
large shaft mound and hollow on the surface close to Hurdlow
Barn may indicate a probable former entrance to these mine
workings. The "IJpper Level of Nether Pipe" (at the same depth
as the Nether Level!) on Oakden's plan does not relate to anything
visible today. And one can only speculate on how the apparently
separate and as yet unlocated Hurdlow Style (or Steel) Pipe (Ford,
1965) might relate to the part of the Bung Hole Series that lies
beneath it.
The Pit Props branch passage southeast off the Far Canal

remains an enigma. The early explorers avoided it, perhaps
because of the deep water a few metres in. When I first saw it in
the 1940s there were still a few timbers across which had
apparently supported a false floor across the now-concealed
stretch of stream passage between the Bung Hole and the
Whirlpool. Water still leaks along the bedding plane to re-appear
on the "wrong" (east) side of the Bung Hole Passage just
downstream from the ladder. The stopes beyond appear to be in
a pipe-vein off New Rake at canal level, though a climb up an old
ore chute leads into large stopes and natural caverns in the rake
itself. Reputed to be dangerously unstable-lookitg, these have still
not been fully explored, and it is possible that there was yet
another way in from the surface here. Projection of the minor
mineral vein seen in Block Hall westwards suggests that it ought
to cross the canal tunnel about the position of the Pit Props but
nothing is visible there.
From the Whirlpool in Speedwell Cavern, the first section of
the main Stream Caverns was equipped by the miners with a
plankway to bring ore down from the Boulder Piles to load into
a boat at the Whirlpool (see Hatchett's diary of 1796 for a
mention of a plankway). The stream bed is composed of limestone
waste from mining operations presumably up the two holes in the
roof above the Boulder Piles; these were fitted by the miners with
timbers to support piano-sized boulders. From the lumps of ore
and the need for a plankway it seems certain that the miners had
a way upwards into New Rake around these boulder-choked
holes, but no route can be found today. It is possibly behind and
to the left of the first Boulder Pile where scree-sized rubble has
come down; digging upwards would be risky with the chance that
the "pianos" would come down on the diggers. Hatchett (1796)
commented on a climb of 300 yards out to "day" here, apparently
another back-door entrance. Just before the Boulder Piles a short
tube passage diverges from the roof tube to a choke. The miners
fitted timbers in the roof at the start of this tube but the reason
remains unknown. The Boulder Piles are not far north of the
northern end of Stemple Highway in the Far Peak extension of
Peak Cavern, though there is some 50 feet (lam) difference in
altitude, and it is tempting to wonder if there was a way through
in mining days. No miners' route has been found into the roof of
Stemple Highway, though it is quite clear that they had been in

there from the stemples in the roof of Salmon's Cavern, which has
been climbed to where it closes up. If Sulivan's (1780) lost cavern
is not the same as Pilkington's then it is possible that he was
describing a route from the surface on or close to New Rake either
into Stemple Highway and apparently from there down into the
Speedwell streamway, or directly to the Boulder Piles with a climb

back up into Stemple Highway.

At ttre entrance to Cliff Passage, close to the Bottle on the Wall,
the miners scratched at what is thought to be a branch of New
Rake but made no attempt to mine it. There is no sign that they
made any attempt to mine in Cliff Cavern, and no evidence has
been found that they entered the high level caverns at the top.
An engine shaft and gin circle lie in James Hall's title on New
Rake just west of the limits of Speedwell Cavern; though close to
the vicinity of the Main Rising the mine has no known connection
with Speedwell Cavern; explored in the early 1960s by the
Technical Projects Unit of BSA its depth of about 200 feet still
leaves it more than 300 feet (90m) above Speedwell.
The Speedwell miners of the late 18th century thus left a variety
of clues to "back-doors" and other upward extensions from the
known passages into as yet unknown mine workings and caverns
in several places in the Speedwell system and some hard work
awaits future explorers.
Thanks are due to Jim Rieuwerts for his constructive comments
on the above summarv.
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2l Elizabeth Drive
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View over Long Cliff and Hurdlow
looking west. The Winnats Pass is on the
extreme right; Shack Hole Scrin, close to
the Winnats, extends from Longcliff
Mine in the bottom right corner to meet
Faucet Rake near Rowter Hole; Faucet
Rake rises from Cowlow Nick to cross
above the Bottomless Pit in the near
corner of the large field; Pilkington's
shaft ,s about halfway along the Rake
towards the next wall; New Rake is on
the left lying above the Speedwell's
stream coves; the triangular field on the
left is partly above Far Peak's Stemple

Highway; Hurdlow Barn and pipe veins

are towards the lower left. (photo: A.
Pacitto ) .
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Figure I. Hourdlo Steel Pipe in plan view.
Remarks on the PIan
-1 is the West Forfield
B is the Sump Head
C is the West Shaft and where we lost the

A PLAN OF HOURDLO STEEL PI PE
from the West Forfield to the Eost Forfield

pipe

D is the

Founder Shaft . . . or where the
Houpit Rake cometh into the pipe
E is the mouth of an Old Pipe which
rangeth northwesterly out

F is the East Shaft

of the

vein

G is the Lodge

H is the Spring
J is the Forfield of the Pipe
from G to J the range of the Pipe
from G to K the range of the Swallow

from G to L the drrft driven for the drawing
gate
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Appendix - Hourdlow Stile Pipe
The lost Hourdlow Stile (or Steel) Pipe mine lies in the vicinity of Hurdlow Barn
and could probably solve some of the problems of interpretation of Speedwell's
mining history. Mention of o'a shack, spring and a swallow" indicate natural cavities,
and pipes may also do so. As noted in my article in Bulletin P.D.M.H.S. in 1964 there
were three shafts. If these could be located, perhaps by a three-man team with tapes
of length appropriate to the gaps between the shafts matching present-day shafthollows to the old plans, followed by some gentle probing or digging, then we might
find this lost cave-cum-mine system. The plan and section are undated but probably
relate to the period of working in the 1780s. A note of Houpit Rake on the plan may
refer to Horsepit Rake which lies parallel and close to New Rake.
The margins of the "Plan by the Level" (=Section) and the Plan have lengthy keys
to the letters, which do not entirely agree.

An Account of the Depth from
Place to

Place

Fathoms

From the West Forefield to the Sump Head
Depth of the West Shaft
From the shaft top to the Forfield
Depth of the Founder Shaft
Depth of the East Shaft
Depth to the Spring
Depth to the Forfield of the Swallow
Depth to the Drift at L
Depth of the Second Sump
Depth to the Lodge
Depth to the East Forfield from the East Shaft
Pipe dipped from the West to the Founder Shaft
Pipe dipped from the Foundershaft to the Lodge
Pipe dipped from the Lodge to the East Forfreld

Feet

Ins

5
8
14
18
19

22
24
26
6

29

2

32

11

10

lt

10

7

3

9

Table l

A PLAN OF HOURDLO STEEL

PIPE

from the West Forfield to the Eost Forfield by the Level

GRAFFITI IN SPEEDWELL MINE
Trevor FORD

Figure 2. Hourdlo Steep Pipe in cross section
Remarks on the PIan . . . by the Level
A is the West Forfield

B is the

sump

foot

C is the Sump Head

D is the
ore in

it

West Shaft foot,

from A to D is sunk in shack with some lumps of

E the Founder Shaft

F the drft on the vein
G the East Shaft Foot

H

the Ist Sump Head
J the Swallow drtft mouth and the level of the spring
K is the Forfield of the Swallow

L is the mouth of the drift
M is the 2nd Sump Head
N

the sump

foot

designed

for

O is the Lodge and First Sump Foot
P is the East Forfield of the Pipe

the drawing gate

Apart from the Bottle on the Wall several groups of initials and
a few names are chiselled or scratched into the walls of Speedwell
Mine and Cavern. Some clearly date from mining days, others are

explorers and some are visitors. An attempt is made below to
record them with suggested identifications where possible. They
are noted in distinct groups according to locality.
Group A - by the Bottle on the Wall in the entrance to Cliff
Passage. Most are explorers: scratched into the mud-covered walls
are the Bottle being poured into a glass with the inscription 'A

Health to All Miners and Mentainers of Mines", JIB & MN,
October 20th 178t". JIB and MN could be John Bradbury and
Matthew Nall who were "working in the watercourse" about
1794. The sketch of the boat alongside is very crude and may not
be associated. Other initials have partly been identified as early
explorers with the help of Maurice Chantry, an old Derbyshire
Pennine Club member: E. K. Scott 1929; J. Eyre Jr 1911 (son of
then owner?); J. E. Eyre; J. Eyre (owner); J. W. Puttrell March 5th
1902; J. Shaw 1955; CDG (Cave Diving Group) 817153 & l3lIl54;
J.B.; J.K.H. NE 1945; D.P.M. & W.A.H. 1945; A.S.; P. Hutchins
1929; G. B. S. Errington 1925 & 1926; E.W.Greaves 211011926 (very
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Grffiti in the Halfway
Cavern.

J.T

1870

House, Speedwell
Tym

,s either John

(former guide ) or John Taylor ( early

geologist). C.T

probably Charles Tym.
left of J. Royse is
Puttrell (photo: E H. Brindley).
is

J.W:P. below and to the

I. How (former guide Isaac How); J.
Tallis; E. Hall; J. G. Hall;
Humphreys 1920; W. Royse;
H.Royse (father of John and Walter Royse); W. Royse & P.

close to the boat sketch);

Pearson Sept 16th 1904 (these two are together-Percy Pearson was
a semi-professional guide about 1906); C.A. (Cyril Adamson
guide I9a9; T.D.F. 1943; J.Royse & W.Royse Nov 7th 1920; P.H.
1943 (Peter Harrison, son of owner) ; A.Ollerenshaw (senior
owner c 1920); E. L. Hallam, June 24th 1921; G. W. Eyre; T. A.

Hallis; B.Powell (7th Sept. 1955; D. H. 1951; J.V/.P., J.E. & R.M.
(Puttrell, Eyre &?); J. Elliott Sept 16th 1904; W.,E.A. 1911 (W. E.
Amies, DPC member known as Bakelite Bill or as William
Arithmetic); A.S.; J. B. Tallis; K.C.E. (Ken Eastwood, 1950s
guide?); G. Hadfield (1950s, friend of owners); W.U.S. (William
Sissons, of DPC. May 20th 1911); R. J. Harrison 1955 (owner);
H.C.J. (Harold Jenkins, June 10th 1925, D.P.C. visit); J. A. Walter
(June 1925); B.H. l92l; E. E. Synge - Jubilee 1887 (early
Cambridge spelaeologist noted by Winder); E. Hall June 2 1896;
E.B.; M. I. K. Eaye (19 years old); also JWP, WS, JE & HB boxed
together - (Puttrell, Sissons, Joseph Eyre and Henry Bishop).
Group B - Chiselled into the wall near the Bung Hole. Most are
thought to be miners or men who repaired the wall at various
dates, particularly in the 1920s. Names in brackets are those of
recorded miners 1785-1814 but there is no proof that they have
been correctly fitted to the initials:
JT. (John Tym?); J.H. (could be Jeremy Hadfield, guide c
1800-1815, or Joseph Hall); I.N. (J.N.? - John Nall); G.B.P.; J.R.
& M.R. (John & Mark Royse? copers in 1780s and 1790s): I.F.;
J.H.; E.R.; H.I.R.; J.P.; F.R.S.E.; JJ.R.; P.H.; O.W. 28th May 1925
(Os,Warrington, - guide); B.H.; R.B. (could be a Bradbury, Barber
or Bradshaw, all common miner's names); J.I.B. (very faint and
could be the same as by the Bottle on the Wall); also a group TP
N A B (two lines join N & A, and could be a "pin-man"); also
other indecipherable
initials.
-Group C initials chiselled into the wall at various isolated
localities mostly between the Whirlpool and the Boulder Piles: IW
(JW?) both Jeremy Ward and Joseph Watts wer€ copers in Lane
Head Pipe (Longcliffe Vein?) in the early 1800s; IA (Isaac

Ashton?); B.T.

& M.R.

(together

-

Benjamin Tym and Mark

Royse were copers in the watercourse in New Rake c1790); J.H.
(in passage below Bung Hole).
Group D - numerous initials are chiselled or scratched into the
wall of the Bottomless Pit Cavern. Many are superimposed, faint

and dirty and thus indecipherable

visitors.
1805

-

probably generations of

A few are probably former miners or guides, e.g. C.T.

(possibly Charles Tym); others include T.A.L., J.8., H.P. and

H.M.

Group

E a small group up the Halfway House were

photographed by F. H. Brindley, possibly at the time of Puttrell's
visit in 1912. They were not seen again dntil Tony Marsden's
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exploration of January l99I:

J.T. 1870 (either John Tym

-

guide

or John Taylor

from

Manchester); CT. (twice - possibly Charles Tym again); J.Royse
1845, 1850

and 1857; J.W.P. (Puttrell); M.E.

Please send any further records

or interpretations to Trevor Ford.

Trevor D. Ford
2l Elizabeth Drive
Oadby
Leicester LE2 4RD

SURVEYS OF PEAK AND
SPEEDWELL CAVERNS
John S. BECK
The earliest attempts to depict Peak Cavern in plan form date
back to the beginning of the 19th century, but there were no
surveys of Speedwell until the early 20th century, apart from the
1779 mine plan. This is odd in having a north point way out of
relationship to any north today, but reasonably close to the
magnetic north as it was in the late 18th century. It also has two
different scales! A full discussion of the Speedwell Mine plan and
its interpretation appeared in Rieuwerts & Ford's Mining History
account

of

1985.

Brodrick & Taylor produced a survey of part of Speedwell in
1904: it appears to have been dialled carefully from the Bottomless
Pit to Cliff Cavern but Whirlpool Passage and the link to near the
Boulder Piles were added as sketches and Cliff Passage seems to
be on the wrong scale. It accompanied a paper read to the
Southport Society for Natural Science, and really is no more than
a sketch guide map by modern standards. Also, being without the
Main Canal of the show cave, it cannot be related to surface
features. It was reproduced in Winder's "LInconventional Guide"

in

1938 and

in John Royse's 'Ancient Castleton Caves" in

1943.

Following the Puttrell and Baker explorations of the 1900-1910
era, a sketch section giving a crude but graphic outline of
Speedwell was prepared by Randolph Douglas (formerly of the
Douglas Museum in Castleton) for one of the old large size
lantern slides; it was later published with one of Puttrell's articles

in the pre-war

Caves & Caving (1937).
An interesting survey of Speedwell was found in the British
Speleological Association records. Both unusual and useless, it
has two True Norths! It is both undated and (surprise, surprise)
unsigned.

_ In the early 1940s, R. S. Howes, assisted by a young Trevor
Ford started a complete survey of Speedwell Cavern. Amongst
other things, this led to the first explorations beyond Puttrell,s

Pool and into the Assault Course. The survey was published in the
Cave. Research Group Transactions in 1956; varibus subsequent

publications, such as Garry Kitchen's compilation in the iarly
1970s, were based on it. Eli Simpson produced a version of the
Bottorrless Pit to CliffCavern part of Speedwell Cavern based on
Dick Howes' suryey noteso but unfortunately with an error in the
length of.the Far Canal around the position of the Bung Hole due
to a misinterpretation of the notes. Eventually Richard Shaw,
as-sisted by John Harrison and others, compleied a new survey
with rough passage outlines only of Speedwell in the 1980s.
The first reasonable survey and profile ofPeak Cavern showing
little more than the show cave, was produced as a remarkable onel
man effort by the Frenchman E-A. Martel in l89t published with
a description translated by Winder & Phillips ii 1914. Martel
marked a "siphon" just beyond Victoria Aven -and this stimulated
Puttrell into making his exploration to where the Mucky Ducks
qre qow known, an exploration which reads rather like d trip up
the Amazon! Martel's diagram of the Speedwell (also in Wftder
& Phillips, l9l4) is no more than a crude sketch of the show cave.
A modified version of Martel's survey appeared in Winder's
"Unconventional Guide" (1938) and in Royse's "Ancient

Castleton Caves" in 1943.
A good survey, again of little more than the Peak Cavern show
cav€, was produced by Monty Grainger in 1934, but it was not
published and survives only in BSA Records. In 1948 Eli Simpson
produced a new survey of Peak Cavern, nicely drawn and with a
lot of detail, but omitting a few bits such as the Devil's Cellar.
Following the first passing of the Mucky Ducks in 1949 Les
Salmon started a detailed re-survey of the whole of Peak Cavern,
which has been drawn and re-drawn in a variety of forms. His

untimely death meant that a final detailed version was never

produced. In retrospect it seems that his work was quite accurate.
ln 1974 Paul Deakin produced a centre-line survey as far as
Squaw's Junction, marking the stations for future reference and
for.others to add passage detail. However, as nobody took up this
task Paul withdrew and handed over his figures to the *riter
about 1978 and the passage detail was added as far as Squaw's
Junction. Over the next three years the major side passages were
re-surveyedo filling about 10 notebooks. All this was done by

traditional plotting methods.
A survey and section of the newly rediscovered Pilkington's
Cavern in Speedwell were published by Richard Shaw in 1983.

The revolution came when Bill Whitehouse acquired

a

computer and, together with the writer, using BASIC, and about
2yearc labour conversion to co-ordinates was accomplished and
a print-out was obtained. This is over a metre long!
Armed with this co-ordinate data bank and print-out new data
such as radio-locations could be added easily and the machine
would then produce a revised set of co-ordinites. Misclosures in
loops were adjusted and errors assessed. The survey could also be
plotted, enlarged, reduced, scanned and rotated on the screen, so
that the best angle for profrles could be chosen. Co-ordinates for

drawing the profile

produced.

at the desired orientation could then

be

Richard Shaw supplied the writer with all his survey frgures for
Speedwell Cavern and these were added to the data-bank to
produce a combined survey of both systems in 1985. This has been
updated and amended as new discoveries have been made and a
reduced version is presented herein. Standards of recording have

a lot from John Cordingley's drawing of Far Sump
properly drawn up with all frgures supplied in spite of being
varied

recorded under water, to the Paddington Bear notebook with
Wind Tunnel figures in. The label says "Please do not send this
bear up Wind Tunnel again". Even so, it should be noted that
Dave Gill and his team did a remarkable job in recording
anything under the conditions there, and it is very close as shown

by the success of Ben Benthem's dig through from the Treasury
to The Trenches , with less than I metre misclosure.
Much reduced separate surveys ofPeak and Speedwell Caverns
based on the writer's compilations appeared in John Cordingley's

in 1986
still exist as radio-location of Far

"Cavers Guide" to the Peak Cavern svstem

Some problems

Sump
miscloses by 18 metres; such a misclosure is understandable to
some a mile from the entrance. but the writer feels that there is
either a gross error in the survey or the radio-location is deflected
by mineral veins. It is hoped to do a tripod-mounted survey
through Peak Cavern's main passage to check on this situation.
Finally, a salutary tale - In March 1989 Dave Nixon surveyed

Window Dig but did not calibrate his compass, leaving it "until
next weekend"! The next day there was the most spectacular
aurora this century and the magnetic deviation fluctutated by ,rp
to 80 over 24 hours. So, if you do any surveyirg, record the
bearing between any two marked stations on the way out,
(preferably

H to I near

Ecstasy Passage).

John S. Beck
Glebe Cottage
Eyam
Sheffield

AVAILABLE LITERATURE ON
PEAK CAVERN
D. NASH
Peak Cavern has atftacted more literary attention than most

caves by virtue of its spectacular entrance, and the accumulated
literature of nearly a thousand years is immense. For anyone

living in Derbyshire, most of it can be found and consulted
without too much difficulty. The British Cave Research

Association (which includes the old B.S.A./C.R.G.), Peak District
Mines Historical Society, and Derbyshire Caving Association
libraries are housed together at the County Offices, Matlock.

Queries to Roy Paulson, Holt House, Holt Lane, Lea, near
Matlock.
What to read depends entirely on the level of interest. If an
overall view of what has been written, or if a particular subject
relating to the system is required, this has been catered for in The
Peak Cavern Bibliography (Nash, D. A. & Beck, J. S. 1989:
B.C.R.A. Publication). A brief abstract is given with each entry,
and a chronological list is included at the end.
The casual tourist is well covered in A Visitors Guide to
Underground Britain (Richard Fells and Tim Grevatt, 1989, Webb

&

Bower).

Visiting cavers needing to know where they can go, or have
been, will more than likely have a copy of Caves of Derbyshire
(Trevor D. Ford & David V/. Gill , 1984, Dalesman Books). This
is being revised and update d at the present time.
A more detailed and illustrated book, still available at most

caving shops, is The Peak Cavern System A Caver's Guide
(John Cordingley, 1986, Yitagraph Books, Manchester). This is a
non-technical straightforward guide, and is essential for any pafty
visiting the cave a number of times or wishing to plan a project
there.

For anyone requiring a more detailed and geomorphological
coverage of the Peak/Speedwell area there are two sources to
literally the same paper. The Evolution of the Castleton Cave
Systems and Related Features (Trevor D. Ford, 1986) appears in
the Mercian Geologist (East Midlands Geological Society), and in
only a slightly modified form in Cave Science (B.C.R.A) Vol . 13,

No. 3, pp.l31-148.
If a closer look at the most interesting results of speleothem
dating is sought, I would highly recommend Speleothem Dates
and Pleistocene Chronology in the Peak Districl (T. D. Ford, M.
Gascoyne and J. S. Beck, 1983, Cave Science (B.C.R.A.)

No. 2,

\bl.

10,

pp.103-115).

Of the older works, Aspects of Speleogenesis in the
Carboniferous Limestone of North Derbyshire (J. S. Beck, 1980,
unpublished PhD Thesis, University of Leicester) comes to mind.
This supplies an excellent analysis of research up to that date, and
there are a few copies about in Derbyshire.
Books still to be found on the shelves include The Darkness
Beckons (M. J. Farr, 1980, Diadem Books Ltd. , pp.49-51 & 2, 56,
58, 60, 62), giving a good picture of the cave diving exploits. Also
The Great Caving Adventure (M. J. Farr, 1984, Oxford Illustrated
Press, pp.l57-172).

An absolute must if you can find a copy is Limestones and
of the Peak District (7. D. Ford, 1977, Geo Books,
Norwich). A good overall view of the system, albeit overtaken by
Caves

events since 1977, but the papers mentioned above update it.
If the reader is inclined to an historical interest I could do no
better than to suggest a read of History of Cave Science up to 1900

(T. R. Shaw, 1979, published by A. Oldham, Crymych,

pp.15,

27-30, 155-156, I73, 185, 193, 195, 232). This exhaustive 589 page
book on speleo history will stand, maybe for ever, as the definitive
work on the subject. It is a pity it wasn't printed and hard bound
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as

it well

deserved. Shaw covers opinions on Peak Cavern from

exploration through a variety of geological disciplines. Once
picked up this is a difficult book to put down.
It has occurred to me to mention a more classical account,

that Pilkingtonis system and Sulivan's "Three Mile Cavern" are
the same, and that the route is that now known as "Pilkington's
Series" in Speedwell, which has a blocked mineshaft at its top end

in the vicinity of Faucet

Rake.

given in the Derbyshire Surnp Index 0982 Cave Diving Group).
Also important are the reports in the British Speleological
Association Bulletins, and more recently in B.C.R.A. Caves and

Charles Hatchett was an Industrial Historian who kept a diary
of a journey in 1796. This was edited by Arthur Raistrick and
published by D. Bradford Barton as The Hatchett Diary in 1976.
Hatchett refers the reader to Pilkington and Sulivan, and then
goes on to give an excellent account of Speedwell as a mine tlat
had ceased working "some time ago", including a description of
wherg out of the far canal, "there is a way by climbing up about
300 yards there where there was an opening to the Day".
The last of these l8th century writers I shall mention is famous
for his humorous sketches of a trip through Peak Cavern. George
Murgatroyd Woodward, "Mustard George", of Stanton in the

Cavtng, and Descent.

Peak, was

which may be found in the archives of the clubs. This is New Peak
a report on the explorations by members of the B.S.A.,
Cavern
- (L.
B. Satnon, April 1962, Cave Science (B.S.A.) No.
1947-1959
31, pp.288-317.

Many club journals contain accounts of original exploration
since 1947. Notable among these are the Cave Diving Group
Newsletters, particularly in the late 1940s and early 1950s, the
early 1970s, and from 1979 onwards. Descriptions of the sumps are

a

caricaturist.

In his book Eccentric

Excursions

good account of a guided tour in the cavern,
makes reference to Hobbes and Cotton, and to the opinions of Dr.
Leigh. Interesting is his mention of paintings of the cave by P. De
Loutherburgh exhibited in connection with a pantomime called
"Harlequin in the Peak", performed at Drury Lane.
In The Beauties of England and Wales (1802), John Britton &
Edward Wedlake Brayley give a reasonable account of Peak
Cavern and ofSpeedwell, with four very nice engravings, but they
add nothing to our knowledge of the system.
Many 19th century authors mention Peak Cavern, but most of
the accounts are copied from earlier writers.
In 1835, Sir George Head made a tour which he wrote up as /
Home Tour through the Manufacturing Districts of England (1836).
Sir George gives an interesting first hand account ofPeak Cavern,
but of more importance he stopped the boatmen in the First
Water, where he ascertained that there were "marks of a jumper
chisel" in the roof. It had been blasted larger by miners. It would
appear to be fair conjecture that this was done between Hobbes
and Leigh, ie between 1679 and 1700. Sir George was not
impressed with Speedwell, which he dismissed as "a fraud".
Two things are interesting to note before we move into the 20th
century. We have observed how accurate Dr. Short was in 1734,
and that Bray quoted him in 1777. Unforfiyrately most authors
afterwards quoted from Bray, and gave his exaggerated distance
from the entrance of Peak Cavern to the Buxton Water as 750
yards instead ofthe 480 yards measured by Short. The other point
1796-1798 he gives a

The not so available literature
For those who delight in old books, or wish to consult primary
sources, I would comment on the following. I give these from the
oldest forward.
The earliest historical mention of the Peak Cavern is in the
Dornesday Book of 1086 which only indicates that it was
considered important enough even then to merit attention.
In the period 1180-1200, Gervaise of Tilbury wrote the Otia
Imperialia, a book on the Wonders of the World for the German
Emperor Otto IV. In this he gives a charming apocryphal story of
a swineherd who followed his master's pig into Peak Cavern, and
found a sort of Jules Verne 'oCentre of the Earth" scenario. Much
more relevant is his observation of "a cavern, which at certain
times strongly exhales a wind just as if through a pipe, where such
a greal air originates is a wonder to the people".
Ranulphus Higden, sometime prior to 1364, Benedictine Monk
of Chester, wrote The Polychronicon, in which the wind is further
mentioned: "The fyrst was at Pecton where bloweth soo strong a
wynde out of the chynes of the erthe that it casteth up agayne
clothes that men cast in".
Coming down the centuries to sometime prior to l67t Thomas
Hobbes, tutor and secretary to the Earls of Devonshire, wrote a
wonderful little book of poetry De Mirabilis Pecci, being the
Wonders of the Peak in Derbyshire. The copy usually found is the
fifth edition of 1683, in Latin with an English translation. Hobbes
was guided by a "she-native" of the place, did not pass the first
water, but was told the tale of a father who had attempted to swim
onwards but failed. He mentions lead miners, but the account
suggests that they had not yet made the boat trip possible.

In

1700

Dr. Charles kigh wrote The Natural History of

l,ancashire, Cheshire and the Peak in Derbyshire. He seems to have
reached the "Third Water". He was an astute observer and
naturalist, and put forward the theory that the swallets of Rushup
Edge fed the cavern stream.

In

1681 Charles

Cotton wrote The

Wonders

of the Peake,

another poetic narrative. My copy of his Poetical Works is dated
1725, and has plagiarised copies ofthe engravings used by Leigh

in

1700.
1734

In

Dr. Thomas Short, in his History of the Mineral Waters
of Derbyshire, Lincolnshire and Yorkshire, gives the frrst detailed
account of Peak Cavern. Short had a penchant for measuring
things. His 480 yards from the entrance to the Third Water, which
is clearly Buxton Water Sump, is amazingly close to the correct
value. He measured everything he looked into.
William Bray, in 1777, wrote Sketch of a Tour into Derbyshire
and Yorkshire. He was an antiquary and traveller. On Peak Cavern
he quoted Dr. Short, but grossly exaggerated the length of the
known cave. Of much more importance is his description of
Speedwell, which was being driven at this time. It had reached the
Bottomless Pit, but not the main cave system.
Richard Joseph Sulivan was a much more adventurous
character. Having visited Peak Cavern and Speedwell like Bray, he
became curious about the so-called "Three-Mile Cavern", for
which the Speedwell miners were heading. In his Observations
Made During a Tour of Parts of England, Scotland and Wales
(780) he describes how he got several of these miners to take him
through this system of passages via an old mine shaft, the
whereabouts of which is still not known for certain by modern
cavers.

In 1789 James Pilkington wrote A View of the Present State of
Derbyshire. He too was of an adventurous bent, and gives good
account ofPeak Cavern, and Speedwell as approached with the
help of the miners via a shaft described as being "four or fle
hundred yards west ofPeaks Hole". It has been generally assumed
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is that a question is now posed, in the light of the recent
discoveries beyond Far Sump in Peak Cavern, as to whether
Sulivan's "Three Mile Cavern" was the sarne as Pilkington's trip.

Did Sulivan in fact visit Far Sump Extension?
In 1895, E. ,4.. Martel gave one of the earliest speleological
accounts ofPeak Cavern, which he visited on a tour ofthe English
in Ireland et Cavernes Anglaises. His observations, cleared
of the romantic style of most early authors, have well stood the
passage of time.
In 1914, Francis A. Winder and Stanley C. Phillips produced a
caves,

translation of Martel's account of Derbyshire, which was
published by Hartley Seeds of Sheflield. It is also given in the
British Caver, Vols. 10-14, and is in the B.S.A. Records Box
21, and in Vol. 5 (Speedwell).

]

Item

The 20th century got offto a good start with the explorations
of the Kyndwr Club and Derbyshire Pennine Club both in Peak

Cavern and in Speedwell. These are covered by accounts in the
Wide World Magazine for Jttly/October l90l and September 1902
by J. W. Puttrell. These read a little like "Ripping Yarns", but
show a new, independent spirit of exploration, divorced from
guides as in the past.
Ernest A. Baker in Moors, Crags and Caves of the High Peak
(1903, Heywood, London), covered the same ground.
In 193& Francis A. Winder published An Uncanventional Guide
to the Cavems of Castleton, again published by Hartley Seeds of
Sheffteld. This contains a succinct and useful a@ount of early
explorations into Peak and Speedwell. A must for any compiler
of the Peak Speedwell history.
J. W. Puttrell, in the old original 193711938 Caves utd Cavtng
(British Speleological Association) Nol 2o 3o & 4, summarised and
updated the Speedwell explorations to 1921.
World events now intervened, and it was not until around 1947
that another quantum leap was made in the exploration of the
Peak/Speedwell system as covered in the literature noted in the

first part of this review.
D. A. Nash
Glebe Cottage
Eyam
Sheffreld
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Water Tracing Experiments in the Gastleton Karst, 1950-1990
John GUNN

Abstract: The Castleton karst in the English Peak District is a fine example of a mixed allogenicautogenic flow system. In outline the hydrological system is simple; streams which have their origins
on impermeable shales and sandstones sink underground soon after crossing onto the limestone and
emerge at three springs in Castleton village. Between the sinks and springs there are over 20km of
accessible cave passage, most notably in Giants Hole, Jackpot Cave (P8) and the Peak-Speedwell
Cave system. A1l of the sinking streams and most of the streams in the intermediate caves have now

been traced but the internal hydrology

of Peak and

Speedwell Caverns

is still

inadequately

understood.

In contrast to the Mendip Hills where water tracing has a long
history and all of the main swallet streams have been proved to
feed to one or more of the resurgences (Barrington and Stanton,
1977), it is still the case that "cohparatively little information is
available on the hydrology and hydrogeochemistry of the
Derbyshire Dome" (Christopher et al., 1977). The best known
drainage system is that which focuses on the Peak-speedwell cave
system in the Castleton karst. In broad outline the underground
hydrology of the Castleton area is relatively simple and was
known to the 19th Century lead miners. This pattern was
confirmed by water tracing in the early 1950s (Fo.rd, 1956) and
1980s (Christopher et al., 1981; Christopher, 1934). However,
exploration has shown that there is considerable internal
complexity with over 20 different sumps in the Peak-Speedwell
system alone. The main inlet sumps in Speedwell Cavern also
exhibit both complex flow switching (Bottrell and Gunn, 1991)
and ebbing and flowing with variable magnitude and frequency.
The present paper documents the main water tracing experiments
which have been undertaken in the area over the period 1950-1990
and which demonstrate the complexity of the system.

THE CASTLETON KARST
The Castleton karst is situated at the northern edge of the
English Peak District where Namurian rocks of Millstone Grit
facies have been gradually stripped off the underlying limestones
which are of Dinantian age. Ford (1977, 1987a) has described the
geology of the area and Ford (1987b), Ford and Gunn (1990),
Gunn (1990), Gunn (1985a) and Johnson (1967) have described the

main surface landforms. There are over 20km of cave passage in
the area including the Giants-Oxlow System which is the deepest
in England (-214m) and the Peak-Speedwell System which is the

fifth

deepest (-182m) and fifth largest (>10,300m) in England. The
evolution of these caves has been examined by Ford (1986) and the

is devoted solely to the present day active
underground drainage system. This has two components,
allogenic water from streams which have their origins on the

present paper

sandstones and shales of Rushup Edge and which sink soon after

crossing onto the limestone, and autogenic water fed by
Figure

I. Hydrology of the Castleton

karst.

precipitation onto the limestone outcrop (Figure 1).
In one of the earliest descriptions of the surface hydrology
Salmon and Boldock (1950) identified 13 stream-sinks which they
numbered from west to east P1-P13. However, two of these sinks,
Pll and P13, resurge after only a short distance underground and
subsequently sink at P10 (Figure 1). There are two further
allogenic stream-sinks, Mam Tor Swallet to the east of PlZ and a
small sink to the west of Pl which was identified by the author in
1985 and given the designation P0.

It was subsequently

excavated

by Keith Bentham who discovered about 30m of cave

passage.

The sinks at Pl, P2,P3, P8, P9 and PI2 also provide access to cave
passage and in each cave the allogenic streams can be seen to be
augmented by autogenic percolation water either as trickles and
flows or as integrated streams. Similar streams are encountered in
other caves in the area, including the Blue John Caverns, Treak
Cliff Cavern, Rowter Hole, Eldon Hole, Nettle Pot and Winnats
Head Cave, all of which are now sufficiently far from the shale
margin that they no longer receive allogenic inputs.

The two principal 'output' caves are Peak and Speedwell
Caverns, both of which have a large number of inlets, the majority
being of small size. The major inlets to Peak Cavern are Ink Sump,

Far Sump and Main Stream Inlet and the major inlets to
Speedwell Cavern are Main Rising, Cliff Cavern and Whirlpool
Rising. Flow switching between Main Rising and Whirlpool
Rising is discussed by Bottrell and Gunn

(1991).

EARLY I{YDROLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS
Leadmining is known to have taken place on Coalpithole Rake
since 1760 (Crabtree, 1967) and it is reprrt._q tlr_ut when the various
mrnes were working the water at Russet Well ran turbid (Anon,
1938). Salmon and Boldock (1950) have also suggested that
'Russet' may be a corruption of 'Rushup'. The miners record
turning water into a oGreat Swallow' the position of which is
uncertain but which was probably on the vein to the east of Rake
Shaft (Salmon, 1963; Figure 1). Flooding was one of the greatest
impediments to the workings to the south of Perryfoot and the
lead miners must have taken a considerable interest in the local
hydrology. They appear to have deduced that the Manifold stream

which sinks at Perryfoot Swallet (Pl) reappears in Coalpithole
Mine and "presented a problem in the drainage of the mines as
it was the largest single water inlet into the mines, causing the
lower levels of the mine to be wet under normal conditions and
flooded in times of spate" (Crabtree, 1967, p.54). They must also
have ascertained that the stream sinking into the adjacent
Sheepwash Swallet (P2) did not enter Coalpithole since they
expended a not inconsiderable amount of time and-money in. the
construction of a culvert to divert the Manifold stream into
Sheepwash Swallet. They may well have been under the
impression that the water from Sheepwash Swallet flowed to the
easl along Perryfoot Rake (Vein) since the Company working
Coalpithole Mine acquired the rights to Perryfoot Rake but never
made any attempt to work it (Crabtree, 1967). The tracing
experiments which are summarised in the present paper sugg€_st
that in this, but not in their other deductions they were probably
incorrect.
In 1938 the Deibyshire Water Survey Committee of the British

Speleological Association recorded

that "Old tests seem

unreliable" but had not themselves undertaken any tracing
experiments as they were ."waiting for Professor Palmer's

apparatus" (Anon, 1938). To date no-one has been able to provide
a satisfactory explanation for this! Trevor Fotd (pers. comm-) has
suggested that some tracing was undertaken by "Dick Howes and
Co.'] during the war years but Salmon and Boldock (1950) state
that they had been unable to find any tests which dehnitely

proved the connection the Rushup Edge swallets and the
Castleton risings.

WATER TRACING EXPERIMENTS II)5O-1982

The earliest water tracing experiments in the area were
in 1952 by the Derwent Valley Water Board who

undertaken

demonstrated that water from Coalpithole Mine Shaft No. 3/8
and from Giants Hole @12) resurges at Slop Moll and Russet Well
in Castleton village (Ford, 1956; Figure l). Smith and Waltham
(1973) note that water from P6 and P7 resurges at Sump B in P8
(Jackpot) Cave although no details are given of any water tracing
experiments in support of this. However, Smith and Waltham
(1973) do record the use of optical brightener to trace the P8
stream to the Peakshole Water at Goosehill Bridge. Risings in
the
Peak Cavern were negative and Slop Moll
.Well.was not running so
dye must have emerged from Russet

comprehensive account of the
underground drainage systems of the Castleton area was that of
Ford 0966). In the absence of water tracing data he inferred,
principally on the bais of geology, that there are three main

The frrst attempt

at a

drainage systems emerging in Peak Cavern Gorge:

1. Coalpithole, Perryfoot, Gautries and probably Jackpot via
Speedwell Main Rising to Russet Well.

2. Giants Hole and probably Snelslow, Oxlow and Nettle

Pot via
Speedwell Whirlpool Rising to Russet Well.
3. Surface percolation plus various mines, notably Hollandtwine
and Dirtlow Rake to Ink Sump and Lake Passage, Peak
Cavern.
Although the third system was regarded aq largely hypothetical
it is supported by the only tracteto date to Peak Cavern which was

undertaken in 1972 and demonstrated that the water in
Hollandtwine Mine enters Lake Passage, presumably via Ink
Sump which at that stage had not been dived, (Kitchery 1972).
In September 1980 Christopher et al (1981) undertook a
multiple tracing experiment in which dyes were injected at Pl, P8
and Pl2 and chemical tracers at P5, P6 and Pl0. Although all of
the dyes and tracers were detected at Slop Moll and Russet Well
problems were encountered with the in-cave dye detectors and the

in Figure 7 of Christopher et al (1981)
cannot be regarded as reliable (Christopher, 1984). In a
complex pattern shown

subsequent experiment Christopher (1984) demonstrated that dye
from Pl, P8 and Pl2 emerged only at the Speedwell Cavern Main
Rising. The experiment was undertaken when the majority of the
allogenic input to Speedwell was via Main Rising and Christopher
(1984) inferred that when flow switched to Whirlpool Rising no

dye would be recovered at Main Rising. Subsequent studies
outlined below have not supported this hypothesis.
WATER TRACING EXPERIMENTS 1984-1990

1984-1990 the author and students at
Manchester Polytechnic have undertaken 45 tracing experiments
in the Castleton karst and the results ofthese and ofearlier studies
are given in Table 1. In addition Devlin (1990) undertook tracing
experiments designed to determine the catchment boundaries for

During the period
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Table 1. A summary of water tracing experiments in the
Castleton karst, 1950-1990 (see TABLE 2 for key to sites)

Date
t8l6l87
n9ft7
24lll90
22tgt80t
7ll\l822
413185
rl7l85

Tracing
Agent
5009 FL
500m1 RT
500m1 RT
100m1 RT
150m1 RT
5009 FL
7009 FL

Point

of

Point

Time
(hours)

SM/RW
(not via SB, PCR)
SM/RW
MR/?WR
SM/RW4PCR
SM/RWIPCR

PO
PO
PO
Pl
Pl
Pl
Pl

FL P2
P2
5509 RB
P2
5009 FL
P3
5009 FL
250m1 RT P4
2lkg NaCl P5
P5
1009 FL
P5
4009 FL
P5
3009 RB
P5
5009 RB
l2kg KNO: P6
P6
50g FL
P6
50g FL
FL P6
P6
1009 SR
P1
50g FL
P8
2009 LI
P8
2439 AG
P9
5009 FL
2509

78

c.240
33

C.168

MR but not WR
SM/RW

SM/RW
RS

268

(not via SB, PCR)

.
l2lr2l84
413185
24lrl90
3ll1l8s
l0llll84
22lgl80t
2llll84
l0lrll84
6112184
I2lr2l84
22191801
r3l9l85
4ll0l84
t3t3t85
t3l5l85
2llr0l84
2219/801
7llll822
l4tr0t85

of

Injection Recovery

48

SM/RW
(not via SB, PCR)

SB
SM/RW
SB
SM/RW
SB/MR/WR
SM/RWPCR
SB

23-69
19-217

288-384
42
6

SB

RW
SB
SB
SM/RW
SB
SB
SM/RW
SM/RW

37

<24
<4
45

<26
6
56
35

SB
SB
SB
SB

SB
SM
RW

<24
56

40

MR
SM/RW

wR
MR

<168
168-240

SM/RW

2219180t

P10
PI2
FL
16151523
2219180t 4009 AG Pl2
PIz
4609 FL
7llIl822
l2kg (NH+)z
18009

20131523
I2IIOI83
1/8/85
13/10/8s
2612187
2616187
26t2t87
1616/87
2719187
5ll0l87
I4ll0l87
4llll87
1616181
ll7l87
2ll0l87
14110187
t2ny87
2212186
I4I4I87
3lIll87

45009

FL
FL
20009 SR
40009 SR
60ml RT
80ml RT
FL
FL
60ml RT
40g FL
l00ml RT
50ml RT
60ml RT
80ml RT
60ml RT
58g FL
FL
60ml LI
FL
6509 FL

C3l8
MTS
EHD
EH
SH
SH
HH
HH
HH
HH
HH
HH
LV/
LV/
LW
RR
RR
FS
FSE
NP

l3lr/88
213189
20110189
l7ltll89
22/12189
1816190
23110190

FL
7509 FL
5009 FL
5009 FL
5009 FL
30g FL
6009 FL

WH
BJ
BJ
BJ
TK
PC
RH

4559

I = Christopher et al.,

2
3

-

Christopher,

Ford,

RW
SM
RWSM
SM
RW

16-60
50

96
55

95

MR
SM
RW

RS
SM/RW

<48
168

OS

SM/RW
SM/RW
PCR
PCR
PCR
PCR
PCR
PCR
PCR
PCR
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
PCR

274
1100
7.3

0.2
16.1

2.5
14.3

22.8
3.8
7.5
5.1

14.3

30.2
14.8
14.8
10.6

MSI
MSI

MR
RW
SM
WR
RWSM
SNC
RV//SM
RWSM
RWSM
RWSM

<120
<120
52

<216
120-216

<120
<24
72-192
72-240
<168

LBP

WR/MR

<144

Rw/SM

1982

1984

1956

KEY TO DYES USED
AG = Amino-G

RT = Rhodamine WT

LI = Lissamine

SR = Sulpho-Rhodamine B

FL = Fluorescein

RB = Rhodamine

B

Tehle 2. Key to sites in figure 2 and table
F",pPl3

ts

=

precise point of entry is not clear but a detector on the Longcliffe
Vein was negative.

I

= Rushup Edge Swallet l-13
Assault

course

MTS

= Mam Tor Swallet
= Nettle pot
tsPS = Bottornless Pit Sump
= Odin Mine
tsPR = Bathing Pool Rising
= Odin Sough
Brs'f = Buxton Water Inlet
= pilkington's Cavern
ts\\"S = Buxton Water Sump
PCR = peak Cavern Resurgence
qi 8 = coalpithole shaft 3/8
PP = pilkington's passage
ccl = cliff cavern
Pw = peakshole water
cH = cliff Hanger Passage R = Rasp streamway
DR = Doom's Retreat
RH = Rowter Hole
DS = Downstream sump
RR = Roger Rains House
EH = Eldon Hole
streamlet
EHD = Eldon Hill Doline
RS = Rake Shaft
FS = Far Sump
RW = Russet Well
FSE = Far sump Extension sc = Speedwell cavern
HH = Halfway House Sump SH = Stemple Highway
HM = Hollandtwine Mine
sHS = Stemple Highway Sink
IS = Ink Sump
SM = Slop Moll
JE = Joint Effort
sNC = Speedwell Near canal
LBP = Long By-pass
SP = Speedwell pot
LV = Longcliffe Vein
SS = Secret Sump
LS = Lake Sump
SWS = Swine Hole Sump
LW = Lumbago Walk
TCC = Treak Cliff Cavern
MR = Main Rising
TS = Treasury Sump
MS = Minor Sump
wHC= winnat's Head cavern
MSI = Main Stream Inlet
wR = whirlpool Rising
WS = Window Sump
BJC = Blue John Cavern

NP
OM
OS
PC

the P0-Pl2 stream sinks. The results of these experiments and

of

the repeated traces which were aimed at determining the nature of
rhe conduits in the outer reaches of Peak Cavern will be discussed

:eparalgly ut this paper is primarily concerned with hydrological
ilinks. The results of the tracing experiments indicate a more
complex pattern than envisaged by earlier workers:
P0 and Pl The water from these stream-sinks, and from
loalpithole 3/8 shaft has been shown to flow along Coalpithole
\bin to Rake Shaft. The flow does not continue along the vein to
Hollandtwine Mine but moves North to New Rake. There is no
means by which the flow path can be accurately determined but
It may well pass beneath Eldon Hole and the large solutioncollapse doline close to the eastern end of Eldon Hill Quarry
tFigure 1). Both of these have been traced to Speedwell Cavern.
P2-P7 and P8 Swallets P2-P7 all drain to 'Sump B' which is
the main inlet to Jackpot Cave (P8). From this the existence of a
major conduit sub-parallel to the shale-limestone boun dary may
he inferred. Water from the P8 stream sink follows a separate
route through the cave but the different flows combine above
Sump 4 and leave the cave at Sump 6, a deep pothole on New
Rake. The route to Speedwell Cavern probably follows the rake
beneath Eldon Hill Quarry where a borehole extracts water which
has elevated levels of sodium chloride in winter. It is suggested
that the water is coming from a swallet which receives road-runoff
yilh high concentrations of de-icing road salt, the most likely
being P6 which has been shown to drain from the Rushup Edge
road (Devlin, 1990). Beyond the quarry some form of bifurcation
must exist since the water emerges at Whirlpool Rising which is
close to Faucet Rake as well as at Main Rising which is close to
New Rake.
P9, P10 and Plz These three swallets probably drain along

Faucet Rake towards Speedwell Cavern

but again some

bifurcation must exist as water emerges at both Main and
Whirlpool Risings.
Mam Tor Swallet This most easterly swallet drains to Odin
Mine and thence to Odin (Trickett) Sough. Prior to the driving of
the sough it was probably an input for Blue John Cavern.
Nettle Poto Rowter HoIe and Winnats Head Cave Rowter Hole
has been traced to both Main and Whirlpool Risings in Speedwell
Cavern but Nettle Pot has been traced bnly to Main Riiing and

Winnats Head only to Whirlpool Rising. Repeated experiments
are necessary but it is possible that Nettle and Winnats Head
waters join the system after the bifurcation(s) which allows water
from P0-P12 to enter Speedwell at both risings.
Blue John and Treak Ctiff Caverns Under normal to low water
levels autogenic percolation water from these two caves drains
directly to Russet Well and Slop Moll without entering Speedwell
Cavern. However, during a trace from Blue John under flood
conditions dye entered the Ne ar Canal of Speedwell Cavern. The

Peak Cavern Inlets Under normal flow conditions the onlv
inputs to Peak Cavern are of autogenic percolation water the
majority of which enters the cave at Main Stream Inlet and Lake
Passage. As water levels increase Far Sump begins to flow and in
times of flood the allogenic streamway in Spledwell Cavern is

unable to cope with the volume of flow so that water backs up and
enters Peak Cavern at Lumbago Walk, Speedwell pof and
Treasury, Sump. Kitchen (1972) has shown that part of the Lake
!a99age flow is derived from an autogenic, percol-ation fed, stream
in Hollandtwine Mine and cave diveri have subsequently explored
proportion of the passage between these two points.
a
-sub-stantial
The divers have also established that water from Far Sump-.leaks'
to Main Stream Inlet and that some of the water in Stemple
Highway flows directly to Main Stream Inlet without entering Far
Sump. Eowwer, the principal inputs appear to be The Rasp and
Minor Sump (Cordingley, pers comm and 1986). There are a
number of other small inlets to Peak Cavern-includine the

Pickerings Passage streamlet, Jacob's Ladder strearrlei and
Buxton Water Inlet Sump. Thesg and the flows from the various
other inlets and avens, particulad in Upper Gallery are probably
accumulated autogenic percolation water.
Speedwell Cavern Inlets The allogenic stream sinks (p0-pl2),
Netlle Pot, Rowter Hole and WinnatsHead Cave all supfly wat6r
l9_tf9 twg principal inlets to Speedwell Cavern, Main Rising and
Whirlpool Rising. There have been no positive traces to the
Bathing Pool Rising or to the nearby Secret Sump which may
function as flood overflows, disiharging ,only autogenit
percolation water under normal conditions. Ctiff Cavern paJsage
discharges a substantial stream of autogenic percolation wat6r
which may be followed back to the sump at th-e end of the Cliff
E?qggt series and to inlets in Joint Effort. Main Rising and
Whirlpool Rising exhibit episodic flow switching and whenl4ain
Rising is the dominant inlet and water levels fall-Whirlpool rising
may cease to flow @ottrell and Gunn, l99l). The reverse does not
ap_qly when Whirlpool Rising is the dominant inlet. Christopher
(1984) suggested that allogenic waters would flow only to the

dominant inlet but this

is not borne out by the

author's

experiments in which P0,P2, P9 and Rowter Hole were all traced
t9 bqlt risings. One possible explanation for the discrepancy is
that Christopher only left his detectors in the cave for seven diys.
In the author's P9 trace the dye arrived at Whirlpool Rising (the
dominant inlet at that time) in less than eight days but did not
emerge at Main Rising until after this time (8-15 days). In contrast
to the above traces dye from Nettle Pot was only detected at Main

Rising and dye from Winnats Head Cave was only detected at
Whirlpool Rising, This suggests that the inputs from these two
caves join their respective conduits after bifurcation of the main
flow has taken place.
The only other inlets of any size to the natural passages in
Speedwell Cavern are the Assault Course Stream and the
Pilkingtons Cavern Stream. In addition a small stream discharges
from the Longcliffe Vein into the Near Canal, water wells up in

the Canal near the bottom of the entrance steps during times of
flood and water discharges from Faucet Rake into the Bbttorrless
Pit. The origins of all these flows are as yet unproven but they
probably represent accumulated autogenic percolation water,
possibly augmented by water which sinks in the Winnats Pass

after rainfall. Both the Assault Course and the Pilkington's

Cavern streams sink into sumps within the Assault Course Series
(Cordingley, 1986). The Pilkingtons Cavern stream emerges in the
Long Bypass, having passed beneath the Far Canal. The Assault
Course stream is as yet untraced.
Ouflet Sumps There are two outlet sumps in the Speedwell
Cavern, the Bottomless Pit sump and the Downstream Sump.
Treasury Sump which is about l50m upstream of the Downstream
Sump is normally static but acts as a flood overflow to Peak
Cavern. Ford 0956 p1l7) records that "Forty years ago, Puttrell
and others introduced dye into both canals [and hence into the
Bottomless Pit] and it was seen at Russet Well 23 hours later".
This test needs to be repeated under a range of flow conditions
in order to establish the nature of the intervening conduit. The
Downstream Sump has never been traced as such although it
clearly connects with Russet Well and Slop Moll. En route it
passes beneath Speedwell Pot in Peak Cavern which represented
a flood overflow prior to being blocked with a concrete plug.
Simpson (1948) records that dye introduced into Speedwell Pot
emerged from Russet Well some 15 hours later. There is also a
connection of some form to the Lumbago Walk sump in Peak
Cavern although this is not as simple as that to Speedwell Pot
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the Castleton karst ( see Table

since at lower stage water sinking in Lumbago Walk has been
traced to Slop Moll but not to Russet Well. The main Peak Cavern
stream flows through Buxton Water Sump (which has been dived)
and discharges into Halfway House Pass age. A small, unnamed
inlet sump enters from the south and shortly afterwards the
passage sumps. The water is next seen in the Swine Hole Sump
which it enters via a tight bedding plane. The Swine Hole Sump
Aay be followed (bV divers) to the Peak Cavern Resurgence
(Cordingley, 1986). Repeated water tracing experiments suggest
that the route from Halfway House to the R.esurgenCe is

permanently flooded.

SUMMARY
A series of water tracing experiments (Table 1) have established
the major elements in the underground plumbing of the Castleton
karst and these are summarised in Figure 2. The actual routes

followed by the water cannot be determined with certainty but
Figure I shows the most likely flow paths. Ongoing research- aims
to trace the minor inputs from Oxlow Caverns, to quantify the
internal hydrology of Peak and Speedwell Caverns and to irace
percolation inputs on Bradwell Moor in order to establish the
boundary between the Peak Cavern and Bagshaw Cavern
drainage systems.
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Flow Switching in the Castleton Karst Aquifer
Simon BOTTRELL and.John GUNN

,{bstract: praiPgg from the Castleton karst catchment in the Derbyshire Peak District, England, resurges
-the
.il two points in the Peak-Speedwell Cave system. Water from alt
tZ allogenic striam--sinks-is mixld
refore resurging, but the dominant flow switches between the two resurgences.-We present a model for the
:'low switching process, based on records of total discharge from lhe system which show periodic
anolnalous troughs and peaks. We suggest that switching results from movement of an unstable sidimeot
pile in the phreatic part.of the system, close to the resuigence, and predict the form of the hydrological
Fsponse to the next switching event.
The Castleton karst catchment is situated in the northeast of
the De_rbyshire Peak District, England (Figure 1). Three springs,
kak Cavern Resurgence, Slop Moll and Russet Well diain an

of about l3km2 of Carboniferous (Dinantian) limestones.
Surface drainage from a further 5km2 of Namurian rocks
,riMillstone Grit facies) sinks shortly after crossing onto the
limestone at 12 distinct points (figure 1). Nine of these allogenic
stream-sinks are associated with influent cave$ which drain to
a.rea

sumps (phreatic conduits). Water tracing experiments (Gunn,
X985 & 1991) have shown that all of the allogenic water drains to
Speedwell Cavern, probably along cavities in the mineralised
taults (rakes) which trend east-west across the catchment. En
noute it is supplemented by autogenic percolation water and the
combined waters flow through Speedwell Cavern to a downstream
sump and thence by a flooded circuit to risings in the Peak Cavern
gorge, Slop Moll and Russet Well. In normal conditions the Peak
Cavern Resurgence discharges only percolation water but in times
of flood the Speedwell conduit is unable to accommodate all of
the flow and the excess water rises over lOm into Peak Cavern and
r,rltimately joins the autogenic water discharging at the Peak
Cavern Resurgence (Figure 1; Gunn, 1985 & 1991).

The combined waters from the allogenic stream-sinks,

supplemented by autogenic tributaries enter Speedwell Cavern via

two flooded potholes, Main Rising (MR) and Whirlpool Rising
{wR) (see Figure 1) which are some 260m apart. MR has been

explored for 160m inwards and to a depth of over 36m; WR for
over 250m and to a maximum depth of 20m. Observations by the
authors and other speleologists over a six year period have
established that although WR is 8.35m higher than MR the
dominant flow often switches from one input point to the other,
usually after major flood events. When the main flow is from WR
water continues to emerge from MR but when the main flow is
lrom MR the WR may cease to flow and during the dry summer
of 1990 the static water level was observed to fall by almost 3m.
Both MR and WR also exhibit ebbing and flowing but only the
tlow switching is discussed in the present paper.
The combined flow from the three resurgences forms the
Peakshole Water and is monitored by a water level recorder as it
passes over a rectangular broad crested weir at Goosehill Bridge.
The flow records include several anomalous events where the
discharge drops dramatically for several hours and is then
suddenly restored. These are described in detail below and it is
suggested that they are related to flow switching from one
Speedwell Cavern inlet to the other. A model is presented which
explains both phenomena.

Figure 1. Simplffied geology and
hydrogeology of the Castleton karst

catchment, Derbyshire, England. Filled
circles show the stream sinks at the edge of
the limestone outcrop; open circles are the
risings referred to in the text ( MR = Main
Rising, WR = Whirlpool Rising, PC = Peak
Cavern Resurgence, RW = Russet Well, SM
= Slop Moll).

ANOMALOUS DISCHARGE EVENTS
Figure 2 shows three of the recorded anomalous events, all of
which occur as flow is decreasing. In cases A and B (Fig. 2) flow
drops relatively quickly to a base level which is maintained for
7-10 hours after which flow is suddenly restored. The restored flow
is substantially higher than that preceding the trough and this
peak decays back to a level similar to that prior to the trough. In
both cases the volume of water 'olost" during the period of low
{lo* is approximately 2700m3 (calculated from the rating curve
for the recording station). Due to the form of the recession curve
and possible change in normal flow, the volume of water in the
subsequent peak is harder to estimate but is about 1500m3. In
both cases flow was from MR before and after the event.
In case C (Fig. 2) a similar trough is observed ("lost" water
volume 2500m ) but flow is re-established less rapidly and
without rising to a peak. In this case flow before the -event was
from MR but subsequently flow was found to have switched to
3

wR.

THE MODEL
We assume that the anomalous discharge events and the flow
switching phenomena are expressions of the same process and
present the following model to explain the observations. Fig. 3
depicts the salient features of the phreatic conduit system
upstream of the Main and Whirlpool risings. Because the water
level at WR has never been observed to drop more than 3m below
the lip here, yet water resurges 8m lower at MR and hydrological
connectivity has been established by dry tracing (dye from several
sinks has been traced to both risings, Gunn, 1991), some form of
permeable sediment blockage upstream of MR is required to
maintain the head difference between the two risings (Fig. 3).
Physical instability in the blockage can cause changes in the
hydraulic conductivity of this section of conduit and thus cause
changes in the difference between MR and the WR conduit. At
a given value of discharge a relatively impermeable blockage
would cause minimal flow from MR and sufficient head upstream
of the blockage to establish the dominance of flow from wR.
Indeed the relatively small observed range of water levels at WR
indicates that even when the blockage has highest hydraulic
conductivity there is still a major drop in head across it.
The same model can explain the anomalous discharge events
(see Fig. 4). In the case of events A and B (Figs . 2 and 4a) flow
from main rising decreases rapidly when the hydraulic

conductivity of the choke increases due to movement in the
sediment blockage. Assuming constant input to the system,
ponding of water behind the blockage will increase the head

T -h**
lAh

t'tut

upstream causing the gradual increase in flow observed along the
base of the trough. After some hours the blockage adjusts,

rl= -h"*

resulting in increased hydraulic conductivity again. Flow from
MR is restored rapidly to a peak value after which there is a
period of exponential decay while the head and flows are restored
to a new equilibrium. Note that in neither case A nor B did the
change in head upstream of the blockage exceed the critical value
hWR (Fig. 3) at which flow would be initiated at WR. This limits
the change in head to (3m, yet 2700m3 of water must be
accommodated. However, approximately 7.5km of mineral-vein
conduit is required to connect the known sinks to the Speedwell
resurgences and where this can be entered above the water table
it is generally wide (3-5m) with large open cavities (Worley and
Ford, 1977). Assuming an average width of 2m for the mineral
vein system minimum average porosity of only 6'/o is required to
accommodate the 2700m3 of water, less if migration of water into
the body of the aquifer takes place. In fact, the smaller excess
water volume associated with the peak following resumption of
flow (60% of the trough volume) suggests that a significant

Sediment

blockage

Figure 3. Simplified visualization of the hydraulic model presented in the
text. Curve "a" gives the hydraulic head in Whirlpool Rising ( WR) passage
and curve "b" the hydraulic head in Main Rising (MR) passage showing
head loss across the sediment blockage.

amount of water was recharged into the aquifer to be released on

a long time-scale.
Event C (Figs.2 and 4b) proceeds initially as A and B, but there
is a second, smaller drop in flow along the base of the trough,
possibly indicating a second change in conductivity of the
blockage (to a third, yet lower, value). In this case, however, flow
is restored more gradually and there is no peak. This we interpret
as flow resumption from WR as the head rises to exceed hy,rp
(Figs. 2, 3, and 4b).
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Figure 4. Discharge-time curves generated using the simple model presented
in the text:
(A) shows a case analogous to events A and B in Fig. 2. Section I is steady
state flow from MR before the event. When the hydraulic conductivity of the

0
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24
(nours)
Time

Figure 2. Recorded anomalous discharge
28/29th July, 1987; C, 19/20th December,
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blockage drops flow drops suddenly to section 2, where the decreased flow
from MR increases gradually as the hydraulic head upstream of the blockage
increases. When the hydraulic conductivity of the blockage is restored to its

events.
1987.

A, 4th March,

36
1987; B,

original value there is a sudden inuease in discharge ( 3 ) , followed by o decay
back to equilibrium (a). Note that in this simple model the excess volume
under the peak is equal to that lost in the trough.
(B) shows a cose analogous to event C in Fig.2. Sections I and 2 as Case
A, but the blockage remains tight until the head upstream of the blockage
reacltes hWn (FiS. 3 ) , whereupon flo, is initiated at Whirlpool Rising and
increases back to equilibrium discharge (section 3 )
.

NATURE OF THE CHOKE AND INSTABILITY
The flooded passages- beyonq MR and wR have been partly
gxplored 9V cave divers, b.lt at the present limit of exploratibn no
blockage has been found beyond MR and as yet no connection
herrveen the MR and wR passages is foreseeable. we can
therefore only surmise the nature
the blockage which we
propose in our model. We believe it is most likely to-be a boulder
pilg. resulting f-to.It a collapse anq possibly further choked by
:ediment. Instability anl-ctiange of hydraulic conductivity resuft
frgm shifting of the boulder pile andlor redistribution of sediment

bf

within it.

FUTURE EVENTS AND EVOLUTION
OF THE SYSTEM

9t. type of event has not yet been observed, though is known
to have occurred in the past,- i.e. switching of ffre aoilrinant flow
fnom WR to MR. According to our modef we would predict this
switch to result from an inciease in hydraulic conductivity of the
choke and be accompanied by a puls6 or increase in discfarge as
the head behind the blockage dropped to a new equilibrium u"alue.
The magnitude and duration of the pulse are d6pendent on the
mlgnltuqe of the change in hydraulic conductivity.
In the longer term there would seem to be two alternatives for
the evolution of the system. Assuming that the present state of
switching between two resurgences is metastable, ifre blockage at
MR may_ either close or sill up more completely leadin-g to
constant flow at WR, or else the choke may open upmakingfuR
the only ltable rgsurgence with WR being abandon6A. We bilieve
that the flow. switchihg phenomenon indJcates that this system is
currently poised in a metastable state and that with time the
system will evolve to one or other of the steady states described
above.
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Tnansactions

Temporal and Seasonal Controls on the Gomposition of Derbyshire Resurgences
\oet CHRISTOPI{ER

and John WILCOCK

-\bstract: A Report of Investigations of Russet Well, Bradwell Brook and Cowdale Using Chemical
{nalysis and Computerised Multivariate Statistics. Previous research by the authors into the
controls_on the ground water composition for over 150 Derbyshire sites is ieviewed. To investigate
remporal variations further, weekly water samples were collected from three representative
resurgences and analysed for all principal ions. These time series data together with climatic
observations, ,flo-, pH, conductivity and several derived variables were analysed by computer to
discover correlations between the variables, using R-mode cluster analysis and principil components
analysis. Principal components analysis accounted for about 80% oi the vaiiance-of the ielected
parameters for the sites. The dominant control on the concentration of Ca, total hardness, HCOg,
Mg, and SiOl was found to be temperature, whereas Na, Cl, K and NO: were found to be
dominantly controlled by flow and rainfall. Lag correlations for the variables were also derived and
compared, and a marked cyclic seasonal behaviour was observed. It is suggested that the techniques
described rr.ray plovidg a routine means of "fingerprinting" allogenic conduit flow resurgences ind
discriminating these from autogenic diffuse flow resurgences.

Located

in north central

England, the limestone area of

Derbyshire has a predominantly moist climate with a moderate to
high annual rainfall of between 800mm and 1200mm. The
Carboniferous Limestone area consists of a 450 Km2 elevated
block of exposed limestone with marginal reef complexes. It is
sporadically covered with a thin layer of superficial deposits of
Tertiary and Pleistocene &Ea, consisting of sand, gravel, windblown loess and boulder clay, together with extensive deposits of
scree. The limestone is bordered by shales and sandstones of
Upper Carboniferous (Namurian) age on the western, northern
and eastern sides, and by Triassic sandstones to the south. The
generalised structure is an anticlinal dome, which was extensively
dissected in Tertiary and Quaternary times to give a complex
pattern of valleys, most of which are now dry. Interbedded with
the limestone are intrusive and extrusive basic igneous rocks of
olivine basalt composition. The area has been subject to lead
mining since at least Roman times, and the mined cavities and
drainage levels (locally called soughs) have extensively affected
the drainage patterns. The local hydrology is controlled by the
above features and the structure of the region, i.e. the dip of beds,
the trend of folds, and the presence of faults and mineral veins.

DATA SOURCES AND VARIABLES STUDIED
Numerical data from 154 sites in the Derbyshire Peak District

were previously analysed and reported by the authors
(Christopher and Wilcock, 1981a, 1981b). The procedure adopted
in this pievious work was to take several water samples from each

site

Figure

1.

Strff diagram showing the characteristics of a water

sample.

formed by joining the parameter values can be compared visually.
While this previous study illustrated the range of parameters to
be expected in the samples as a whole, it did not take into account
the effects of the annual cycle of temperature changes and of flow
variations. It was decided to study the temporal variations of
three selected sites, Russet Well (SK148827), Bradwell Brook
(SK174810) and Cowdale (SK084722). Russet Well and Bradwell
Brook are large allogenic conduit resurgences showing rapid
response to flood pulses, while Cowdale has less fluctuations and
is probably fed mostly by autogenic percolation water. Samples
were taken weekly for these sites over the period of one year
(January 1979 - February 1980). The water samples were collected
manually, since an automatic water sampler was not available for
the study. Automatic samplers and computerised data loggers

at different times of the year and under different flow
to high flood. These were

conditions ranging from base flow

analysed chemically and the data were numerical averages of the
parameters for each site, with the aim of overcoming the problem

of short-term fluctuations known to occur in the chemistry of
karst resurgences. The samples were taken and analysed by
standard methods (American Public Health Authortty, 1975). The

the cations calcium,
magnesium, sodium and potassiuffi, and the anions bicarbonate,
chloride, sulphate and nitrate. To these were added the derived
parameters Saturation Index, partial pressure of carbon dioxide,
relative entropy and the ionic ratio (Ca + Mg)/(Na + K).
The results of these previous analyses revealed four main
groups of sites:
i) the "General Limestone Group", comprising over one third
of all the sites studied, with parameter values approximating
to the medians of all sites, but exhibiting a range of Mg
chemical variables measured were

ii)

values

the Dolomitic Group, from the south-eastern paft of the

Derbyshire dome, characterised by high Mg
the Mineral/Thermal Group, with high Mg, Na, K, Cl and
SO+, and low NOI and ionic ratio, including several soughs
and the thermal waters of Matlock, Buxton and Bakewell
iv) the Sandstone/Shale Group of non-limestone waters from the
surrounding "gritstone" uplands and shales, with high K,
SO+, saturation index, partial pressure of COz, and relative
entropy, and low Ca, HCOI, NO: and ionic ratio.
The comparison of sites based on these average d parameters
can be facilitated using such diagrams as the Stiff diagram (Figure
1), where the selected parameters must always be the same, and in
the same order, for the sites to be compared, and the "shapes"

iii)

Ca +Hg

SO4 + Cl

Na +K

Q
,t

HCO3

so4

Ca

<-

Cl

--f>

Figure 2. Piper Diagram. Each of the lower triangles is a three-pole plot of
three ions. The cations Mg, Ca, Na + K, totalling to 100, give one point
according to the data values; and the anions HCOy, CI and SOt, similarly
totalling to 100, give a second point. Normally it is dfficult to portray the
change in values of six variables with time on a single diagram. The Piper
Diagram achieves this by telescoping the six variables to four, the resulting
diamond-shaped box at the top of the diagram having axes SOt + CI (from
two of the anion variables), Ca + Mg (from two of the cations), and Na +
K and HCOy from the original three-pole plots. A single projected point
may be plottedfrom the two three-pole points. The time series datamay then
be plotted in time, resulting in a hysteresis loop for the variables of a
particular site over one year.
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became more readily available in the late 1980s, and a modern
study would not be regarded as worthwhile without continuous
sampling of parameters.

In addition to the variables already mentioned above, Total
Hardness, Silica, pH, Conductivity and Flow were measured

either in the field or the laboratory. Flow was measured at Russet
Well and Bradwell by stage in a controlled section, and estimated
visually in a regular channel at Cowdale.
Total Hardness was selected for consistency with other work
(e.g. Pitty, 1968; Halliwell, 1977) despite it being an aggregate of
Calcium and Magnesium values.
Meteorological data were obtained from the Buxton Weather
Centre. Antecedent rainfall was calculated by agglegating daily
observations for the seven previous days, and soil and air
temperatures by averaging observations for the seven previous
days.

The chemical analyses of such time series may be portrayed as
"hysteresis loops" on a Piper Diagram (Figure 2). Howeveg to
extract more information a variety of statistical techniques may be
employed on the computer. The overall purpose of the study was
to investigate the interrelationships of the variables, and to see if
any periodic behaviour could be detected.

COMPUTER AND MATIIEMATICAL METHODS
The observations presented in date order are often referred to

"time series", and the purpose of the study is to see if elapsed
time, i.e. the annual cycle of seasonal changes, has an effect on the
as a

parameters of karst waters. Several statistical techniques are
available for the analysis of time series (for a review of common
statistical techniques see Davis, 1973; Mather, 1976a; 1976b).
In this study we are not interested in comparisons between sites,
but in the way in which the variables change with time at a given
site. The starting point is a correlation matrix, in which the crosscorrelation of the variables is expressed. This is a square matrix,
with the number of columns (and rows) equal to the number of

variables. A numerical figure is calculated for each pair of
variables which expresses the cross-correlation i.e. similarity of
variation of the two selected variables. Thus the comparison of
the 3rd and 5th variables is entered in column 3, row 5 (and also
in row 3, column t since the matrix is symmetrical). Of course the
diagonal from top left (column I, row l) to bottom right is'ofno
interest, since this represents comparisons of each of the variables

with itself (100% similaritD.
Examination of the correlation matrix

will

reveal strong

associations between pairs ofvariables (i.e. they change together
in a very similar manner), and also strong anti-associations, which
are equally ofinterest. Only obvious associations can be spotted

visually, and

it

is usual to submit the correlation matrix to

computer analysis. Cluster Analysis is usually the first procedure
to be tried. The use of cluster analysis for the identifrcation of
groups of sites (Q-mode analysis) has already been refered to
above (Christopher and Wilcock, 1981a, 1981b), and its use has
been commonplace for multivariate problems. Its use for the
association of variables (R-mode analysis) has, however, been less
common. Use of this technique produces groups of variables
which change over time in a similar manne! and the results may

be expressed by the conventional dendrogram and minimum
spanning tree diagrams.

Principal Components Analysis is another commonly-used
technique. Here the aim is to frnd the maximum spread of
variance of the variables, and to express this direction as a new
single component made up of fractions of the variance of all the
original variables; this is referred to as the first principal
component. By examination of the "loadings" we may then
deduce the meaning of this component. The weights, or
importance, of the components are expressed in "variable
equivalents", e.g. the hrst principal component might carry the
weight of 8.1 original variables (this would be a highly successful
and meaningful result). Next the variance of the first principal
component is subtracted from the data, and a second principal
component is derived, at "right angles" to the hrst. The variance
of the second principal component is subtracted, and the
procedure continues until the remaining principal components
have a weight less than one variable equivalent. What has been
done is to express the data in terms of new variables which are
hopefully meaningful in terms of the structure of the data. It is
common to display the results by plotting the data (water samples
from a specific site, in our case) on a cartesian diagram, with two
of the principal components as axes. Usually the frrst and second
principal bomponents are selected for this purpose, but other
combinations of principal components are equally valid. The
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Figure 3. Dendrogram. R-mode Analysis: How the variables vary at Russet
Well.

Principal Components technique is far more powerful than simple
tests of significance such as chi-square or the t-distribution; it is
the properties rather than the sites which are being compared, and
all pairs of properties are correlated in a matrix at the start of the
method, ranging from +I00% for perfect correlation through 0%
for perfect anti-correlation.
for no relation to
is of specific application to periodic variations.
Lag Correlation -100o/o
This is of relevance to observations of karst water sources, since
an annual cycle caused by the meteorological conditions of the
seasons will probably occur, although there may be wide
variations in the frequency of droughts, floods, snowfall and other
events which do not occur every year. An "autocorrelation" is
performed between the sequence of observations of a specific
variabl e at a given site and its own values displaced by one week,
two weeks, three weeks, etc. in both directions in time, and

numbers expressing the degree of autocorrelation at these
distances in time may be plotted on a "correlogram", which is a
diagram of the autocorrelation function versus the lag.Peaks will
occur at specific lag values where the time series has a repetitive
nature. In general karst sources exhibit a lag at plus or minus 52
weeks (the annual cycle), but often also at plus or minus26 weeks
(perhaps indicating similar conditions at the equinoxes).
Even further information may be obtained by comparing the
correlograms for specific variables to discover variables which
behave in similar manners with time. This will occur if the original
variables were highly correlated in the first place, and this
information is already available from the correlation matrix, R-

rnode cluster analysis and principal components

analysis.

Alternatively, the forms of the lag correlation curves for different
variables may be compared visually; however, for further
emphasis an additional statistical study may be justified. For the
sites under discussion four groups of variables which behave in a
similar fashion with time have been identified by comparing lag
correlation curves visually, supported by cluster analysis of the
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Figure 5. Principal Components Plot for the first two components at Russet
W ell, showing the annual hysteresis and the seasons.

.behaviour of the variables, and further significance testing using

;hi-square and the t-distribution.

DISCUSSION
Cluster analysis for the allogenic resurgence at Russet Well
tFigure 3) shows three main groups of variables with strong
essociation at greater than the 80% phenon level. These are:
i) water temperature with soil temperature
ii) Ca, total hardness, HCOI, Mg, saturation index,
SiOl, partial pressure of COz (karst processes)
iiD Na, Cl, K, NOr, SO+, flow, rainfall (flow-related).
The minimum spanning tree (Figure 4) clearly shows these
temperature, karst processes, and flow-related groups. Principal
;omponents analysis for Russet Well yields a first principal
component (p.c.) concerned with flow, rainfall, N&, Cl and NOti
a second p.c. concerned with karst processes (Ca, total hardness,

HCOI, Mg, saturation index); and a fourth p.c. concerned with
and SiO:. The third p.c. has no strong associations or antiessociations with the original variables. A plot of the first p.c.
a-{ainst the second p.c. (Figure 5) clearly shows the annual cycle,
,'r-ith similar conditions in late spring and late autumn, and
ertremes in late winter and late summer, as might be expected.
SO+

Figure 7. Lag Correlation Dffirences at Russet Well.

Lag correlations also show a return to similar conditions over a
52 week period, but also at spring and autumn similar conditions
occur after a 26 week delay, reflecting approximately similar
meteorological conditions at the equinoxes. The correlograms are
shown in Figure 6. There are four main types:
i) Ca and HCOr

ii)
iii)
iv)

Mg and SO+
SiOr

Na, Cl, K, NOI
Comparison of such correlograms by eye is possible but a bit
haphazard. As explained above, if two correlograms are similar in
form it must mean that the corresponding variables age themselves
highly correlated, and this information should already have been
available from the correlation matrix, R-mode cluster analysis
and principal components analysis. A further automatic detection
of similar forms of correlogram (by analysis of a similarity matrix)
is an added complexity which ffi?y, however, be justified. A
computer program was accordingly written to find the "mean
differences" between all pairs of correlograms, to express these as
similarities in a similarity matrix, and to perform cluster analysis
on these correlations between lags. Since it was clear by this stage
that the major controls on the variables were temperature and
flow, comparisons were performed between the lags of all the

other variables against soil temperature and against flow
separately. The results for Russet Well are shown by the
dendrogram and minimum spanning tree of Figure 7. Here the

-26

w eeks

four groups of lag correlations identified above are shown clearly.
The flow lag correlation is associated with the Na, Cl, K, NO:
group, and the soil temperature lag is associated more weakly with
all three other groups CalHCOz, M/SO q and SiO:.
Bradwell Brook in general shows a similar picture to Russet
Well. Cluster analysis yields four groups of variables:
i) water and soil temperatures, Ca, total hardness,
Mg, HCOr, K and SiOr
ii) flow, rainfall

iii)
iu)

-26

w eeks

Lag Correlations at Russet Well. The four major variation types
soil temperature. The annual cycle occurs at +52 weeks, but a repetition
n +26 weeks is also found (similar conditions at the equinoxes?).
Figure 6.
';"

Na, Cl,

SO+

saturation index, partial pressure of COz
Here the temperature and karst process groups are combined,
and K is temperature-related, while NO: is not strongly
associated with either temperature or flow. Furthermore, ro ions
appear to be strongly associated with flow at Bradwell. This may
suggest a longer time underground for the water appearing at
Bradwell than for the waters of Russet Well. The first p.c. is to do
with Ca, total hardness, Mg, HCOI, and soil temperature, and
the second p.c. with flow and rainfall . Lag correlations associate
Na with Cl, SO+ with NO:, Mg with HCO:, and SiO: weakly
with Ca and K. Temperature therefore seems to be much more of
a control at Bradwell than flow.
Cowdale shows only small variations of all parameters, and

hardly any significant correlations. The first three principal
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components account for only 55% of the variance (a relatively low

figure). Groupings are:

i) illl'i ll$
ii)
iii)

HCOI, saturation

;:"i,TroT::11:'3'T8,

Ca, total hardness

the available discontinuous data. For this to be possible, at least
daily sampling would be necessary, and preferably a continuous
record; in future projects of this nature continuous data-logging
should therefore be employed.
Thus the work suggests that statistical analysis, and in

flow, rainfall, SO+, SiOr
iv) Na, Cl
Principal components are weak: rainfall, flow, Ca, total
hardness and NOli SO+ and SiOl; and water temperature, Ca,
total hardness and HCO:. Lag correlations indicate associations
between Cl, HCO: and SiO:i and between Na, SO+, NOr, Ca and
K. These observations do not exhibit strong temperature-related
or flow-related groups of parameters, and ate probably not
significant. It may be that laboratory accuracies are becoming of

particular R-mode (variable v variable) cluster analysis and

Cowdale. The overall assessment of Cowdale must be that it is a
site with few variations, reflecting an autogenic regime which is
not strongly influenced by either rainfall or temperature.
The interpretation of these results in a hydrogeochemical

conventional techniques

the same order as the actual variances of the parameters at

setting has

to draw upon

previous theoretical work and

conceptual models of karst water development. Early workers
(e.g. White, 1969) developed a simplistic model based upon two
components of karst water flow or recharge: allogenic (open), and
diffuse or autogenic (closed). Subsequent workers extended this
American work world-wide, and a recent summary (Gunn, 1986)
synthesised 17 years of research.
The initial model of White has proved remarkably durable.

carbonate

groundwaters. From the simple open and closed model he
developed a two-stage model of coincident and sequential
formation of karst waters. Similar models have been developed for
other systems and areas, as summarised by Gunn.
Previous work by the authors (1981a; 1981b) showed that in the
Derbyshire Peak District a complete spectrum of groundwater
chemistry types exists, as recognised from a variety of
hydrogeochemical indices. The sites selected for the current study
are spread across this spectrurn, from Russet Well at one end
(resurgence type), via Bradwell in the middle (intermediate), to
Cowdale at the other end (centroid of the "General Limestone
Group").
The only previous systematic studies of Derbyshire water have
been by Pitty (196$ 1976). Although the basis of these studies has
been criticised by Bertenshaw (1980) and others, these studies
contain data worthy of comparison with the present study, clearly
fitting well with the models of White (1969), Drake (1933) and
Gunn (1986) where water chemistry in carbonate ground water is
controlled by either open, sequential conditions (flood dilution)
or closed, diffuse coincident conditions.
Pitty examined Russet Well and Bradwell, and made statistical

correlations

of dissolved calcium with

antecedent soil

temperature, and of air temperature with water temperature, with
the following predicted flow-through times in days:
Ca v temp.
Air v Water temp.
42-62
Russet Well
28
Bradwell
84 - r04
10-15
Pitty does comment that the Bradwell data for Air v Water
temperature is discordant with the expected trend. However, his
data does indicate a dual control of flow and soil temperature at
both sites, which agrees with the present study.
At Russet Well sequential conditions exist, due to the clear

allogenic recharge, and clear differentiation between flowcontrolled parameters and temperature-controlled (soil air COz
concentration) parameters can be made.
Bradwell is a site with large flow variations but little allogenic
recharge. As a result the flow component is much reduced but still
recognisable, and the site is clearly coincident, with a small flood
dilution component.

Cowdale, with low overall variation, is clearly totally
coincident, and such variations as exist may be due to random
errors

in parameter measurements.

The conclusions are that the principal ionic components (Ca
and HCOI) are controlled by temperature variations, and
leachate ions (Na, K, NOr and Cl) are by contrast associated at
all sites with flow variations, indicating that leaching processes
are dominant in controlling the concentrations of these ions.
Thus, while it has been possible to distinguish the variables which

control the concentrations of individual ionic

species,

quantification has not been possible except in broad terms with
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CONCLUSIONS

It has been

that a combination of the
of cluster analysis and principal

demonstrated

components analysis, plus lag correlation can indicate association
of variables in karst water sources. In particular the dominant
controls of temperature and flow have been demonstrated for the
allogenic resurgences of Russet Well and Bradwell Brook, while
Cowdale is an example of an autogenic resurgence with little
variance. Ca, HCOI, Mg and SiOl are dominantly temperature-

controlled, while Na, Cl, K and NO: are dominantly flowcontrolled. This pattern agrees with models of karst solution
processes developed by other workers.

A

significant refinement was published by Drake (1983), who
proposed that a spectrum of types existed where the principal
controls were flood dilution, and a reservoir of soil air COz

which controls the ultimate composition of

principal components analysis, can indicate whether a resurgence
is allogenic or autogenic in character. Lag correlations give
interesting information on 4ow parameters chaggg with time, and
comparisons of lag correlation curves for different variables
indicate groups of parameters which change similarly with time.
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A Palaeomagnetic Study of Sediments from Maypole Inlet, Peak Gavern
Lsurence THISTLEWOOD and Mark NOEL

Abstract: In an attempt to learn something of the nature of the cave sediment-palaeomagnetic record
Maypole Inlet was chosen as a site for detailed study. Clastic sediments from six sampled sections
in the passage are shown to have acquired a stable remanent magnetization. Down-section variations
in the directional magrretic data are inferred to be a record of the geomagnetic secular variation
interrupted by breaks in sedimentation. Breaks are recognised in both the palaeomagnetic and
sediment logs but do not always correspond. Comparison of the palaeomagrretic data from adjacent
sites demonstrates great variability in relative sedimentation rate ranging from net deposition at one
site and no net deposition at the other to approximately equal rates of deposition at both sites.

The growth in the number of soft sediment palaeomagnetic
studies during the 1960s and 70s, primarily involving lacustrine
deposits, prompted an analagous study of cave sediments, both
clastic and chemical. It was thought that the long-term
preservation potential of deep cave deposits, which often exceeds
that of other terrestrial deposits, offered the opportunity for
extending high resolution geomagnetic records back into the Late
and Middle Quaternary. Studies of caves developed at several
levels (Schmidt, 1982; Schmidt et al, 1984) have yielded vertical
sediment palaeomagnetic stratigraphies and allowed rates of
valley downcutting

to be

constrained. Comparisons

of

the

geomagnetic secular variation recorded by cave and dated lake
sediments have enabled the dating of cave fills (e.g. Noel, 1986;
Noel and St. Pierre, 1984). Archaeological remains associated
with entrance zone deposits have also been dated using this

approach (e.g. Creer and Kopper, 1974). In addition, secular
variation studies of clastic and chemical deposits have been used
to model the behaviour of the earth's field (e.g. Creer and Kopper,

Turner and Lyons, 1986; Latham et al., 1985).
For a more detailed review of cave sediment palaeomagnetism
see Noel and Thistlewood (1989). Introductory accounts are given
in Noel (1982, 1985).
1976;

preferably associated

with

dateable speleothems.

After

a

consideration of several British caves, Peak Cavern, Castleton was
chosen to be the site of a detailed sediment-palaeomagnetic study.
The cave is largely developed along gently dipping bedding planes
and, because clastic sediments are abundant and well preserved,
it offers the possibility for examining along-passage and beddingplane wide sediment correlations. Within the Peak-Speedwel]
system the distribution of sediments across a vertical succession
of bedding controlled conduits coupled with extensive aven and
high-level passage development suggested the possibility of

linking individual records to build an extended magnetic
stratigraphy. Finally, Peak Cavern is an active cave with

deposition and erosion of sediments occurring in the epi-phreatic
zone. Observation of the processes involved, some specific to the
cave environment, contributes to an understanding of clastic
deposits in the largely inactive passages of the vadose zone.

FIELDWORK STRATEGY
sediment correlation through
palaeomagnetism was carried out in Maypole Inlet, an
abandoned high-level tube 15m above the Peak Cavern
streamway. Digging of the passage by cavers during the period of

The first test of cave

THE PRESENT STUDY

MAYPOLE

Previous studies of cave sediment palaeomagnetism have
usually involved the study of a single site within a particular cave
and the taking of small numbers of samples. It appears that, in
many cases, palaeomagnetism has been treated as a geomagnetic
tool in isolation of the source material and that workers have
failed to gain frrst at least some understanding of the cave's
hydrological and sedimentological development. The complex
nature of cave sedimentation, to which conventional stratigraphic
assumptions do not necessarily apply, has been recognised
(Osborne, 1984) but is rarely considered by geophysicists working
on such material.
It was the aim of the present study, the most detailed of its kind
and part of which is reported here, to examine the nature of the
cave sediment-palaeomagnetic record and to address some of the
apparent shortcomings of previous work by making use of both
sediment palaeomagnetic and sedimentological parameters. At its
outset the study sought to attempt the construction of a cave
sediment palaeomagnetic stratigraphy based on the geomagnetic
secular variation, an approach similar to that of Schmidt (1982)
but of higher resolution, the upper part of which might overlap
existing lake-sediment geomagnetic records. However, it soon
became clear that before an attempt could be made at establishing
such a stratigraphy the following questions, amongst others, had
to be addressed: how continuous is the sedimentary record at any
one site? how can breaks in sedimentation be recognised? how has
the sediment-palaeomagnetic record been affected by sedimentary
processes
deposition from flowing and standing water giving
- of differing grain size and sedimentary structure,
rise to units
disturbance by microfaulting and desiccation, and deposition on
surfaces which frequently diverge from the horizontal? Because it
was thought that sediment sequences linked by similar

hydrological fluctuations and sedimentological source
characteristics would be the least problem atical to relate, it
appeared that the study of a sediment fill within a single passage
was the best way in which to approach these questions.
Choice of field area
The choice of field site(s) was determined by the strategy
outlined above; suitable caves would show development at several
discrete levels and contain considerable clastic sediment fill,
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Figure 1. Map showing the location of sampling sites within Maypole Inlet.
Note
the sides of the passage along most of its length are in sediment
(inset- Peak Cavern showing the location of Maypole Inlet (MI)).
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Section Peak 11. Microfaulting has divided a sedimentary unit into separate
blocks that have moved relative to each other but appear to have suffered
little internal disturbance.

the study had extended the passage length to around 90m by April
1989 (Figure 1). Sediment fill is continuous over most of this
distance, from the roof to the excavated floor
depth of up to

l50cm. Visual inspection of the sediments showed to be
predominantly fine-grained and therefore ideal for
palaeomagnetic study. In total six sections were sampled for
palaeomagnetism, with 449 samples being taken. Subsequently,
eighteen sections, at approximately 2.5m intervals, were sampled

using a Bartington susceptibility meter in an attempt to improve

the along-passage correlation of certain features. Nine other

sediment sections, two on the Maypole Inlet bedding plane and
seven on that of the Main Stream Inlet below, were sampled but
will not be considered further in this paper.

FIELDWORK PROCEDURE

It was the aim of the field procedure to select profiles of
relatively undisturbed sediment and to place samples in such a
way that any magnetic signal recorded by the sediment could be
fully recovered. It also had to be possible to accurately record the
orientation of samples. The sites chosen for sampling were spread
along the length of the passage and included some of the thickest
sections available. They were prepared by cutting vertical faces
with a thin stainless steel 'cheese wire' held in a brass frame. This
technique makes it unnecessary to use any sort of blade to give
a final sampling surface, thereby minimising disturbance of the
sediment through shear. Plastic sample tubes of 2.2cm internal
diameter and length were then pushed into the fac e horizontally
using an aluminium plate with attached bull's-eye spirit level.
They were positioned with a 50o/o overlap and close to the mid line
of the section thereby avoiding sampling across rapid lateral
sedimentological variations. Multiple sampling along selected
horizons was undertaken to allow a measure of internal
consistency to be obtained. The depth at each sample mid-point
was measured and their end faces scribed with a vertical line,
down arrow and number. Insertion directions were measured to
an accuracy of +2o with a fluxgate compass. Samples were
removed from the sediment, their ends carefully cut by wire, and
56

Section Peak 15, Maypole Inlet. A chaotic assemblage of silt intraclasts rest
on a sand unit at 42.5cm. Formed, perhaps, through the collapse of an
undermined sediment bank, the deposit was subsequently draped by
rhy thmically laminated silts.

placed end-to-end in tubes for transportation out of the cave.
Complete sediment sequences at each site were extracted within
aluminium channel sections to assist in the laboratory description
of sediment type and stratigraphy.

LABORATORY PROCEDURE
Following the basic visual description of colour, grain size and
structure each sample was sealed with a plastic disc to minimise
moisture and the resultant magnetic disturbance (Otofuki et al.,
re82).

Remanent magnetization
In natural remanent magnetization (NRM) of a sediment is the
vector sum of all magnetizations present within it, and commonly
comprises a dertital component of magnetization acquired during
or shortly after deposition (see Verosub, 1977 for a review) and a
component of later origin. Such a component may be due to
chemical changes in the sediment following deposition or
commonly results from the magnetic relaxation of a proportion of
the grain population in the ambient earth's field. NRM vector
were measured with a Molspin fluxgate spinner magnetometer
(Molyneux, I97I) and expressed as a direction (declination and
inclination, each measured to an accurancy of f l') and a
magnitude (intensity of megnetizatron) after correction to
geographical coordinates.

Latet components of magnetization serve to obscure

any

magnetization of depositional origin and may be remove through
the process of partial alternating field (AF) demagnetization.
Stepwise AF demagnetization, in which samples are tumbled in
alternating magnetic fields of progressively increasing strength,
allows NRM composition to be analysed, makes determination of
a suitable field for demagnetization of the remaining samples
possible, and indicates the general suitability of a sample for
palaeomagnetic analysis. A number (6-15 per section) of 'pilot'
samples were taken as representatives of sedimentary units within
each sequence and demagn etized in this way in fields of up to

which it can be magnetized.lt is determined largely by a sample's

mineralogy and
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is a useful parameter in the correlation of

sequences (see e.g. Thompson and

Oldfreld, 198( chapters 10-12),
variations perhaps indicating a change in sediment source or
sedimentary regime. The susceptibility of samples removed to the
laboratory was measured in an inductance bridge. As noted
above, a portable susceptibility meter was used in the cave in an
attempt to 'tie in' palaeomagnetic profrles by sampling between
them at intermediate locations.
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Palaeomagnetic and sedimentological profiles
, The small changes of remanence direction caused by partial
dema.gnetization confirm the stability of remanance indicated by
tle pilot sample demegnetizations. Multiple sampling at depths of
19.6 and l26.6cm in section Peak 8 demonstrates a.consistency in
each of the four magnetic parameters that suggests the variations
o{declination, inclination, intensity and susceptibility with depth
(Figures 2a and 2b) are systematic and not due to noise.
Declination and inclination records show oscillations of similar
amplitude to those seen in lake sediment palaeomagnetic profiles
(e.g. Turner and Thompson, 1982) where they are intepreted as
being a record of the geomagnetic secular variation and a similar
conclusion is reached here. It is apparent that maxima and
minima are of two types, those that seem to be genuine turning
points and those of a more 'step-like' nature; variations in
intensity and susceptibility are generally of the latter type.
The sediment logs (Figure 3) show down-section variations in
grain size and sedimentary structure that point to a variety of
sedimentary regimes, including fluviatile and episodic standing
water, having existed at different times within the passage. It is
apparent from the logs that breaks in sedimentation, of unknown
duration, exist within each section. A slight exception is seen
towards the top of section Peak I where a thin speleothem
intercalation is present and suggest a lower limit for the length of
hiatus. As few units can be correlated unequivocally on purely
sedimentological evidence it is reasonable to suppose that micro
variations in sedimentary environment within the passage have

fill of time-equivalent sediment packets.
To illustrate something of the natrire of the sediment-

given rise to a complex

palaeomagnetic records, two profiles (Peak 8 and Peak 3) have
been compared (Figure 2). Because the continuity of sediment fill
is largely unknown the magnetic data presented are'unsmoothed'
by averaging, except for the effect imposed by the finite sample

size. Careful comparison

Figure 2. Plots a and b show declination (D), inclination (I), intensity of
magnetization (J, units x10-6 Am'kg-t ) and magnetic susceptibility (5,
units xI}-' *t kg-t ) against depth in sections Peak 3 and Peak 8. Graph
c shows a correllation of the sediment sections Peak 3 and Peak 8 based on
palaeomagnetic data. Individual points are features recognised in both sets
of data plotted at their relative depths. Circles - directional ( D and I ) data,
crosses = mineral magnetic (J and S ) data. The heavy line is the Line of
Correlation (LOC) or relative sedimentation function. For sediment log
legend see Figure 3. Individual divisions on each axis represent l)cm.

100rriT. The remaining samples were then demagnetized

in fields

of between 10 and 20ni| and remeasured in the spinner
magnetometer.

Magnetic susceptibility
The magnetic susceptibility of a sample indicates the ease with

of the two

data sets allows

the

recognition ofcorresponding down-profile variations in the four
parameters which are then plotted against each other (Figure 2c)
and a line of correlation (LOC) or relative sedimentation function
htted. Greater signihcance is given to changes in the directional
data since it is possible that variations in the parameters of
mineral magnetic origin may be diachronous. Several points arise
from this treatment of the data:
a) Despite the paucity of data points it is clear that the LOC
consists of several line segments, the intersection of which
represent changes in relative sedimentation rate.
b) A prominent step in the LOC coincides with the base of a
fining-up unit at 43cm in the Peak 8 profile and represents a
break in sedimentation. This corresponds to the interval of
period
3243cm in Peak 3
net deposition, and not
- aerosion orofunbroken
necessarily one of zero
sedimentation.
c) The abrupt grain size change and reworked intraclastic
horizon seen in both sediment logs (at 83 and 70cm for Peak
8 and Peak 3 respectively) marks a break in sedimentation at
both sites. The absence of a step in the LOC, however,
indicates that the break was of equal length at each site
(within the resolution allowed by the sampling interval and
geomagnetic secular variation). It is therefore possible that
other synchronous breaks, which are not marked by abrupt
sediment changes. exist in the sections but are unrecognisable
in the magnetic data.
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Figure 3. Schematic graphic sediment-logs

for the six Maypole Inlet sections. Dashed
correlation lines are based upon the

PEAI( 7

recognition of corresponding features in the
palaeomagnetic profiles of adiacent sediment
inclination).
declination, I
sections (D
- numbers that
The features- have been given
are consistent along the passage. The dotted

o
!

n
s

line marks a break in sedimentation traceable
between several of the sites.
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CONCLUSIONS
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